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The House met at 3:00 P.M. 

Hr. Speaker in the Chair. 

l'1R. SPEAKER: Order, please~ 

PRESENTING PETITIONS 

HR. SPEAKER: The han. member for Burin-Placentia West. 

HR. P. CANNING: Mr. Speaker, I rise to present a petition 

from some 130 tenants of houses in the housing area in Marystown, 

and the houses are owned by, leased 

Labrador Housing Corporation. 

the Newfoundland and 

Mr. Speaker, the prayer of the petition 

in brief is that these people object to a raise or two raises 

comi~g within the same year. The rates of the raises are between 

25 per cent and 30 per cent. As of May 1, the houses, according 

to their type, some bungalows with basements and duplex houses~their 

rent was raised between $25 and $30 rer month. Again in September 

there is another further raise of $20 per unit; between $27 and $30 

on May 1, and a further raise of $20 on September 1.' May 1, September 1, 

within four or five months the raise will be between 25 per cent and 

30 per cent or a little over 30 percent. 

The tenants object to the raise. They 

wrote the Anti-Inflation Board, and the advice that they got back 

from them was that they should refer their case to the government 

of this Province, which I now present to the House for consideration. 

Mr. Speaker, the amount or the raise seems 

a bit brutal, 30 per cent in one year, and the petitioners claim that, 

of course, it is far above t~e Anti-Inflation Board's regulations. 

Mr. Speaker, those tenants have my unqualified support, and I trust 

that I will have the support of both sides of this House. Mr. 

Speaker, there is no need of my even stating this will be a hardship 

on those people. They are people with, I suppose, average incomes, 

but with the high cost of living today, everything rising, continuing to 

rise,I am certainly sympathetic towards this group. 

Mr. Speaker, I am hoping that the 

government ~•ill gi-.'e it consideration, immediate consiceration, because 
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HR. CA.."lliiNG: 

~vi thin the 1e tter that I received~and wj_ thtn the petition, it appears 

that they are prepared to accept the first raise, the one that has 

already been paid on the 1st. of May, but they ask that the 

government -
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Mr. Canning: 

or the department concerned, and the government would give their 

consideration in looking into this matter and perhaps prevent 

this second raise which goes on the 1st. of September. 

Like I said there is no need of explaining to the 

House that this is pretty high coming within one year. 

HR. HURPh"'Y : Would you mind telling me,please,the monthly charge 

for these apartments( I want to compare it with Churchill Square Apartments. 

Is the hon. member aware -you know, he talks about the increases, 

but I was wondering what the actual monthly -

:1R. NOLAN: It depends on the apartments~whether it is a 

one bedroom or a two bedroom. 

HR. MURPHY: Yes, I am just wondering,'John'. I just waYct 

to get a comparison. 

MR. CANNING: 

MR. MHRPHY: 

MR. CANNING: 

They do not give the total per month. 

I see. 

They say the raise increase effect May 1, is 

$27, and another $20 on September 1, and they consider this 

bet1.reen 25 per cent and 30 per cent of a raise. I think in some 

cases it dEpends on the type of house; you have a bungalow with 

a basement at one charge, and then you have duplex at anothert 

and I am not quite certain but they co~ld have a two storey house, 

a single unit two storey. 

MR. MURPHY: I will check with the Minister for Municipal 

Affairs and Housing an~vay. 

HR. CA...\INING : The figures given to me some months ago wren they 

got this notice, it appeared to me that it was even over 30 per cent, 

I think, roughtly 34 per cent or 35 per cent for the year. 

MR. MURPHY: They have had about three raises in Churchill 

Square in the past year and a half. 

HR. CA.i'miNG: I do not think it is in accorcance 1vith the 

Anti-Inflation Board. And I am sure that the Premier will give it 
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Hr. Canning: 

his sympathy, because he freely accepted the inflationary measures 

that were placed on us despite the fact that we are poor and our 

cost of living is higher. He freely and willingly accepted them 

immediately, and told tae Prime Xinister of Canada that he was 

going to go along with him. But I am sure now when the regulations 

of tbe Anti-Inflation Board are broken~or the rules as laid 

down by the Anti-Inflation Board, I am sure that he will be considerat~ 

tmvards those people and intercede on their behalf. 

Mr. Speaker, I give this petition my unqualified 

support and ask that it be placed on tpe table of the House and referred 

to the department to which it relates. 

MR.. SPEAKER: The hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. S. A. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I give the petition presented 

by my hon. friend, the member for Burin-Placentia West (Mr. Canning) my 

unqualified support, Sir. I have no hesitation at all in supporting 

the prayer of the petition on behalf of the hon. member's constituents 

who are complaining about the exorbitant increase in rents, in 

apartments rented from the Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation 

in Marystown. 

Mr. Speaker, this raises the matter again of 

whether or not Newfoundland and Labrador Housing should come under 

the Newfoundland Tenancies Board. The hon. Minister of Municipal 

Affairs and Housing is nodding his approval. I do not know whether 

the governmertt has it in mind. 

MR. DINN: l~e are having a look at it. 

MR. NEARY: The minister says they are having a look at it. 

Well it is long overdue, Hr. Speaker, that the people who live in 

apartments and houses rented from the St. John's Housing Authoritj' ~ 

the St. John's Rousing Corporation , and the Newfound!and and 

Labrador Housi'Q.g Corporation, \vhen they have a grievance they have 

no recourse to their grievance except to appeal directly to the 

House of Assembly. They cannot take their grievance to the 

Ne•;vfoundland Tenancies Board 1 the same as every other tenant in this 
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Mr. Neary: 

Province. The Newfoundland and Labrador Housing,in case hon. 

IUembers do not remember,are exempted from being scrutinized by 

the Newfoundland Tenancies Board. 

And as fat as the ~\nti-Inflation Board is concerned, 

Sir, well all erown corporations in all the provinces unless, unless, 

Mr. Speaker, and this is a very big unless, unless the government 

decided to place the Crown corporation by mutual agreement under the 

Anti-Inflation Board then it is automatically exempt from the ru1es 

and regulations of the Anti-Inflation Board. That is unfortunate, 

because in this Province,! think, the government elected to keep 

all Crown corporations, government agencies outside the terms of 

reference of the Anti-Inflation Board. 

AN HON • MEMBER: That is not true. 

MR . NEARY : So therefore the onus of - yes, Sir, that is true -

the onus of responsibility then is on the government itself. The 

government really then takes the place of the Anti-Inflation Board 

in this Province. 

SOME HON . MEMBERS : In rents. 
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~m.. NEARY: Not only in rents, in other things. The Board 

of Commissioners of Public Utilities is outside the AIB. 

They take the place of the Anti-Inflation Board in this 

Province. So the government really takes the place of the 

Anti-Inflation Board. But where Crown corporations are 

exempt from the terms of reference of the Anti-Inflation 

Board,they are expected to live up to the spirit of the 

increases that are allowed under the rules and regulations 

laid down by the Anti-Inflation Board, which in this case 

would be around eight per cent. 

So as my hon. friend said, the peple are not 

objecting to the first increase and they are probably not 

objecting so much to the second increase. But what they 

are objecting to is the thirty per cent increase. The ~vo 

increases should not amount to any more than half that, fifteen 

per cent, when in actual fact the government, the minister~ 

theNewfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation have decided 

to sock it to the tenants in these apartments by adding an 

additional thirty per cent to their rent in a very short period. 

And it does not make any difference - Mr. Speaker, I heard 

one of the minister's say, "Well how much do they pay in 

Marystown compared to Churchill Square?" ~vhat difference 

does that make? They are getting thirty per cent added on 

to their rent in ~~rystown which is upsetting their budget 

procedure, 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR. NEARY: 

Thirty per cent on $100 is not as much $200. 

Well it does not make any difference, Sir. The 

people ~vho live in these apartments have adjusted to a certa"in 

way of 'life. 

~. MURPh"Y : I agree. 

MR. NEARY: And if you add on thirty per cent over a matter of a 
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MR. NEARY: period of a few months you are going to upset 

the whole routine, Whereas the people over in Churchill 

Square may be paying a little more but they have adjusted 

to it. That is their way of life. 

MR. MURPHY: But they are mostly retired people. I think 

everybody understands that. 

MR. NEARY: Well I do not know what they are, Sir. They 

are not mostly retired people. I lived over there myself 

one time, 

MR. MURPHY: I know but you were retired sure years ago, 

MR. NEARY: I would not consider myself -

MR. MURPHY: Retired from work~I mean now. 

MR. NEARY: - to be retired, not yet anyway, 

But, Mr. Speaker, I support the prayer of the petition 

and I do hope that the minister and the government ~~ill reconsider 

this matter and roll back these exhorbitant increases in rent 

to a more realistic figure. 

SOME HON, MEMBERS : Hear! Hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Leader of the Opposition, 

MR. ROBERTS: ~x. Speaker, in the absence of the minister, 

who is once again conspicuous by his reluctance to speak on 

a matter that falls within his jurisdiction, perhaps I could 

say a word or t:Y1o in support of the petition. 

MR~ NOLAN: Who is the minister? 

HR. ROBERTS: The Minister of Municipal Affairs is the minister 

responsible. 

MR. NOLAN: He is right there. 

MR. ROBERTS: I know, I said1 "In the absence." I know he is in 

the House,but he is absent he is here in -

~. LUSH: He is mute, 

'1R. ROBERTS: He is mute. That is the word I wanted, I thank 

my friend, 

.I 

/ 
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~. ROBERTS: Nr. Speaker, the prayer of the petition is 

I think straightforward and I think it ought to commend itself 

to the powers that be and I think it ought to be granted. 

I agree that these Cro~vn agencies ought to be brought under 

the provisions of the Landlord and Tenant Act. It is quite 

anomalous that the government are prepared to nut all the 

private landlords in this Province under legislation that 

sets forth their rights and their obligations and protects 

the tenants• rights, but is not willing to do the same for 

itself despite the fact that the government are one of 

the largest landlords in this Province and in many instances 

the government are commercial landlords. 

The St. John's Housing Corporation may have 

begun as a development body but it is in nm.; in most ~.;ays a 

commercial operation and there is no reason why they ought 

not to be subject to exactly the same rules as Your Honour would 

be if Your Honour decided to go into the rental business. But a 

more important point is the way in which the Newfoundland and 

Labrador Housing Corporation is runtand here I think the minister 

has something for which the minister must ans~~er and has not 

answered in the last two or three months despite the fact the 

matter has been raised in the House on a number of occasions. 

The corporation have advanced as their 

justification for these raises the fact that their costs have 

gone up. Now the minister has not had the courage to do that, 

nor has he had the courtesy even to reply to a letter which 

I sent to him some time ago about Marystmm, He is either 

too busy or too contemptuous of the business of the House to answer 

a letter which was sent to him. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! I must point out to the hon. 

Leader of the Opposition the requirement to confine his remarks 

to comment on the petition and support thereof but to avoid debate. 
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MR . ROBERTS: Thank you, Your Honour. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Try to be decent. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, I would like to be decen,t and I ~dsh the 

minister ~vould be decent too. and answering one's mail is a 

decent thing to do. 

NM - 4 

Mr. Speaker, the fact rematns that the 

Corporation have not advanced to the tenants, have not given 

the tenants any explanations or any justifications of it. 

The Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation is another 

of these agencies that operates as a law onto itself. It may 

or may not answer to the minister. I know it does in the 

formal sense. It may or may not in any effective sense. It 

has made no effort to tell these tenants why their rents 

must go up or whether the costs are too high or not. We had 

a long disc.ussicn in support of some petitions which came from 

Stephenville earlier in this session where I 
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t•dnk there 1-1as considerable matter led forHard1 

considerable evidence led fon-rard to indicate that the Housing 

Corporation 1-.ras 9eing less than candid in its dealings with the 

oeople who live in those particular units which are located on 

the Famon comulex, and the minister does nothing about it. 

Hell I am here to suggest, ~-fr. Speaker, that the uetition is 

a reasonable one. I think that these people have a right to 

expect that they Hill not have their rents raised rvithout 

explanation or without shown cause. They also have a ri~ht 

that their rents lvill not be raised quite as auickly. If 

any private landlord treated his tenants the way in which the 

goverment through the Housing Corporation treat their tenants 

there 'l:vould be strong speechs in the House, there 1vould be near 

riots, and I am sure that the Open Lines '"ould be humming 'vith 

indignation from the same government members - t~e same ministers 

1vho noP sit callously by and do nothi~g at all to alleviate 

the situation ~vhich exists in Marystown anri in Stephenville and 

in a number of other areas throughout this Province~· I support 

the petition, Sir, I hope the minister will respond. I hope he 

1vill take some positive action and I hope that he 1vill satisfy 

what I believe to be a reasonable request made by these petitioners. 

~. SPEAKER: 

MR. NOLA."l': 

petition as 

The hon. member for Conception Bay South. 

Mr. Speaker, I rise to support the prayer of the 

submitted by a number of people in l-~arystown, 

signed by approximatelv 140 names and an increase of t"~>renty-fi ve 

to thirty per cent. Hhat we are getting into here with the 

~Tewfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation, Mr. Speaker, is that 

the government is really into the retail or the rental business. 

For example, we have petitions time and time again here in this 

House on behalf of the people for the situation regarding the power 

increases,.And while 1-1e attack the ~·1e~vfoundland Light and Pouer 
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HR. ~:OLA..\1' : the fact is , if there is fault, if there is, we 

have to look at Ne1-1foundland and Labrador Hydro. '1m·r 111e are told 

that this is going to go before the Pu~lic Utilities Commission. 

There is no reason in God's -vrorld ,,•hy the ~Tewfoundland and Labrador 

Housing Corporation should not have to apnear before soEe such 

board or commission before they are permitted to adiust their rents 

up t-.:·7enty-five or thirty per cent. ~ow hmv did this increase come 

about? Did Mr. Vivian,in his capacity of Chairman of the Ne1vfoundland 

and Labrador Corporation,heartlessly and callously decide 11 Ah,He 

are going to slap another twenty-five or thirty per cent onto 

these people." No, that did not happen. The name of the game, 

Hr. Speaker, and here is rmv it ~vorks, is as follm•7S: (1) The 

various departments involved at a certain time of the year go 

to the group that our good old friend, the Minister of Finance, 

is so proud of - his troops 1 his battalion of lvhich he is the 

financial comandant, the Treasury Board. P.ight? And v7hen the 

Department of ~~unicipal Affairs goes up with their estimates 

they are told that you rave to cut back Sl million or $2 million 

and so on,othe~vise "tve will do it for you arbitrarily. 

Now then there can only be tHo culprits in this case, :-fr. 

Speaker. It is no good merelv goin~ after the Newfoundland 

and Labrador Rousing Corporations,because they are merely the 

arm or the agents of. one J the ~~inister of :runicipal Affairs, 

who has not yet decided to address himself to this problem 

publically; or secondly, the President of the Treasury :Roard.,r.rho 

is the :·~inister of Finance,o;;.yho sits there norv che\ving on a 

hard candy knob or something, r.rhatever he is munching on this 

afternoo'1. 

"~vfR . DOODY: 

~!R . "'TOLMT: 

MF". DOODY: 

I do not have anything in my mouth excent my -

Cud. 

rud. That is all I can afford. 

Right. T·Tell an.vway'lthe fact ic:; •,:e are not goin:;:r to 
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br ing Hr. Vivian before the Bar of the House are ive, 

~!r. Soeaker , •·Th e.n 'v8- do not need to? 

A oint of order. 

:·fP.. SPLJ(ER : A point of order. 

'·~ . PECKFORD : It ~.;auld seem to me th<1t the han . member fo r 

Conception Bay South is ranging into the field of de ate and 

explaining to us., as I am sure all h_on. members are a~,rare of 

anyway_, the procedure ;hich is follat·Yed by governnents in all 

,;urisdictions as to how things are decided . And I submit, 

~ r . Speaker, that it is really not germane ,the remarks t hat 

the hon . member is making nmv, to the Prayer of t he Petition Hh ich 

is to indicate -

~. NEARY: You do not need to cover it. 

~·ffi. . ROBERTS: It is favoural:Jle compared to .ost of ~.rha t t he 

minister says. 

~1R. PECKFORD: - su~port of a comPlaint by the residents that their 

rents are being increased higher than they think is necessarv at 

this time. And so launching into what I would consider to be a 

debate on the way in ~-vhich governments go about making these kinds 

of decisions is really not showing support for or against the 

petition for which 'le is supposed to be doing just that • 

~IR . RORERTS : . r. Speaker, if I might speak to that point of 

order, I submit that what seems to the hon. minister to be out of 

order is not therefore out of order. In fact in this case it 
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I1r. Roberts. 

most decidedly is not. Your Honour was good enough to bring 

me to the straight and narrow when I strayed. Your Honour, 

I am sure, would have intervened here had my colleague 

been straying, but he was not. He is supporting the petition. 

He is doing it in the entirely accepted way of buttressing his 

remarksj of setting forth a chain of logic, supporting a very 

strong argument, and I submit he should be allowed to do 

it without the attempts by the Minister of Mines and Energy 

to harass him, to throw him off his train of thought. It is 

only a five minute procedure at most we are allowed to use 

in support of petitions. My friend from Conception Bay South 

(Mr. Nolan) is making his argument, Sir. He is not straying in 

the debate. He is simply explaining the way in which the system 

works to show why he comes to whatever conclusion he is going 

to come to. I think that is perfectly in order, Sir. It is not 

argumentative. It is not debate. It is simply logic. I realize 

that that may escape the gentleman from Green Bay (Mr. Peckford), 

Sir, but we should not have to be troubled in the House with 

that. 

MR. SPEAKER: On the point of order. 

As the han. member for Conception Bay South 

is aware,in speaking to a petition he is required to comment 

on it and indicate his support of it by way of comment and not 

of debate. I would not rule his remarks to this point as out 

of order. If the subject matter of his discourse were 

to be something separate and distinct from support of the prayer 

of the petition, it·would be. He has made references to matters 

not identical with the prayer of the petition, but in my opinion 

thus far logically related to it. And I now call upon him 

for the minute remaining to continue his remarks. 
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MR. NOLAN: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Well in conclusion may I say that 

here we are, and it is the whole point, never mind let us 

bellyrag the Ne~vfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation. 

Maybe they are at fault, but they are only the instrument of 

the government, financially the instruments of the Treasury 

Board and the minister, and they are doing what they are told. 

It is as simple as that. 

MR. ROBERTS: That is the whole point as the minister knows. 

MR. NOLAN: The department is going in the hole, jack up 

the rents. Now that is the name of the game. Now if we have 

the other agency that the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) 

referred to,'tvho is quite prepared to carry, for example, 

}tr. Dobbin and his apartments ~fore the board regularly and 
I 

so on - I am not trying to protect that gentleman. He is 

quite capflb.le of protecting himself, but what is sauce for the 

goose is sauce for the gander. And the Minister of Municipal 

Affairs cannot stand by innocently and mute and let this 

25 per cent or 30 per cent go into effect. It is heartless, 

cruel and brutal in a very difficult time in our Province. 

Sm1E HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. NOLAN: I support the petition. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Municipal Affairs and 

Housing. 

NR. DINN: Hr. Speaker, first of all let me compliment 

the member for Burin- Placentia West (Mr. Canning) on his 

presenting the petition in the House on behalf of his 140 

constituents in Marystown. It is unfortunate that at this 

time we put the rents up in several areas in Newfoundland. 

But before the rents were increased in any of those areas 

the financial statements were presented to me. I had them 

checked out and was satisfied that the rent increase was put 
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Mr: DINN: 

on only to recover operating costs. So ~..rith respect to the 

people in Stephenville, I -.;.;rent out there, had a meeting 

with th~~. and made them an offer, and I have to do the 

same with respect to the people in Harystown. The fact 

of the matter is the rent increase pays only for the 

operating costs, and we have to recover operating costs. 

The people in Newfoundland cannot be called upon to subsidize 

people in Marystown. It is as simple as that. And they have 

to pay their r.vay as do people in St. John's or anywhere else. 

HR. SPEAKER: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

NOTICES OF MOTION: 

The hon. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

Mr. Speaker, I give notice that I will on 

tomorrmv ask leave to introduce a bill, "An Act To Amend 

The Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Act, 1975." 

ANS~RS TO QUESTIONS FOR WHICH NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN~ 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Finance. 

MR. DOODY: Yesterday, Mr. Speaker, I undertook to give to 

the hon. House the termination and completion bonus 

arrangements for the Labrador Linerboard Limited staff. The 

document that I have here to circulate was prepared some time 

ago and so the preamble might appear to be something less 

than it should be, but it is the original document. I cannot 

say if it has been circulated prior to today or prior 

to yesterday through the mill, but obviously it had been 

prepared some time ago. 
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up. nnon~: The document is nrepared ~!ere anc re<=tc y f0r circulation 

an0 I offer it to the Pouse. ':!:'here are enou!?h cord.es 1-,ere for 

everybocy and there are so~e for t~e press ~allery. T ha~re no 

c1oubt that there ':·'ill be --uestions and these people in the miJ 1 

r.rj_ :u ·- ~,e asl<ing r,rhy this anc1 r.rhy not th~.t. There T,riJl 1:->e <mo!T'alies 

T,rhich hopefu] ly ~,~e -.;.Jill correct as tirre g:oes on. But that is the 

plan as it nmv e>:ists. 

!':' .. SPL-\.:."ZEP: Eon. '-Iinister of Yines and Energy. 

1 '1' .• PECKFOT'.n: Fr. ~peaker ~I r..rant to tahle the ansv!ers to auestions 

that r.rere put to '!"'e on the Order :::'aper SOI!'.e time a'!o. A~•s~.rer to 

Question 5, asked by the hon. member for LaPoile. Pns~er to 

Question 25, asked by the hon. rrernber for Trinity - Bay cle Verde. 

An~~ver to Ouest;on 73, asked by the hon. l:!'eT!lber for LeT.!isporte. 

/lnST,~er to question 82, ?.sk-.ed by the han. m_eml:ler for LaPoile. 

i\nST'er to Clnesti oD 115' a~lrec1 hy the ron. TT'e'!"'ber for La:Poi_,_e. 

. "-nsr.:rer to nuestion 165, asker:'l l:Jv the han • T!'er.11-,er for T -o • 1 --<'-•- OJ_ e. 

I '1-:ereby table. tre cmswers to trose questions. 

Fon. ~'inister of Hea]th. 

vu. r.:r. rQtL INS: ~'r. Spea1-~er, I h.ave the ans·pers to three or four 

or five questions 1-,_ere. ~uestion ~. asked bv t~e hon. me~ber for 

LaPoile, ~eal]Tlf F:Lth the influenza vaccination proP;ra!'T"e. Ouestion 1, 

aslrec1 1Jy the hon. merrber for La.Poi1e., deal in~ ~-·:ith abortions and 

r>uestion 2~3, Cl.s!red by the sa-r.1e hon. ::ember, 'toJith 

re~ard to the cost of the rarbonear Hospital. nuest]on 235, asl<e~ 

"-y the same hon. rneml:ler -· hie!"!h~'!' f~r LaPoiJe- re1<'lting to the 

Centra} Supply T'ivision of the nenart!!'ent. Onestion 236, c1eaJ :i.ng 

1dth Central Supply T"ivision. Clnestion 237, aske~ de~Un~ l,•ith 

rentral SupnJy. OtLl\L OUESTimTS 

~on. Lea0er of t~e 0Dpositjon. 

A auestion for the ~TeMier Sir, a-isin~ out of tre 

si tuatjon at Stephenvi :lle. 'TI'ere is aprarentJ y a ('reat 0e?.l of 

confusi.on in tre 'lT1ipi'a of the e-r~p]cwees of l.Hhra<"or J.inerl:-oarr1 

bett_reen tFo apparently contradictory positions of tr.e Govern!!'ent, 
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On the one hand ; the g:overn!!'ent has put forFan'l a 

severance pay scherne,F}1ich the Minister of F:tn~nce just mentione~, 

Hhich indicate£ to !"any people that they should f:O. 0n the other 

hand., the ~rinister of Finance h;:~.s said they nay go or sl">ould go, 

I say to the 'Minister of l"inance many of the empJ oyees in !"Y 

understanding take it as an indication they our,ht to ~o,they 

should go, not simply that they may fO. On the other ha;-d,the 

~"inister of Finance has said, and has heen quoted as saying and 

widely reported as saying that ~·7e 1J7ant the men to stay in the 

'!'lill until the final closedown or t~e final temporary closedmvn 

and even talked of bonuses to veep them to stay there. People 

~enerally are just confused. r.c?n the Premier pJ ease make a~ · 

definitive statement to set the matter straight? 

~P. SPEA~P.: Eon. Premier. 

'PI'.Ei''!E'P ~'00RRS: !he "'<inister of Ftnance mi~ht ~.;ant to add to ~·ihat 

I have to say)'· 1r. Spea¥-er. As I understand it, it certainly Fould 

be desirable from everybody's point of vie~• I think i.f people could 
• 

stay until the inventory is at least complete~, until further reports 

have been received. As I tmderstand it the severance pay is much 

more lucrative; I think it is six months for those who stay for the 

completion, for some people,but lesser for people 1Jrho leave,say, 

iml!'ediately. 

l'F .. ROJ3E'P..!S: r-.~r. Speaker, a supplementary. 

?-'I? .• SPEM<EP: A supplementary, original quest inner . 

?-'F .. 'P.013E'PTS: ~·auld the Premier be v:illing to ~o to Stephenville 

to attend a public meeting to discuss this question and others with 

the people of the ar.ea? 
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~-fR. SPF..AXFR: ~e han. Premier. 

PREl!IER ~100l:!_ES : Fr. Sneaker, I am always glad to go to Stephenville 

and meet 1.rith the people. I think before we have any nublic meeting 

I think it is very important to deal with the people directly 

involved and work out some of the ground rules so that they and 

ourselves have some idea of Hhich way r.ve can expect to go and wbich 

Hay it should be done. And at the appropriate time 'ivhen there is 

so~ething definitive to be gained by such a meeting,certainly we 

will do it, Hr. Speaker. 

'1R. ROBERTS: A further supplementary. 

HR. SPEAKER: A sunplementa~r - the original questioner. 

HR. P.OBF.RTS: Hr. Speaker, is the Premier willing to go to 

Stephenville to meet with the employees involved and to meet Hith 

them within the next fe1.r days? 

l-IR. SPEA_TZER: The l:on. Premier. 

PRENIER ~100RES: I think the ~A"inister of :-1anpower and Industrial 

Relations is out there now, Mr. Speaker, and as I say when these 

details are 

~ilL ROBERTS: That is why they 'ivant to meet with the Premier. 

PRE:HIER :t-~OORES: Hhen these details are ironed out we will gladly 

go there~but we are not going there for either the gain of the 

Opposition Party or ourselves nolitically. 

:·IR.. :,TOLAN: Some Opposition, how about the people out of jobs? 

~·ffi_ • NEARY : ~·tr. Speaker, there is a much broader question that I 

would like for the Premier to straighten out and this is not in any 

political sense at all. It is a serious matter. But the people in 

the Bay St. George area~as it was reported to me,feel that the 

government- and this may sound nonsensical ,by the way- that the 

~overnment announces had good before it announces the good ne'ivs, and 

that people are exnecting a multinational comnany to move in, 

Consolidated Bathurst or somebody like that. ~Tow I cvould like for 

the Premier to lay this rumour to rest once and for all. Is it true? 
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Is it not true? Is there a possibilitv of a comnanv 

comin~ in to ta~e it over? \~at is t~e situation concernin~ this? 

HR. SPEAKER: The han. Premier. 

PRE~flER '·{OORES: Hr. Speaker, I >vish it 1-rere true but the fact is 

it is not. There is absolutelv no proposal or undertaking by any 

multinational company. That r,rould be an absolutely criminal thing 

to do if anyone had it in mind. It is not the case at all. As I 

have said and I have said many times,and I certainly do not mean 

to be nolitical here at all, I do not think anyone 1-ranted to see 

that mill closed. I do not think)~:v11ilst there mav he differences 

of opinion 7 I think great extremes 1·Tere gone to to trv to keep it 

open and I think that will be proven in the debate here. But that 

is not to say, "!l.fr. Speal:er, that durin~? the four to six IJ'.onths ahead 

that every effort will not be made~and that there are not possibilities. 

But it certainly Hould be very, very wrong to give false hones to 

the neople in Stephenville at t'"lis time. 

r.m. SPEAY...ER: 

:'-1R. S TM110NS : 

The han. member for Rurgeo-Bay d'Espoir. 

Mr. Snealr.er, I have a question for the Premier. I 

understand the 'Premier ~.;as in PEl yesterday. I trust he had a good 

trip. But otherwise I wonder would he indicate to the Pause 1-rhether 

he discussed with his colleagues, the other Premiers in the Atlantic 

Provinces, the matter of possible co-operation in the hydro area and 

also if he would indicate what other possible areas of co-operation 

might have "been discussed or 1vere discussed in fact. 

~1R . SPE .. "'KFR : The hon. Premier. 

PP.E::IER ~OORES : The fact -vras, ~r. Speaker, the reason I 1oJas in 

Charlottetovmvesterday was the CEC are putting on a five hour show) 

I think it is,with various people in the Atlantic Provinces, 11.11 

four Atlantic Provinces, and one of the ~ours was the four Premiers 

dealing c•Tith the ouestions of Atlantic Canada in the future and the 

various vieHs -vre had and the various difficulties that could arise 

in Canada r.;rith the unstable situation we have today. One of the 
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PP.EMIER YOOEfS: subjects discussed ~vas energv, on the prograrnme 

and off after,and certainlv there is a !!reat deal of interest and 

I thinl-:. a great deal of co-operation that can he done betHeen the 

Provinces to have a uniform approach. For instance~the sort of 

thing that in the :national interests, I think a regional grid ~.rl,.ich 

T,muld include Quebec as well, but even a national grid \¥hereby energy, 

lvhether it is from Churchill Falls or \vhether it is from the 

nuclear ulant in \le\-1 Bruns\vick or 1vherever, that you have the 

security of an intertie which a grid provides. This is one of 

the things that I think there is a great deal of opportunity for 

in the future,and I think in the national interests the regional 

grid.,-tvhether it goes through Quebec or not., is equally as much of 

national importance and a national responsibilitY as was,for instance~ 

the pipeline 'vhich also transcends the provincial borders. 

:vm.. SPD'~ONS: A supnlementary. 

A supplementary. l<R. S P"EAKER : 

rfB_. SI:-rrmrs: Hr. Speaker, a supplementary to the Premier~ Some 

press reports I saw this morning coming out of Saint John, NeH BrunsT-Tick 

ouoting the Premier of Ne\v 3runswick, "1r. Hatfield. He indicated that 

the four Premiers had discussed some other possible areas of 

co-operation. \-Jould the Premier \vant to inform the Pouse about l•rhat 

other areas were specifically discussed? =~ot so much in the public 

forum, the tv programme,but in the meeting that obviously took ulace 

among the four Premiers. 

NR. SPEAKE~ The han. Premier. 

PRE}flEP_ :rOf)P.ES: There was verv little that took ulace that '·7as not 

on the tv orol!ramme, }.~r. Sneaker, but we were in areas of transportati<'n, 

areas of manpower training, just about every area in the general 

sense that affects us all uniformally -

the Harks. "But what ''7e \vere 
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PREMIER MOORES: 

talking about were in areas where we could be mutally helping each 

other as opposed to go off in different tangents. Newfoundland does 

have a different situation than the other three Haritime provinces 

in one respect particularly, I would suggest, and that is that there 

are a great deal more resources potentially that can be developed on 

the Island and in Labrador as compared to Prince Edward Island or New 

Brunswick or Nova Scotia. So whereby priorities - there are mutual 

priorities, priorities that are mutual. We also have priorities here 

which are not to the same effect or the same degree as to the other 

provinces. 

HR. SIMMONS: A supplementary. 

HR. SPEAKER: A supplementary, the original questioner. 

MR. S HfHONS : Hr. Speaker, we are aware that the other three Haritime 

Premiers are involved in a council of Maritime Premiers. I wonder 

-.:.;auld the Premier here indicate whether his government or whether he 

has taken a definite decision either to seek an expansion of that 

council to become an Atlantic council of Premiers or whether there 

has been a definite decision against such an involvement~and if so 

if he might state the reasons to us? 

}~. SPEAKER: The han. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: Neither, Mr. Speaker. 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for LaPoile. 

~ffi. NEARY: Hr. Speaker, I would like to direct a question to the 

han. the Premier, Sir, in connection with the Newfoundland Construction 

Association which is trying to seek a meeting with the ~nvP.rnmPn~ ~~ ~a~ ~n 

outline of plans that may help the industry. Hould the Premier care 

to comment on the charges that have been levelled at the government 

by the Newfoundland and Labrador Construction Association on the 

lo\v level of activity and involvement in the construction industry 

this year by the Provincial Government? Hould the Premier outline, 

give the House some indication , Hill there be any help for the sagging 

industry this year? 
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MR. SPEAKER: The han. Premier. 

PRE:t1IER £-mORES: I am meeting \vith the representatives of the construction 

trade I think probably early ne~t week, Mr. Speaker. The situation is 

that in this Province we had some very large projects,like the 

Linerboard Mill and like the refinery and like the Upper Churchill, 

that took a disproportionate number of people into the construction 

force as opposed to other industries,where at the one stage, I guess 

it was last year, that forty-four per cent of the gross provincial 

product and earnings was from the construction industry which was 

very disproportion~te compared to other industries. I think there 

has to be a levelling out. There is only so much government can do 

and that has been spelled out very clearly. Whilst I wish there was 

enough work for everyone in the construction industry, I am afraid 

until such time as the Lower Churchill or something like that is 

developed it will be highly unlikely. The other thing is of course 

that private capital being expended in this Province is very low 

compared to the rest of Canada,and in Atlantic Canada it is very low 

compared to the rest of Canada. The construction industry,not like 

many other industries, say, well what are the government going to 

do for us. It is unfortunate that we do not have primary resource-

based industries that expand and build new factories and so on that 

could take up some of that slack, but unfortunately ~ve do not. 

HR. NEARY: A supplementary question, Hr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary, after I will recognize the hon. 

member for Conception Bay South. 

MR. NEARY: Could the hon. the Premier just give me some clue as to 

what projects, if any, both federal and provincial - the Premier must 

have some idea now what federal projects will be going ahead in Newfound

land this year and what provincial projects will be going ahead to help 

the industry, to help the construction workers get back to work? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Premier. 
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PREMIER ~fOORES: I certainly cannot do it in detail, Mr. Speaker. 

I1R.. NEARY: No, not in detail. Just give us a general outline. 

PREMIER MOORES: Well there is the finishing up of the hospitals 

you knm·J about, Mr. Speaker, the Health Sciences Complex and the 

Corner Brook Hospital completions. There is a fair amount of work 

on DREE roads, on provincial roads. There is no other hospital 

construction. And there will be water and se~-verage , but do not 

think the projects have been announced as yet, but not to the degree 

that will be necessary to take up all the slack in the industry here. 

We are hopeful to get a couple of other DREE agreements signed which 

will have, I think, serious effect on the construction industry, 

on the beneficial side of it. And at such time as these projects 

are ready, Hr. Speaker -

MR. NEARY: Will these be water and sewerage or roads or >vhat, 

these new DREE projects? 

PREMIER ~--ooRES : Buildings and roads. 

MR. SPEAKER: I do not know if any han. gentleman is raising on a 

supplementary. 

AN HON. ME~1BER: No • 

MR. SPEAKER: No. I have indicated I will recognize the hon. gentleman 

for Conception Bay South. 

MR. NOLAN: A question for the han. the Premier. I am wondering if 

the Premier is -

MR. ROBERTS: We do not get enough of you when you are here, we 

have to ask questions. 

PREMIER MOORES: Yes, dear. 

MR. NOLAN: I hate to break up the social. In the news in the last 

fe"t-7 days there >·ms a report allegedly originating with the Shaheen 

outfit in Ne-.;-v York, 
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Mr. Nolan. 

possibly attributable to Hr. Taube or Tubb or something, 

and referring to the fact that there may be an announcement 

in perhaps a six week period on the Come By 01ance refinery. 

Surely, they would not make an announcement without 

some consultation with the government because of the 

government's obvious involvement from the very beginning. 

Could the Premier be good enough to bring us up to date 

on the current situation? 

HR. SPEAKER: The han. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: The current situation is, Mr. Speaker, 

to the best of my knowledge we have no proposals before 

us that we can react to and hopefully - well we know 

people are interested- and hopefully those people who are 

interested, including Mr. Shaheen, then I will get the proposals 

in so we can examine what they hav,e in mind. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Leader of the Opposition, followed 

by the hon. gentleman for Fogo. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, I 1vill give the Premier a question off. 

My question is to the Minister of Hines and Energy about St. 

Lawrence. Could the minister tell us 1v-hether he has received 

any indication from the Alcan officials, the Alcan Company 

as to whether or not they have completed their review of the 

status of St. Lawrence,which I understand is aimed at 

determining whether that operation will continue or not? And 

could the minister tell us if he has received the report or 

a report? What the decision is? And if he has not received 

a report could he tell us when he expects to receive it? 

}IR. SPEAKER: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

The han. Minister of Hines and Energy. 

Mr. Speaker, on Friday,I think,I got a 

review of the St. Lawrence situation • From whc.t 1ve were told 

by the compau.y last 1veel< they have not made a final decision on 
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Mr. Peckford. 

>vhat they will do at the St. Lawrence operation. There 

are a number of proposals that they are now looking at 

that have been done both by the local officials in 

St. Lawrence and by some people from head office for 

expanding the operation, expanding the processing of the 

ore to help bring down the cost. Their problem is one of 

cost, that the output at St. Lawrence per ton is 

higher than they can now purchase the same quality processed 

product from Hexico and other places in the world. So they 

are looking towards trying to cut their costs, their operating 

costs. But they have not made a final decision. I understand 

that the operation as of today, say, or Friday~is good for the 

end of this year -

~R. ROBERTS : The calendar year. 

MR. PECKFORD: Yes, the calendar year. 

- and that before that time they hope to make 

a final decision on what they are doing in St. Lawrence. They 

have indicated that they hope that decision will be forthcoming 

before June. That is the latest information that I have on it. 

That is of Friday past. But one of the major things they are 

trying to do is through an additional processing facility 

concentrating the rock~to bring the capital cost down which 

would mean perhaps only another fifteen or twenty jobs, but 

which would apparently bring that concentrate cost down to a 

more reasonable level so it is competitive so that the enterprise 

can remain open. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. ROBERTS: A supplementary, ~1r. Speaker. I thank the 

minister. Can the minister tell us whether any of these proposals of 

which he speaks, these possible changes in the operation thus 

making it more economic and thus more competitive, .;.;rhether any of 

these changes depend upon assistance from the government of the 

Province2 
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No, Mr. Speaker, not at this point in time. 

The company has not approached us for any assistance on 

the business of modernization or expansion or change in 

what is down there now. About two or three months ago 

the manager of the operation in St. Lawrence visited me 

and we talked about -

MR. NEARY: Mr. Gillies • 

l1R. PECKFORD: Mr. Gillies, yes. 

- we talked about changes that could 

possibly come about, and I arranged for a meeting with 

DREE people for him and he went to the meeting. But 

I have not seen him since. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. PECK FORD: 

DREE do not get into processing, do they? 

No. But there was some kind of clause 

in one of the DREE programmes that I thought might be 

applicable, but apparently it is not. But in any case I 

did indicate to the manager and to the company that we would 

be willing to look at ways and means of keeping the operation 

open if they decided that, you know, some major input of 

money and assistance was need, and we would be willing to 

look at it. Whether in fact we could do anything for them ,.;ill 

depend upon the kind of proposal put before us. In any case 

Alcan in St. Lawrence and at head office are aware of our eagerness 

to keep the operation op·en and of our co-operation in every way 

to ensure that that occurs. 

MR. ROBERTS: A further supplementary. 
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MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary, the original questioner. 

HR. FLIGHT: Mr. Speaker, can the minister tell us whether 

there is any requirement incumbent upon Alcan as the operators 

of this mine to give any particular degree of notice, any 

particular amo~t of time of their notice to cease 

operations if that should be the result? We do not exPect 

the result. We certainly hope it will not be the result~ 

but it is certainly a possibility and my question is, you know, 

is there any requirement? Do they have to give six months 

notice, three months notice,or can they shut it down overnight? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Hines and Energy. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, there are two issues at stake 

here, two points relevant here, One ~vould be the agreement that 

they have in the ongoing operation there~whether there is 

anything in that agreement -

MR. ROBERTS: An agreement with their employees? 

MR. PECKFORD: - yes - plus whatever the agreement is with the 

Newfoundland Government and their concession• I do not know if 

it is in that. 

MR. ROBERTS: Their concession is back from the old, old, old 

days. 

~m. PECKFORD: Right. And number two would be relative to the labour laws of 

the Province and whether notice has to be given under that, ,.,hether 

they come under that. I am just speaking in more of an academic -

~·~. ROBERTS: But those specific -

'MR. PECKFORD: So to answer your question~! do not know. 

see t'tvo points that I am going to have to -

MR.ROBERTS: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

}!R.. FLIGHT: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

keep my train 

seven or eight 

to be informed 

Re the Termination of Employment Act. 

Yes. Right. 

While you are at it look at Buchans,'Brian'. 

Yes. Could you just let me finish so that I 

of thought here? However, I have about 

'tveeks ago written Alcan and indicated that I 

as Minister o£ Mines before any decision was 
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XR. ROBERTS: . Was that personally or officially now; we will 

get the Morgan distinction here. 

~. PECKFORD: Officially. Obviously. 

MR. ROBERTS: I just ~.;anted to be clear on that. 

~. PECKFORD: Officially, that I wanted to be informed in 

the same "tvay that I requested that kind of notice from 

Rambler just before Christmas and also requested that 

I be kept fully informed so that I could inform all 

hon. members of the Rouse and whatever. And so the 

information flow is the way it should be because in many 

cases the large companies get 

MR. ROBERTS: 

beyond what -

MR.. PECKFORD: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

As of now he has no definite information 

Beyond December 1977. 

The hen. member for LaPoile (Mr. Nearyl I believe 

is on a supplementary. No. The hon. member for Windsor - Buchans 

I believe is on supplementary. 

MR. FLIGHT: Yes, supplementary to the Minister of Hines, relative 

to his answer to the Leader of the Opposition. n~s the minister 

served notice on the operators of the Buchans Mine that he wants 

the same type of notice pending closedown~and "tvhile he is standing 

would he indicate as to whether or not he has received reports 

that he was supposed to have received at the end of January with 

regard to the life expectancyZ 

MR. SPEAKER: Before recognizing the han. minister to reply to the 

question,which I will not rule out, I will just point out that 

it does not appear to be a supplementary, which rises out of the 

previous answer. I realize it is related to mining 9but the 

line of questioning previously was in respect to St. La'tvrence and 

I would think it would certainly be preferable, and in a strict 

sense would be required,that it come as an original question, However, 

it has been asked so I will call upon the hon. minister,if he wishes, 
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MR. SPRAKER: to answer it. 

MR. PECKFORD: We have been in touch with Asarco, the 09erators 

of the Buchans mine,and have ascertained them the latest 

information as it relates to the life expectancy of the mine 

which is somewhere between June - July 1979 to December -

January 1979-80, depending upon the price of lead and zinc 

and how that continues to fluctuate,and hopefully it ~vill 

move upwards. 

And of course we are getting updating 

on a fairly regular basis, monthly to every two months,from 

Price (Nfld.) on their ongoing exploration activit~es to 

see whether in fact they are going to be able to bring 

on stream some new ore body. 

~R. FLIGHT: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: One supplementary.~and then I previously indicated 

I would recognize the han. gentleman for Fogo (Captain ~Vinsor). 

MR. FLIGHT: Would the minister indicate at what level of management 

he received this advice from, whether it was the management at 

the New York office or the local management in Buchans itself? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Hinister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. PECKFORD: I am not sure, Mr. Speaker, because I requested 

an official from the department to put together all the latest 

information and get in contact with the company. When I said 

company~whether they went to Buchans or whether they went 

to New York or Chicago or wherever they went, I understand 

it to be true and factual information and its source is 

unknown to me specifically at the present moment. 

~. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Fogo. 

CAPTAIN WINSOR: Hr. Speaker, I had intended to ask a question 

to the Premier but he has left the Chamber, However I will 

direct a question to the hon. ~inister of Fisheries. Has the 

minister.,or 
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CAPT. IUNSOR: Can the minister inform the 

House now whether or not there is a set price for 

lobsters? Has he been able to negotiate between the 

buyers and the fishermen a price that is acceptable 

to the fishermen? 

HR. SPEAKER: 

~1R. W. CARTER: 

The hon. the Minister of Fisheries. 

Mr. Speaker, a week or ten 

days ago I wired the four companies that were involved in 

the purchasing of lobster from the fishermen of Ne,vfoundland 

and I expressed some concern with respect to the prices 

being offered by the four companies for the lobsters. I 

asked the four companies concerned to provide me \•!i th an 

explanation within so many days as to why the difference 

between the price being offered Newfoundland fishermen 

as opposed to that being paid the Nova Scotian fishermen. 

Four of the companies have replied 

to my telegram and have submitted figures in which they 

have endeavoured to justify the prices they are paying. 

These telegrams have now been submitted to the Fishing 

Industry Advisory Board whose job it is to very carefully 

assess the figures and to provide me with a report, 

hopefully within a few days, as to their legitimacy or 

otherwise. 

But certainly I am told that in 

some parts of the Province the price for lobsters has 

increased while in certain other parts of the Province 

they are still paying, I think, around one dollar and 

ten cents a pound. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the member for Conception 

Bay South followed by the hon. gentleman for LaPoile. 

HR. NOLAN: Hr. Speaker, a question for my 

friend the Hinister of Consumer Affairs. The minister 

I am sure is aware that there is a group or a board here 

known as the Funeral Directors and Embalmers, with which 

the member for Harbour Grace (Mr. Young) our friend 
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MR. NOLAN: 

MR. DOODY: 

worrying you. 

MR. NOLAN: 

to that later. 

'Digger' is well familiar. 

That is not what is really 

No, not really, but we will get 

MR. ROBERTS: Treasury Board provide the 

Embalmers with what they need. 

MR. NOLAN: We are thinking about putting 

the embalmers in formaldehyde. 

SOME HON. MID1BERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. NOLAN: 

minister's question. 

MR. SIMMONS: 

MR. NOLAN: 

that the board -

r1R. SMALLWOOD: 

Board? 

MR. NOLAN: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. NOLAN: 

~1R. 5r·1ALLWOOD: 

HR. NOLAN: 

MR. SIMMONS: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

Board? 

MR. NOLAN: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

sor.m HON . HID1BERS : 

MR. NOLAN: 

Speaker? 

MR. SPEAKER: 

I would like to get to the 

Treasury Board should be embalmed. 

Is the minister aware of the fact 

What is that new name for Treasury 

~'lha t is that now? 

What is that title again? 

The embalmers and funeral parlours. 

The embalmers? 

What is that title? 

The Funeral Directors and EmbaL~ers. 

That is not the Treasury Board. 

Is that the nel-l name for Treasury 

No, they are soaked in formaldehyde. 

Digger O'Dell's goodies. 

Oh, oh! 

Could I get to the question, Hr. 

I would hope that the hon. gentleman 

will soon direct himself to that. 

~1R. NOL2\N: Well, I am ~Tendering is the 

minister aware that the Board has not met since August of 
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MR. NOLAN: 1976'? 

MR. SIMMONS: They are dead. 

MR. NOLAN: At that time that they referred 

regulations and so on to the Department of Justice and 

they are still waiting to hear the answer. That they 

were supposed to have their annual meeting in April 

past and it has not been held? Do you think the minister 

could take a shovel to the problem and dig them out and 

get them to work? Hould he give us some information on 

what is going on with that crowd? Ask his friend behind 

him over there. 

MR. NEARY: 

boy. 

They are all dead on their feet 

MR. SIMMONS: Give it to them 'Ank'. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

Affairs. 

HR. r-1URPHY: 

The hon. the Minister of Consumer 

This is something new to me, this 

shovelling out undertakers and all the rest. What 

department does this group come under? 

MR. NOLAN: I believe it might be under the 

minister's department but I am not sure. 

MR. MURPHY: Well, I do not believe it is so 

I cannot give the answer. The minister will check it out. 

MR. ROBERTS: It is a consumer affair. 

MR. NOLAN: Well I just thought if it is the 

minister's department surely I should not be telling the 

minister. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

HR. ~1URPHY: 

Opposition. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. NEARY: 

It is a consumer's affair. 

I refer it to the Leader of the 

The hon. the member for LaPoile. 

My question is for the hon. the 

Premier. The Newfoundland Command of the Royal Canadian 

Legion -

MR. SH!r-10NS: Good question 'John'. 
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MR. NEARY: If I can just get a little order 

here from the member for Burgee -Bay d'Espoir, Sir. 

The Newfoundland Co~and of the Royal Canadian Legion 

are fighting the closing of the Department of Veteran's 

Affairs office in St. John's. Would the Premier indicate 

to the House if the government have been approached to 

join with the Royal Canadian Legion in fighting the 

closure of this office? And if so, ~vhat the Provincial 

Government is doing about it? 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, to be very honest 

I did not realize that the office was being closed. 

Certainly anything we can do to aid in any representation 

or anything else to keep it open we will gladly do so 

and I thank the hon. member for bringing it to my 

attention. 

MR. NEARY: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

M:R. SPEAKER: A supplementary, followed by the 

hon. the member for Fogo. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, this is 

just another example of running Newfoundland from Halifax. 

Would the Premier indicate to the House -

AN HON. MEMBER: Charlottetown. 

MR. NEARY: Well maybe it is from Charlottetown 

this time, but I understand they are moving it to Halifax. 

But would the Premier indicate to the House if the 

government, the provincial government have made a list, 

say over the past five to ten years, of all the federal 

government offices that have been closed out, phased out 

in Newfoundland and the headquarters moved over to Nova 

Scotia, over to Halifax? If 
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MR. NEARY: 

so,what was the result of the survey? 

l'IR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES : The answ·er is no, Mr. Speaker. But I think if an 

analysis was done I think we would find a great many more,to be fair, 

a great many more federal representatives here now than at any time 

in the past. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member from Fogo. 

CAPT. WINSOR: A question to the Premier. Can the Premier inform the 

House whether or not the government is considering selling the fishing 

lodge on the Gander River? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: The answer is yes, Mr. Speaker. 

CAPT. 1-HNSOR: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

CAPT. \.JINSOR: \.Jill it be called by tender or a set price? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: It will be tender. Hopefully the price will be 

high enough to accept, Hr. Speaker. 

CAPT. WINSOR: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

CAPT. WINSOR: Will the same thing apply to the cabin on the Adlatok 

River in Labrador. 

PREMIER MOORES: The answer is yes, Mr. Speaker, to both questions. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. G. FLIGHT: When is this going to -

MR. NEARY: Would the Premier indicate if both of these lodges will 

be replaced with other facilities or does the government intend to get 

out of this business altogether? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: They both may be replaced, Mr. Speaker. They may be 

expanded, may be torn down. That depends entirely on who buys them 

and what they intend to do with them. 
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MR. NEARY: A supplementary, Hr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for ~villingate. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Hould the Premier be tvilling to consider the 

alternative to selling them, disposing of them because they are 

valuable. They can be· terribly valuable for special guests of the 

government, that the government might bring into the Province from 

any part of the world. '1-Jould he consider trying to put the one on the 

Gander River, put it on some sort of paying basis so that it would 

not be a drain on the Treasury but that it could be made in some way 

or other to pay instead of abolishing it. 

l1R. SPEAKER: The han. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: After government's experience of running the Linerboard, 

~1r. Speaker, we have decided not to even get into the lodge business. 

The fact is that I do not think it is the role of government to get 

into this sort of thing. And as I said if the tenders are high enough 

they will be accepted. We are not going to give those lodges they way 

they are, valuable. They do serve a very useful function. 

MR. SHALLWOOD: They do. 

PRElHER MOORES: Having said that, Sir, I think it would have to be-

any arrangement done with those lodges or others, there tvill always 

have to be accommodation in the Province for visiting guests from 

outside7 which the han. member well knows we have a great many of1 and 

which they are very beneficial to entertain. 

ORDERS OF THE DAY: 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. minister. 

HON. W. DOODY: ~1r. Speaker~ I wonder if I might ask the indulgence of 

the House by leave to revert to Notices of Motion. I had intended to 

move a resolution relative to the Labrador Linerboard Limited debate, 

that it is not the intention of government to call the debate today or 

tomorrow. But tve will do it tvhen the Opposition is ready. I \-las 

speaking with the Leader of the Opposition this morning and we have 

agreed to have a briefing session on it and an answer/question period 
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~~. DOODY: 

sort of thing. But I think it is irnnerative that the resolution does 

get on t~e Order Paner. And if I have leave of the Fouse I ~vould 

like to introduce it. 

RON . ~·~D~mER: 

~·fR. DOODY : 

HR. SPEAJ<ER: 

Agreed. 

Thank you. 

I understand it is agreed that the hon. gentleman 

has leave to give notice of ~otion. 

i'-!R. DOODY: To move: HREREAS the Labrador Linerboard Limited, a 

Cro~vn company, has onerated the l.inerboard ~Jill at Steubenville 

since 1973 pursuant to The Step~enville Linerboard ~ill (Agreement) 

Act of 1972: AND 1:·JFEP.EAS Labrador Linerboard Limited has suffered 

serious financial losses in each vear of oneration, ~.;rhich loss in 

1976- 77 amounted to $40,900,000; AND HHEREAS a revie,·T of the 

marl:eting: and financial outlook of the Company made 'by the Province 

and an Advisory Board of exnerienced businessmen has concluded that 

further substantial financial losses will be incurred in future vears 

of operation; MID HHEREAS {;overnment has decided to phase out the 

operations of the Linerhoard Mill at Ste'['l'lenville: NOH BE IT 

THEREFORE RESOLVED that this House de!:Jate the closing of the 

Linerboard ~ill so that government mav have the opinions and 

assistance of Han Hembers in its efforts to assist all persons 

involved in the oneratiO'lS of the Liner'IJoard ?!ill. 

7-!R. SMALLFOOD: Phat about these things yesterday the minister 

1vas going to have distributed to all of us. 

'~. DOODY: I sent them un to the Opnosition office this morning. 

1-ffi. ROBERT~: Yes ~·.re have then. 

ORDERS OF THE nAY 

~I}'.. SPEAKER: Order (2), Committee of t,e Sunnlv. The motion is 

that I nm•T leave the Chair. 
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MR. PECKFORD: We got fifty minutes to go on Executive Council. 

Right, remember? tve will go right back to Health. 

2!R. DOODY: We will go back to Health. 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Chairman, as I understand it the other 

day they were in Health, but Executive Council was put over 

until - v1e have fifty minutes left to do regarding 

Planning and Priorities, Intergovernmental Affairs and the 

Premier's Office specifically I understand. 

MR.. CHAI&'1AN: Order, please~ 

I am informed that there are forty minutes 

left. 

PREMIER MOORES: Forty minutes, fifty, well either way, 

~~. Chairman, we will accept your decision. 

The fact is, Sir, that there is a great 

deal that can be said about the Planning and Priorities Committee. 

I do not 't-7ant to speak too long because I would rather hear 

what the members opposite would like to know specifically about 

the various votes in the department. The fact is that contrary 

to a lot of debate that has been held regarding the validity 

of even Treasury Board as well as Intergovernmental Affairs 

and as well as Planning and Priorities, I would like to deal 

briefly with the Planning and Priorities branch first. 

The fact is, Sir, that that -

MR. DOODY: Mr. Chairman, I wonder could we have a little 

order c-Tithout the precincts of the House. I am finding it 

very difficult to follow the hon. Premier. 

MR.. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

I would ask the Sergeant-at-Arms to take the 

appropriate action. 

The hon. Premier. 

PREHIER MOORES: ;'1r. Chairman, as I was saying, the Planning and 

Priorities Secretariat, the function of it may not be understood 
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PRENIER MOORES: 

by everybody, but the actual function of that secretariat 

is to provide the services to the resource departments of 

government, the social departments of gove~nment as 

well as to Cabinet as a whole, particularly in major 

decisions and in areas of major importance. There are 

some excellent people in that particular secretariat who 

do 1 in fact,do a great deal of research, a great deal of 

communications with other interested parties, like other 

governments and so on as well and prepare very well researched 

papers. l1r. Dave Mercer ~~ho the Leader of the Opposition well 

knows and Mr. David Vardy who is there at present, these people 

have done a tremendous amount of work in accumulating various 

info:mation and providing various advice to government. 

Some examples, Mr. Chairman, of the type of 

work they do, they prepare in co-operation with Intergovernmental 

Affairs and line departments for various submissions to DREE 

for potential subsidiary agreements. The work has been completed 

for instance this year in the areas of tourism, agriculture, 

forestry, fisheries, Labrador development, infrastructure and 

initiatives in the St. John's urban region and in the Corner 

Brook harbour development. They also are planning for co-operative 

fishing arrangements in the future fisheries development, and 

in this regard they have worked very closely with the Department 

of Fisheries. They have_- Mr. Var~y_particularly has travelled 

to Europe with the Fisheries Department, the fisheries officials, 

and to Ottawa \vith me and the minister, and has been once again 

very helpful particularly in areas that may not be directly 

involved in fishery. For instance in the tariff negotiations 

that Canada is presently holding with Eu~opean countries, the Gatt 

negotiations, and the negotiations that are going to be required 

so that Canada can negotiate, hopefully> the tariffs for fish lmver 

than is the case. For instance in Europe a lot of members may not know 
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PREMIER UOORES : 

that the tariff is fifteen per cent on fish from all over the 

world. The fact is that Norway and Iceland both have 

negotiated a three per cent preferential tariff and this 

was done bilaterally without going through the Gatt 

procedure, and I would suggest, Sir, that if the fisheries 

stay in the agricultural end of the Gatt ~egotiations 

vTe will not be getting the attention that we obviously needed 

to get now in our present circumstances, and this secretariat 

has been working hand in glove with the Federal. Department of 

Industry Trade and Commerce to try to achieve our objectives 

in this area. 

MR. SVJJ\LLWOOD: That fifteen per cent that is 

enclosed by all the ECG -

PREl1IER MOORES : EEC countries. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: - countr~es against all others. 

PREMIER MOORES : All other countries with the exception 

of Norway and Iceland who have preferential treatment, and 

the reason they have preferential treatment, of course, was 

because there were certain fishing rights allowed in both 

their waters 
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PREMIER MOORES : and that is why they had preferential 

r~te for their fish going in. I would suggest the case 

is exactly the same with Canada nm.; where there is 

some negotiation going on as to how fast they can be phased 

out. In Iceland,of course , they were phased out but the 

preferential tariff still remains. And I suggest we 

are in the same position in Canada today as Norway and 

Iceland were four or five years ago when they did the same 

thing. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: And they have a three per cent. 

PREMIER MOORES: They have a three per cent tariff on cooYed and 

on frozen fish which,as the hon. member for Fortune (Mr. J. Winsor) 

well knows, the reduced tariff on cooked fish could make a great 

deal of difference in reprocessing in this Province. 

The Secretary and Planning Priorities also 

review. They are now doing a review of major social policy issues, 

including the federal-provincial social security system. the 
~ 

Health Manp~wer Planning, extended care nursing facilities, unified 

family courts and wage garnishments. They are also in preparation of 

the Province's job creation programme, co-ordinating the implementation 

of the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Municipal Government, 

the Henley Commission. All these sorts of reports that come to 

government have to be analyzed, they have to be put before 

government in a meaningful manner and this department is doing 

it. For instance right now the participation in the Federal-

Provincial Manpower Needs Committee and technical sub-committee 

to develop comprehensive manpower policies and programmes, 

manpower inventories and training programmes. 

In this regard when I was in Ottawa 

last week one of the main reasons for going )of course) was 

to establish priorities that both Ottawa and ourselves agreed 

should be done. We got a great deal, I think it is $1.2 billion 
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P~IER MOORES: of federal money coming into this Province 

each year in one form or another, salaries or whatever, 

and with this amount of money coming into the Province there 

is a great deal of it coming in as part of an umbrella policy, 

a policy that goes for all of Canada in make tvork. It is just 

that make work, not make work with any end objective in mind. 

For instance there are a great many make work projects 

that could be done in this Province through different agencies 

to develop a project that will aid and abet further development 

in the future. 

MR. SMALU!OOD: I do not want to interrupt the Premier's train 

of thought, would he allow me? This $1.2 billion coming into 

Newfoundland from Ottawa, is that alleged to be the grand total 

sum of Canadian Federal Government money coming into the 

Province or is it only some of it? Is that the total sum 

that comes into Newfoundland out of the Treasury of Canada? 

PREMIER MOORES: That is basically the total sum, Mr. Speaker, 

that includes equalization, and it includes salaries for federal 

civil servants, the unemployment insurance benefits, cost

shared programmes, DREE. There may be one or two programmes 

missing in that but certainly the rn.aj or bulk of what ~ve are' 

talking about is in that figure. 

MR. SMALLHOOD: 

PREHIER ~mORES: 

!'1:R. SMALLWOOD: 

PREMIER MOORES : 

'MR.. SMALUTOOD : 

PREMIER MOORES: 

MR. SMALLWOOD : 

PREMIER MOORES: 

And what period? What year? 

Well that is forecast for 1977. 

Current year. 

Yes. 

$1.2 billion? 

$1.2 billion which is a large expenditure. 

It has got to be more than that. 

No. That is the figure that we were given 

and that Ottawa and ourselves agree with. Rut I can get 

those figures and gladly submit them for the scrutiny of -

MR.. S~fALLWOOD : Includes the armed forces, the airports, CNR, 

CNT . 
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PREHIER ~fOORES: It includes the CNR and the CNT but it 

does not include I do not think the armed forces because 

I did not think we had that many here. 

NM- 3 

MR. LL~DRIGAN: Oh yes, There is a fairly large number in Gander. 

PREMIER MOORES : Is it? -nor the airport operations. But I 

could certainly get the list for the hon. member for Twillingate 

(Mr. Smallwood) -

MR. SMALLWOOD: It would be fascinating. 

PREMIER MOORES: - and let him take a look at exactly what 

is involved in it, 

MR. SMALLWOOD: But as the hon. the Premier was such a staunch 

Confederate he would be just as proud and hap~y to get good figures 

as I would be. 

PREMIER MOORES: Well not only that, Mr. Speaker, but I am not 

at all reluctant to seeing the figure doubled either -

MR. SMALLWOOD: Yes quite, 

PREMIER MOORES: - ~referably not on pa~er but rather in fact, 

I think it would be very helpful to the Province at this stage; 

But, Sir, the fact is that the Planning and Priorities Committee, 

their basic job is to analyze the various line departments, the 

programmes that are coming forward, to do research for Cabinet 

presentations, to do research for programmes that go before 

federal government which !ntergovernmen~al Affairs are presently 

looking after. In the area of Intergovernmental Affairs,of 

course,there is also a great deal of work being done by that 

organization. 

Now I think probably there is more actual 

contact between governments, and I am talking provincial governments 

as well as the federal-provincial governments now than ever 

before. We have a great deal of co-operation in the area of 

energy in Mines and Energy for instance as a result of meetings 

in the Atlantic region. We also have continuous contact with 

provinces like Alberta. We obviously have to have continuous 

contacts with provinces like Quebec, which have an effect on our 

energy development. Equally with the fisheries 
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PB.FMIE"R voor:rs: deveJ oorn.ent and the installation of the 

2'J() mile liTTiit, we obviously have intense negotiaUons "Y7ith the 

Fec1eral Government. At that stag-e> of cou:r.se, you start dealing also 1-1ith 

possible foreign governwents in certaj.n cases YThere in countries 

like Portugal government control is hecoming ~~re the subject 

of the day or more the circumstance of the c:1ay 1 there a!so ·has to 

be contact here. :Saually in the federal relationships7 of course, 

if we are going to have meaningful progra!ll1'1.es in the future the 

role of Inter governmental affairsis one that has to he carried 

out .. , Eaually in these various headings Fe have here nmv, He 

have, for instance, the Labrador Resources Advisory r:ouncil. A 

lot of peop]e may not think that is an irrport~_nt boc1.y t"bat h8s 

been estahlished, certainly they have been i.n mP.ny cases very 

critical of ?.overnMent.and I thinv in !'\any cases w~rJ cleserver]y 

so. I,also thinlr that particular council hC~s rnac1e a tremenrlous 

step in t~e rig-ht c.irection of esta,.,lishin~ the <?;enu5ne neecls of 

Labracor, on the coast of Labrador particularly. 

I think you have a situati.on 1-1ith the Advisory C01.mcil 

whereby, for tl->.e first ti111e people from corrrrrmnity to co!l'munity are 

actually gettjng to?et!ler and tal1-inp and saying the things that 

one Hould expect them. to say. They are finctng out what treir 

problems are, and they are fincin? out that aJl their problem~ 

are not neces.sarily the same. 'i'hey are certainly finding out 

that all the solutions are not blanket solutions hut they are 

individual .solutions and co"fTI!!lunity solutions and so1"1e re~ional 

solutions. But Fhat they r8.ve clone7~ir, is brinf': a further 

emorasis to the people of the co:=tst. '!.'hev have ,.,_ad, I think; 

iT"lproved cmmnunicaUons. They have certainly i.~provecl the 

articulation of trei~ positjons. It is manned by ~en and 

FOJ'!1en Fho are concernerl and iledicaten. Tr.ey were in here just 

a fep YJeeks a~o. 'They have ctcme a tre!'lencous a:rrount of worl-.. 

'They speak to 7over.nrnent representing the feelin?-S of the peopJe 
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PP~'TE'l' '~'OOPFS: in the Labrador COITI!!lunities on Clll resource 

issues_, issues such as the fisheries, forestry, oiJ and p:as, uranium, 

and they, Sir, as ~vell as oassing on their feelinl!s to government are 

also in the ]earnin?- process themselves. Ano because of thjs 

conT.lunicat1.C1n hack and fort'~->> I think;it is Harking very; verv vrell. 

Cornt!'luni ties are a"~>T<".!!e of the use of the resources and the rood 

and the bad effects that come from the development of t'bese 

resources. The environmentalists are not just running roug:hshoc 

over the connnunitjes but neither <'Ire the industrialists. There is 

a happy l!d:l~ corning from really wl-Jat are a very ·well balance~ groun 

that are very,as I say, articulate anc1 very forceful on occasion, and 

in many ways not very complimentary to government. But, I think 

any government needs groups ]ike this because I think they1 in the 

end analysis
1

do a great deal to help further the develop~ent of the 

province and particu]arly the area of the province they themselves 

represent. 

":•r. Speaker, I have been ~oing here for t~,renty minutes 

or fifteen and there are a great many grants that are given to the 

institute f0r research and public policy ~vhich is a feoeral financed. 

;mel ,,ery partially financed or~?anization by the '='ederal Government~ 

but I think the best th:(n5!' for me to do Sir, is to sit dm·m and hear 

~vhat the han. !!'embers opposite have to say and try to reply to 

t'h.eir specific questions \·7l-ten they are finished. 

~'F. SPEAKER: Fen. me~ber for l.aPoile. 

~'I? .• ~TEAPY: ~·r. ChaiTI".an, if I did not hear it with my m,"n ears I 

\vould not helieve it. It is absolutely amaz~n~ S]r, it is fantastic, 

I never cease to be amazed at the Fon. the Prem] er. The ~.ray that the 

Ron. the Prell'.ier can make things sound so plausible. And 'ou believe 

him 1-r~en you kno"~>r you sl-Jould not he helievin~ him. That is probably 

the ~ey to t~e Pon. the Premier's succ~ss, Sir. It is all malarkey. 

'i.Je ~.:rere t<:~l1ring: about GATT ?n~ tarif£s and the labrador resources 

Aclvisory rounciJ., all ~,rritten out probc>~bly by t"e P' ann:ing and 

Priorities Secretc>.riat, ?iven to the Pre!"'.ier to bring into the House to read. 

It is Drobablv the first ti!"'e the 11 N~ .• the Prer:!ier read it. Fe~_l, 

/ 
/ 
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~iR . NEARY : maybe it is not, maybe I am \·lrong there but certainly , 

Sir, it is not a composition of t he Hon . the Premier hinself. It is 

all baldercash, Sir. Yos t of t his vote Execut ive Council is a y;aste 

of the taxpayers ~~nev . 

PR£HER "~f00RF.S : Give me a buck wil l you? 

MR . NE.:~RY : Give the lion. the Premie r a buck 7 

PRID 'TER MOORES : Yes . 

~~ . ' iEARY : ~~r. Cha.irman , r.;re heard yesterday about t he Treasurv 

Board secretariat. ~Je knot·I hoH powerful they are . Thev are the 

real de.cision makers in t h is Provinc e not the elected representatives 

of t he people as I said yesterday. Planning and Priority Secretariat 

has shot.m us noth i ng in t his H.on . P.ouse . 
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~~. ~~F.ARY: Nobody,- none of us understand, Sir, ,.rhat their jobs 

really are. He are snending %93,000 on Planning and Prioritv 

Secretriat, for ~·7hat? \11e have not seen any results of it. TJhere 

are our planning and priorities? The ~vhole." economy is collapsing;, 

the roof is caving in, we have record une~ployment. the construction 

industry is ready to fold up and here eve are ~.vith t~is Planning 

and Priority Sccretriat, supposed to be advising the government, 

telling the government what to do. Well they do not have a verv 

good track record over the past five years since this administration 

took over. Fhat about the elected representatives? 1·rnat decisions 

are they making or are they leaving it all un to this croFd of 

academics~ Planning and Priority Secretriat down ~·:rriting their 

little paners and writing their thesis and their compositions, 

passing little notes around to one another, memos back and forth 

to one another. 

Mr. Chairman, as I said, the hen. the Premier can make 

it all sound so plausible. For a \-lhile there he almost had me 

converted. I was beginning to believe what the hon. the Premier 

was saying. I have seen the han. the Premier so many times take 

to the television in crisis situations and make things sound so 

plausible and people sitting out there believing it and saying, 

Yes, no that is not true. I knmv it is not true but I believe 

the Premier because he is saying it and he sounds so sincere and 

he looks so nice and the Colgate smile. ~ -~r. Chairman, r.vhy does 

not the hon. the Premier and the administration face un to 

reality, face up to the facts of life, ~ripe out the half of this 

Executive Council vote and save the taXPayers about $2 million? 

All it is doing, Sir, is it is insulating the elected representative, 

it is insulating the Premier's office and the ministers from the 

ordinary ranl---. and file peonle of t1:1is Province. That is all it is 

doing. It is not setting nlanning and priorjties in this Province. 

There are no priorities. There is no planning. This administration 
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HR. ~iEARY: is flying by the seat of its pants. The onlv 

Planning and priorities they have is in the Premier's back pocket 

or ~vhen there is an election on and out comes an envelone ~vith 

a little note scribbled on it, "T..re are go in?: to pave the Loou Road." 

That is the only planning and priority, Sir, that -.1e have in this 

~rovince at the present time. 

Hr. Chairman, if the hon. the Premier could stand iri. 

his place and show me one constructive idea that has e~4nated from 

this Planning and Priority Secretriat then, Sir, I might be sold 

on the idea of having it. But, lv1r. ChairJilan, we all know even 

though the hon. the Premier just told us how important all these 

groups are, ~.,e all know, Sir, that this administration has not 

produced one idea since it carne into office in 1972. There has 

not been one development in this Province since this administration 

took over. That is your planning and priorities. Not one. How 

many mines have been opened? How many new industries have been 

created? We know how many have been shut dmvn. This is the 

shut-her-down government. T..Je know hmv many are shut down but how 

many have been created? You can criticize the former administration 

all you like but one thing you have to say about the member for 

T~villingate commonly kno~m in this Province as 1 Joey 1 there was 

ahvays that carrot dangling there, that ray of hope 'vas always 

there for the people of this Province. 

~. MURPHY: 

~IR. NE!LRY: 

A very expensive carrot. 

\~ell, $700 million was the debt of this Province after 

tHenty-three years and no"YT it is $2.5 billion. Tripled, tripled since 

the PC administration took over. Is that your planning and uriorities? 

MR. MURPHY: Please be honest with yourself. 

~-IR. . nrARY : I am being honest, Sir, 1o1ith myself and I am being 

~onest \vith the peoule of this Province. $2.5 billion,the debt 

has gone from $7nO million over a five vear ueriod to S2.5 billion 
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i'!.R . ~JEARY: and not a thing to show for it. I 'i..rould not mind if 

there t.ras somethin~ to s!-toH for it. He have record unemolovment. 

~·!here are the plans of t he Planning and Pr iority Secretri.'lt, 

t~e young oeoole, the fiftv per cent of voung people in this 

Province bet1o~een the F.ge of eighteen and t~venty-five tvho a re 

unemployed a t the present time tvho cannot find jobs? 
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Hr. Neary. 

vlhat plans do the Planning and Priorities Secretariat have 

for these young people? Fifty per cent of our unemployed 

today are young people between the ages of eighteen and 

twenty-five who cannot find jobs. 

Mr. Chairman, I know that the hon. 

Premier probably does not like to hear this but the 

truth hurts sometimes. The truth hurts, Sir, and we 

have in this han. House - I know I have myself tried to 

steer the han. Premier in the right direction, lead the han : 

Premier into the light of doing some positive and something 

constructive. I put foward an idea on the establishment of 

a productivity council in this Province that has not seen 

the light of day. Was that fed into the Planning and Priorities 

Secretariat? 

PREMIER MOORES: It is in there now. 

MR. NEARY: Well if it is in there it will probably 

never come out unless the han. Premier puts an acetvlene torch 

to the rear of some of the members of that secretariat. Mr. Chairman, 

it is a waste of the taxpayers' money. And Intergovernmental 

Affairs is ten times worse. There is no justification for that 

at all in this world, none at all. The member for Kilbride 

(Mr. Wells) was asked a couple of years ago, a few years ago 

to take a look at the establishment of an intergovernmental 

affairs department of which I assume the han. member for Kilbride 

(Mr. Wells) was going to be the first minister. The han. member 

for Kilbride (Mr. Wells) came back and said, "No, we do not need it. ' 

We do not need it. But nevertheless the government went ahead 

foolhardy and established it to satisfy the ego of Mr. John C. Crosbie, 

the big shot, now out carrying his personal hatred and vendetta,carrying 

it on in Ottawa. That is why, Sir, that was established to add, to inflate 

the ego of the most expensive man ever elected to this House: who cost 

the taxpayers of this Province literally millions and millions of dollars 

/ 
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through stupidy and gross errors in judgement. 

MR. SHALLWOOD: Hundreds of millions. 

MR. NEARY: Hundreds of millions of dollars. Bullied 

the han. Premier and the Cabinet into making wrong decisions. 

I do not know if these things went through the Planning and 

Priorities Secretariat or not. But Intergovernmental Affairs 

should be wiped out as I said yesterday when the hon. Premier 

was not in his seat. It should be eliminated. There is no 

justification for having it. It does not justify its 

existence. It is costing $525,000. It is costing over a half 

million dollars, that is the Intergovernmental Affairs 

Secretariat, costing over a half a million dollars. It should 

be abolished right off the bat. I do not mean the people 

should be laid off, thev should be put at doing something 

productive. And I am sure that they themselves would not mind 

being put into a position where they can do an honest day's 

work for an honest day's pay. It is not the fault of the people who are in the 

Intergovernmental Affairs Secretariat that they are just down probablv 

punching in time. It is not good enough, Sir, and I am not 

prepared to accept the Premier's explanation for these things 

even though he did make it sound so plausible and so wonderful 

and so important. I am not going to accept the explanation, 

Sir. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the 

Premier a question. I have been trying to find out now for 

a year or so - I was told about a year ago, a year and-a~ half 

ago that the government of this' Province had a young lady 

stationed up in Ottawa -

AN HON. HEMBER: Name her' 

HR. NEARY: Yes, I will name her ~ Miss Carlson was her name 

working for the Intergovernmental Affairs Secretariat. I have been 
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trying to check it out between here, between the Department of 

Intergovernmental Affairs here and . Ottawa, and I have not 

been able to get to first base. The Department of Intergovernmental 

Affairs here refused to give me the information. I do not know 

if it is correct or not. 

PREMIER MOORES: You will get it. 

MR. NEARY: But is it correct? Does the government 

have a permanent employee stationed in Ottawa? I would like to 

find out, Sir, and if so who is paying the expenses? 

Mr. Chairman, most of these positions are 

redundant and the employees if they are at the retirement age 

they should be pensioned off and if they are not at retirement 

age they should be transferred to more productive employment. 

When I look back and see how the former Premier of this Province 

ran his office, and she blocked to the doors all day iong, you 

could hardly get in there, there were so many people there, millionaires, 

paupers alike, sometimes sitting on the floor, and everyone of them, 

if they could wait long enough, \-tould get to see the Premier of this 

Province, would get to see the Chief Executive Officer' the First , 

Minister of the Land ., but not today, Sir. If you come up in the 

elevator today not a soul to be seen. If anybody comes in can 

they get to see the hon. Premier or will they be pawned off on 

one of these flunkies. Can anybody come in today, make an appointment, 

come in to see the Premier of this Province? Well, I want the Premier 

to tell me because I kno'tv people who have been sidetracked and pawned 

off on the flunkies down on the eighth floor. The whole thing, Sir, 

is designed to insulate the Premier's office and the ministers and the 

elected representatives, to insulate them from the ordinary people. 

They are afraid that they might be contaminate by the ordinary people 

of this Province. And so, }rr. Chairman, there is no justification for 

there is justification for some of this vote. The Premier's office 

probably could be cut down substantially. The Executive Council office 

and Cabinet Secretariat - I am not so sure about that one. 
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Treasury Board Secretariat is becoming ' a monster. Planning and 

Priorities Secretariat, wipe it out, and let the ministers, the 

ones who are supposed to have the responsibility of setting the 

priorities and doing the planning in this Province, the elected 

representatives of the people, let them make the plans for the 

development of this Province and the plans for the government to 

carry on over the next two or three or four or five years. They 

have got enough expertise in their own departments. There is 

duplication here, Mr. Chairman. The ~linister of Finance has all 

the expertise he needs in his o~m department. He does not need to 

go to Planning and Priorities. If he did all he would draw is a 

blank anyway. 

So, Mr. Chairman, I hope that none of us will be conned into 

the ex~lanation that the Premier has given us in his introductory 

remarks. 

MR. SMALL WOOD: Mr. Chairman, before the Premier speaks vlOuld you 

allow me a moment? I am in partial agreement with what has just been 

said by the hon. member, but only partial. The fact is as 

Churchill once said that the Premier- he used the t,Tords Prime Minister. It 

means the same thing " The Premier is the source and arbiter of 

public policy." The source is from him that it comes and he decides 

the source and arbiter of public policy. Nm.;r this does not mean 

dictatorship. This does not mean that the Premier solely by himself 

without advice, without help, without guidance, without information, 

acting solely and exclusively on his own formulates policy and makes 

all decisions. It does not mean that. If it meant that he would not 

need a Cabinet. If it meant that he would not need a House of Assembly. 

If it meant that he might consult with a few cronies and that would 

be the government of the Province or of a country. It is not like 

that. That is not what Churchill meant. 

HR. NOLAN: Hr. Chairman, excuse me, there is a terrible noise 

going on, and we cannot hear what the hon. member is saying or if 

any member speaks on any side of the House surely they should be quiet. 
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MR. S11ALL ~~00 D : I am under the disadvantage . I do not knmv- how 

much is left for this ~epartment. How ~uch time is left? 

HR . CHAIR."iAN: The questions will cease at 4:48. 

HR . NEARY: On a point of order, Mr. Chairman . Sir, are we 

operating now under the old rules or the new rules. My understanding 

was that the new rules ended as of eleven o'clock last night . There 

was no motion . There was no leave of the House this afternoon to 

operate under the ne~v- rules. So I \vould assume, Sir, ~ve are 

operating no,., under the old rul es. 

MR . PECKFORD: To that point of order, Mr . Chairman . 
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:-m_. PECKFOP.D : As I understood it 1ve are operating under the hours 

allocated for the departments but we ~vere not onerating as it relates 

to ~v-hen the Fouse is going to sit or \·rhen it is not going to sit. So 

my understanding is that 1.1hen \ve started today in committee we are 

operating under the allocation of hours to the various departments 

of government> as \Y"as agreed to; but there has been no agreement as 

it relates to when the House will sit. 

AN HON. "XB·!BER: Okay. All right. 

HR. S}':ALL HOOD : ~.Jell that means that we have fifteen minutes hut 

then the Premier is going to speak and there may be other han. 

members who ~.,rish to say a tv-ord. 

HR. NOLAN: 

cut off. 

~·!R. SM..ALU700D: 

So you cannot - the time is the time, simple as that -

I said 1ve have fifteen minutes for everybody who 

is going to speak from this moment on until the vote is ta~en and 

the Premier is going to speak. ~fuat I wanted to say is this that 

it is perfectly right for a Premier to have a Cabinet and to seek 

their advice and to seek their guidance and to seek their concurrence 

because he will not have a Cabinet very long if he does not do that. 

It is perfectly right for a Premier to have a civil service because 

the Cabinet cannot carry out the governing of the Province. They 

can only decide what the policy shall be but the carrying out of 

policy takes thousands of men and women in the civil service. To 

have a body such as the planning and priorities committee - is it? - or 

board, is very sensible. I do not see anything ~vrong with it. Their 

job I take it is to do research, mainly to do research. A busy 

Premier and husy ministers do not have that much time that they can 

do the research so they have a staff of men perhaps some 1vomen to 

do it. The staff may be too hig, I think I could go along \vith the 

1:!on. gentleMan who just S])Oke on that. I thinl~. it is get tin~ to be 

a hit too ricb for our blood. I thin]-: that the economy that is so 
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!vf.R . S:V. ALL 1A700D : badly needed in the government might very ~.;ell be 

applied to that particular board. If it is costing $500,000 or 

$600,00() a year and a staff of how many? Pow many are in t~at 

planning and -

HR. NEA,':'tY: Oh my God, I do not knm.;r. _Look it up for him 'Tom'. 

l!:R . SHALLHOOD: A large number of men,and some of them Here my 

choice I may say, some of them I chose. some of them I caused to 

be appointed to the Treasury Board. that group. He did not have 

a planning and priorities board per se as such. He had nlanning 

but it was not done hy any particular board. I have to agree ~·Tith 

the Premier's Policy of -

HR. NEARY: Treasury board is thirty-seven. 

MR. Si\!ALL HOOD : Treasury board is thirty-seven. He had - what 

r11ould ~ve have had? The member for Conception Bay South was I think 

a member of it, hmv many? Four or five. 

~-1R . l10LAN : Four or five, yes. 

HR. S1-1ALLTJOOD: Four or five and there are what, thirty-seven nm·T? 

It sounds a bit extravagant. Perhaps twenty -

~!R. PECKFORD : A point of order. Just for clarification if I may? 

I do not know if the hon. member for T~villingate has understood the 

time that is remaining under Executive Counci]_or nnr. I heard the 

Chairman say that it '>las 4:48 r.vhich r,_rould mean -

~·ffi. SMALLHOOD: 4:49 he said. 

HR. PECKFOP.D: You understand that it is 4:48 because I understood 

the hon. Premier r..;anted to rePly . 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Yes, exactly and I was going to take five or 

eight minutes because - I do not know how many I have taken. 

PREMIER ~CORES: C.o ahead. 

MR. SMALU700D : It is an important subject and really all I 

\vant to say is that it is wrong to obi ect to the existence 

of such a body, but I think it is right to object to 

having a body so big and so expensive in Newfoundland today that 

this programme of economy which is so desperately needed ought to 
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Nr. Smalh~ood. include a reduction, perhaps the abolition of the 

Intergovernmental Board or reduce it to two or three or one or t\vo 

and reduce the Planning and Priorities Board substantially, not 

abolish it because I think t hey should feel the pinch of an economy 

drive perhaps even more than some and as much almost as any. 

So I would like to hear what the Premier has to say. 

I t hink he has gone too heavily . He has 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: twenty people in his own 

department, I had five or six, I think, six or seven. 

He has twenty something odd - no, what is it for Planning? 

What did you say? Hmv many? 

SOME HON. ~-~EMBERS : Thirty seven. 

MR. Sr1ALL~··lOOD: In the Planning and Priorities. 

Then the Treasury Board is, how many? Now you are 

talking, you see, the Premier's off ice b7enty; and 

thirty-seven -

MR. ROBERTS: About eighty people altogether. 

MR. Sr-1A.LL~vOOD: About eighty people. Now that 

is a lot of people, and there are some brainy people 

there amongst them. Some of them are former academics. 

I do not blame them for that. I do not condemn them for 

that. It is rather too elaborate. It is rather the 

trappings of an elephant on the back of a mouse, which 

at the moment is a little bit - what is the word when you 

need to take liver? 

AN HON. MEMBER: I do not know. 

MR. SHALLWOOD: Anaemic. It is a bit rich for a 

mouse, it is a bit anaemic just now. I would suggest to 

the Premier that he might consider that as part of a much 

more far-flung and s~V'eeping programme of economy in 

Newfoundland 1 because it- is not enough to economize on 

capital account, that is not enough. · It is not enouqh 

to reduce the terrible borrowing spasm of the last twenty-

eight years. It is also necessary to economize on 

current account, and this a very heavy item, nearly 

eighty people in those three boards. 

PREJI.1IER .HOORES: r-1r. Speaker, in the limited time 

left I will try to do the best I can to answer the various 

people who spoke. First of all the hon. member for 

Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood): As he says, the Cabinet is 

basically one of a role of ministers giving advice and 

then decisions being made on that cumulative advice as 
,' 

/ 
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PREHIER MOORES: 

sees it. 

best as the first minister 

I might also say that I guess 

in any cabinet, in any government it is very difficult 

somet~mes for your colleagues, as the hon. member will 

well appreciate, in Cabinet to realize they are 

sometimes not administrators as opposed to policy 

makers. I think this is very important at this stage 

that if policy making is to be the chief criteria of 

Cabinet, the resource and the research that has to go 

into the sort of effort that Planning and Priorities 

is doing, is the sort of information that should be 

coming forward so that policy is evolved as opposed to 

administrative detail. 

The Planning and Priorities 

principle is,as he said, sensible. The fact is, not do 

they just do research, Sir, but they co-ordinate a lot 

between departments, particularly now with the departments 

broken down into groups of their ovm. There are ·twenty

eight people in Planning and Priorities. For instance, 

there are four in the executive branch including one 

executive director, two secretaries and one post is 

vacant at the present time. It is allowed for, it is 

assistant director. 

The economic and resource policy 

where fourteen and most of the people are; this includes 

all the departments such as Fisheries, Tourism, Forestry 

and Agriculture, Mines and Energy, with offshore oil and 

gas today the potential of hydro ar.d all the rest of it. 

MR. S~.ALLNOOD: But do they not also have their 

own specialists and experts? 

PREMIER MOORES: They do have some but basically 

when it comes in neighbouring and normally very narrow 

papers - and I will take that further and explain that 

when we are talking 
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PREMIER HOORES: about the 200 mile limit today 

for instance, it is not just the Minister of Fisheries and 

his department. Because \vhen we talk about this '!t7e are 

talking about possible boat construction, which would 

include Industrual Development, we are talking about 

tariff negotiations which are Industrial Development, if 

you like, but certainly not something they have been very 

used to. You are talking about Municipal Affairs and 

Housing for future industrial parks so that they can ~e 

developed. You are talking about Manpower and Industrial 

Relations for training whether it be crude training or 

whether it be onshore training for food technologists 

and this sort of thing, and equally education, whether 

it is for a polytechnical school and so on. 

So when you get all these various 

areas of departments involved, if you are waiting for 

them to sort it out themselves, I think the hon. member 

well knows, we will wait a long while because they are 

very difficult to get together. But once you have a team 

together to pull it together, then this makes it a lot 

easier in some of these decisions that are brought over 

a period of -

MR. SMALLT'!OOD: Agreed! Absolutely. Absolutely. 

But are we not going a little too rich? 

PRE11IER !-mORES: Well we have twenty-eight people 

in total; fourteen with that responsibility in resource, 

seven in the programme and development division.. and 

three _in the social policy area. So when you take the 

whole role of government, twenty-eight people, and you 

spread them down bet~1een secretaries, research people and 

so on, twenty-eight people is not a great many people 

when you take secretaries, messengers and everybody else 

that really do co-ord; ... <=~te betv;een the line departments 

and the government - I mean, there may be room for one or 

two reductions there and certainly if there is it will be 
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PREMIER r.!OORES: done. 

Al.'l HON . ME_·'!BER : There are 28,000 public servants. 

PREHIER MOORES: That is right, there are 28 people 

doing this much while there are 29,000 in the public 
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PREMIER MOORES: service I suggest there are a great many areas 

in the public service that could do with reduction probab~y 

a lot easier than the area we are talking about here. 

Equally the Intergovernment~l Affairs Department -

:1-ffi.. NEARY : That is not a good argument. 

PREMIER MOORES: No, well I am just using it for comparative 

purposes. The Intergovernmental Affairs Division, we say there 

is a lot of people in that particular division, I forget the 

exact figure, I have got it here. There are twenty-three in 

our Intergovernmental Affairs Division and out of that twenty

three you must realize that most provinces today have full 

departments of Intergovernmental Affairs, they are nutting such 

credence on it and certainly the number of people in Ottawa 

dealing ~vith intergovertmlental affairs naturally is much, much 

larger. So twenty-three people to handle the preparation of 

DREE agreements, which they do, they do all the preparation 

and the delivery and the follow through of DREE agreements 

which is pretty critical and they are the department naturally, 

Intergovernmental Affairs to co-ordinate that because each 

department just cannot develop their own approach to it. 

The anslver to one specific question that 

the hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) asked me about Miss Carlson, 

the fact is that she and other people as well have gone to 

various central agencies that affect all governments. In this 

case it was the major Secretariat in Canada which was fenP-r~llv 

orientated but all the Province contribute. I think it is $5,000 a year 

we contribute. That has nothing to do with ~iss Carlson. What 

happens here is they ask for representation from all provinces 

to serve on the Secretariat. The fact is that the Province pays 

a salary and is fully reimbursed for the whole cost from the 

federal government and from the Secretariat itself. 

}1R. NEARY: 1.J'e pay $5,000 and they pay SS,OOO. 

PR~HER ~OORES: No. No. We pay $5, 000 towards the Secretariat, 
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PREMIER MOORES: irres-pective if anyo,ne is there or not. But 

they ask for representation from the Province to serve on 

the secretariats. 

MR. NEARY: So in other words she is there as she was 

recommended by the Province. 

PREMIER MOORES: Yes, She is no longer there as a matter of 

fact, but when she 't.ras there she was -

MR. NEARY: Well who is there noow? 

MR. DCODY: Nobody, 

PREMIER MOORES: Nobody at the present time, we will have 

to get somebody to go there. 

The fact is, Sir, that the hon. member 

for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) is-he said he is very skeptical but 

he should not be, He should be more trusting, He should 

be not as suspicious as he is all the time. I know that 

he has the fire in his gut and he has the flame in his 

eye but even with that I know that there are moments when 

he has doubts about - You know ~1hen someone is sincere I am sure 

he can accept it and realize how difficult it is. 

HR. • CHAIID1AN : Order, please: Time is up. 

MR. SIMMONS: Forty seconds. 

PREMIER MOORES: Forty seconds, he said none. Okay, I am sorry, 

Mr. Chairman, but the member for Burgee- Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) 

. says I have got forty seconds and you say I have none, which is it, Sir? 

MR. SIMMONS: Thirty now. Twenty nine. 

PREMIER ~mORES : Wel+, Sir, ap-parently the member is going to have a 

count down because actually this - you know you could go on for 

a great deal of time but I hope I have answered those few 

questions. 

On motion, item three - Executive Council, carried. 

/ 
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Heading X - Health. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The han. member for St. John's South. 

DR. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, before getting into a few remarks 

on Health perhaps I might be permitted to make an observation 

that I think the consideration of the estimates seem to be 

going much better this year than last year. Probably this 

is due to the fact that there is a certain definite time 

allotted to each heading so that people interested in the 

various headings can w·ait until that heading comes up. But 

also I think the fact that twenty minutes is allotted means 

that there are many more people who can have their say on it 

and I am sure that all han. members have considerable 

interest in some item of the estimates anyway. 

Mr. Chairman, in considering Health I think 

it is important that we recall some basic fundamentals and certainly 

one of the fundamental things about the Department of Health is 

that it spends now something over $200 million, and I think that 

is a very important basic fundamental. 

I think another imoortant thin~ to consider 

is what are the functions of the Department of Health and I might 

just read out what is written in the estimates. It says here, 

"The Department of Health is responsible for the provision 

of public health services geared to the diagnosis and 
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Dr. Collins 

prevention of disease and the promotion of good health. Functions 

include operation of ~ospitals, both by boards and by the 

department and the provision of medical nursing and health 

services. So that is one way of looking at the functions 

of the Department of Health. Another way that I consider 

myself perhaps a bit clearer is to say that firstly,the 

Department of Health provides some health services directly. 

For instance it provides ~ertain public health services; it 

provides vital statistic services; it provides central supply, 

and certain other services. Now these are done directly 

by the department itself. In addition to these, it arranges 

for others to supply some services. In actual fact most of the 

health services in the Province are not supplied directly by 

the Department of Health but supplied by others, for instance, 

by the hospitals and, of course, all medical services are 

supplied by physicians. No one can supply medical services 

under the law except physicians. For instance hospitals do not 

~upply medical services. Universities do not supply medical 

services. Departments of Health do not supply medical services. 

Only physicians under the law can actually supply medical services, 

and dental services also. These are arranged for by the Department 

of Health. And the fourth function is that the Department of 

Health has to fund the health responsibilities that it has in 

the Province, and it has to fund just about all the health 

responsibilities whether direct or delegated. And one presumes 

that these are funded on a priority basis. 

Now to carry out all this work the 

Department of Health, of course, has to effect a certain organization . 

It has to have a certain method of organization or it would not be 

able to function at all or it certainly would not be able to 

function efficiently. And its organization must be related to two things; 
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it must be related firstly to the services which need to 

be carried out; and secondly, its organization must be 

related to the circumstances that pertain at the particular 

time. In other words the organization of the Department 

of Health cannot be a static thing, because circumstances 

change and in actual fact functions that should be carried 

out by the Department of Health change. So the organization 

of the Department of Health has to be a dynamic thing. It 

has to be changeable;it has to be adaptable. It seems to me 

that when we consider the estimates, what we are doing 

is we are asking, Is the organization of the Department of Health 

appropriate at this point in time considering what it has to 

do and what means it has at its disposal. 

So I think it is 1·mrth-while therefore 

to have a look at the organization of the Department of Health. 

Now if we go back a bit we realize that when the Province, when 

Newfoundland and Labrador first became a Province it received 

its basic health organization from the Commission of Government. 

Prior to Commission of Government there was very little 

organization of health services in this Province. There were 

some, but they were very rudimentary and one of the 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Prior to ? 

DR. COLLINS: Prior to the Commission of Government. 

- and one of the things that the Commission 

of Government did leave us ~-lith was a basic organization 

of health services. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Dr. Mosdell and Sir John- Puddester. 

DR. COLLINS: These were the men of that era. 

HR. SMALLWOOD: Dr. James HcGrath and Dr. Len Miller. 

DR. COLLINS: Dr. Len Miller being Dr. James McGrath 's boss 

in those days. 

The organization that the Commission of Government 

did leave us with was the cottage health service which was spread 
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throughout the Province a:nd despite the fact that later 

it became outmoded that does not in any way detract from 

its great benefit when it was brought in and for manv vears 

after it was brought in. : Commission of Government left 

us with a provincial base hospital, the General Hospital 

which is still to some extent the base hospital of the 

Province. And other things, the private hospi ta.ls, were 

from the Commission of Government era even if the Commission 

of Government were not actually responsible, totally, for 

their evolution. The T .B. c:ontro .. l and sanatoria 
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DR. COLLINS: 

base mental hospital dates from the Commission of Government era. 

Public health nursing services dates from that era, infectious 

disease control and so on and so forth. Now since then, as I say, 

it is a dynamic situation - there have been new elements added to 

that basic complexion of things. And I might just list these because 

I think they do clarify, at least they clarify in my mind what the 

Department of Health has on its plate. The first thing that came 

about, I think, of importance was the influx of specialists. This 

was shortly after the ~mr. Prior to that time most medical personnel 

in the Province were of a general nature; their training was general~ 

their interests were general~ and their capabilities were general. 

But after the war like many other places there was enough s";eep 

in specialist training and in the number of specialists that came 

to this Province. For instance, for the first time we acquired 

neurosurgeons. For the first time we acquired dermatologists. In my 

own specialty, for the first time we acquired pediatricians and so on. 

And these people necessarily -

IIi.. ROBERTS : When certification came in. 

DR. COLLINS: Certification came in at the same time. One had to be, 

except for the grandfather clause, one had to be a certified specialist 

who practiced as a specialist. One had to take special exams and so on 

and so forth. And when these new specialists came into the Province 

they required or they gave rise to the need for new facilities and for 

new ancillary personnel. And this, of course, had an influence on the 

organization of the Department of Health. The second new element was 

hospital insurance which I think came in in the early sixties or sometime 

in the first half of the sixties. And this, of course, also required 

new organizational methods in the Department of Health. 

The next thing was the health insurance schemes. The Province 

of Newfoundland has some claim, a considerable claim actually, to be 

/ 
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DR. COLLINS: 

considered one of the initiators of health insurance, that is public 

health insurance. The Childrens' Health Service came into effect in 

Newfoundland, it was either in 1956 or 1957, I believe 1957. And, 

of course, as we all will remember more recently the medicare scheme, 

HCP came into effect in 1969. These public health schemes, they gave 

rise to changes within the organization of the Department of Health. 

Particularly they had to give rise to mechanisms for the assessment 

of claims from people supplying health services. 

l1R. SHALUlOOD: Is this by the government, medical and dental 

training? 

DR. COLLINS: Yes, I am not being complete in this listing. But 

certainly that would be another thing that would have effected the 

organization of the Department of Health. The next thing that I think 

is important and it has not anything directly to do with Health and 

that is the improved road communication in the Province, especially 

since the Trans-Canada Highway in 1965. This made many more people

or at least made facilities accessible to many more people throughout 

the Province and had a great deal of influence on how the Department 

of Health organized itself and that is still the case. 

Follo~ving this we had a broadening of the base hospital facilities 

in the Province. He had a specialist hosnital arise, the childrens' 

hospital,and we had the enlargement and the renovation, the expansion 

of the St. John's private hospitals .. Prior to that they were essentially 

city hospitals and to some extent maternity hospitals. But from about 

1966, 1967 onwards they took up the role as did the Janeway Hospital 

of being part of the base hospital facility for the rest of the 

Province. The next item I have here is the regional hospital concept from 

about 1969 onwards. And at the same time as the regional hospitals, that 

is major hospitals throughout other areas of the Province other than the 

base St. John's area, the evolution 
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DR. COLLI~TS: of these hos?itals. This \vas also coincident 

\·lith an increasing supply of trained nurses. For the first time 

NeHfoundland had sufficient, if not a surplus of graduate nursing 

staff whereas prior to that time, prior to about the 1969-70 period 

nurses \·Jere a scarce resource. Coming to more recent times the 

~~emorial University :Medical School beginning, I believe it \vas in 

1970;this had a great influence on health services in the Province 

and necessarily on the organization of the Department of Health 

and this of course is now being associated "l•!ith an abundant supply 

of physicians and other health personnel. Again this is a great 

change. Up to this recent era the supply of health personnel in 

the Province Has meagre to say the least. At about the same time 

the integration of mental health care with general hospital and 

general health care became a reality. Prior to this mental health 

tended to be off to itself, quite divorced from health care, 

generally but nmv this large area of health concern is being 

integrated with the general health care concerns of the Province 

and again this must have an influence on the organization of the 

Department of Health if it is to discharge responsibilities. 

If 1ve look at the current situation we can see how 

this whole trend is accelerating. Currently we have the Pealth 

Sciences Complex going up. This essentially is another addition 

to the base hospital facility. That is the central area, the 

St. John's area which has alvrays and > I suspect> for a long time to 

come will supply certain base·facilities for the rest of the 

Province. He have nm..r specialists for the first time outside the 

base area and "lve have salaried specialists. He have unionizetion 

of nurses and of non-professional hospital personnel. He have a 

Y.-1 - 1 

new concept in prenatal care and in pregancy prevention. These 

influences are there. Certain aspects of them are clearly advantageous 

other aspects are not as advantageous in my vie1v. T.-le have the 

sub-regional hospital programme. That is hosPitals such as the 

Carbonear Hospital, the proposed hosnital in Clarenville and the 
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DR. COLLINS: proposed hospital on the Burin Peninsula. \·7hether 

one calls them regional hospitals or not is a little uncertain but 

I do not think that they ,.Jill have the same range of facilities 

J~r - 2 

that the major regional hospitals such as Grand Falls and Corner Brook 

and St. Anthony will have. 

And the final one I do have listed here is the change 

in federal health funding and the need to redirect provincial funds 

away from social services more towards developmental services. ~~m" 

all these things I have listed these are all .new elements that have 

l,een laid on to'!' of the basic health organization that He inherited 

from the cottage hospital system and they must therefore have an 

influence on how the Depart~ent of Health is organized, if it has 

discharged its responsibilities. If we look at the narticular 

oroblems or at least the major problems , in my view,that t he 

~epartment of Health now has to face are one, the increase1 local 

demand for health services. That is at this point in time most 

areas of the Province want to see a certain modic~ or at least a 

certain range of health services within their immediate area. 

They are no longer content to have the health services somewhere 

in the Province and they may take advantage of them as they 

nossibly can. This is no longer considered satisfactory. I do 

not think all local areas demand the full range of services 

but there is an increasing demand for an increased range of 

services available locally . 

The second big problem which I am sure is nothing new to 

this Rouse are increased costs of health care and iust 
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one small figure -:nigl"1t pn:!.nt this out H !I"Y reac:U.n§': of 

the 1965-66 bucget is correct. For instance at "eT:'ortal TTni,Teri stv 

to train one meoical student for one year cost, denenc1ing 1-}oF you 

look at it, cost betFeen S2l,0()0 and $26.000. '!'hat is for one stuc1ent 

for one year. Ta~e a stude~t therefore, a medical student who has 

to go through a f.:_ve year course, r-re c-.re looking at scrr:1eth:ing over 

$100,00n for direct training costs that are the responsibility 

of the province. That is Phat the province has to T'i'l? out. Phether 

there are additional expens'es, anc! there al!'l.ost certainly are that 

are the individual's responsibility is another,.nt:ttter btit the 

province itself is having to contribute something li.ke a $100,000 

or mere to each student ~.:rho completes medical studies. '!'hat is 

as I say just an example of the increase~. health cost. 

}-!F.. HURPHY : 

Du • ('1'1LL BfS : 

~-r, • 1v'T_TRPRY : 

"I'. COLLE'l"S: 

You said 1965-19u6 did you mean that? 

l965-1966- no. I am sorry. 1975-1976 not 1977. 

It ~v- :Ul "e in !~ansarcl as 1965-l()fi6. 

T?ight' 19 75. 

"And then the final probler.". I see looming large is 

the professional health ~-!Orl:er and non-professional health ~v-od:er, 

confusion and unrest, r,rhich is quite evi~ent in the Province to<"ay. 

So these three areas demand attention by vTh?.tever ori!anization the 

Department of Health has available to c1.eal ~vith them. 

Now I think the auestion naturally arises, ~as the 

or~anization of the Department of Health kept pace r.vith all these 

changes, and it is appropriate, is the or~anization there appropriate 

to the present prohle~s? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member's time is just about up. 

TW. rOLL INS: I do not have the tiT'le to go into all this nc;.r. 

I Might have some till'e l~ter on. lJut I tr.ink that i.t seel"s to l!'e that 

tl:lis is what we are J ockin? at Hl->en !-re are talking about the estil:'.ates 

of the department of "~-Iealth. T·ThRt :is the or<>anizat:ion of the T"leTJart!'1ent 

of T~ea.lth nm·7 and is it appro-rriate to deal Hith the probJe!'ls and the 

new aspects of health in the Province? 
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"\-'1:' r.p AP:'~·rXN : The hon. menber for Trinity - Bay 0e ~rerre. 

~·'I' • t>OTtJE : '~r. Chaiman, I a~ not intending to !!'.alre a verv 

long speech. There are just a couple of points that I Pant to 'h . 
~r:cng 

to the CoMr!l.ittee 's attention, and I hone that 1·7e ·td 11 be able 

to get some ansv7ers from the ~·'inister of :Health pertaJnjnf? to the 

two points that I am going to relate to. 

Hr. rhairt!'.an, the first point is -

~·r. Chainn~n, I hate to interrupt -

0r~er, please! Order, nlease! 

- but it is very difficult - '1-:e are tryin~ to 

look at t'be spealcer. I mean I r-lo not Tiline if anybody ~,rants to have 

a c~'at, but it is verv difficult in justice to the speaker to hear 

him and perhaps to see him, because I have not seen hi!!' in a fe~r 

days. 

~·rp_ , POPF: Thank you very much, ur. Chairman. 

The first po:l.nt, ~·r. r.haiman, that I vmnted to 

make was this, is that in certajn areas Khere 1·'e have r.ad a 

neT,.;r reg:i_onal hospital built,such as in r.arbonear, there i.s sor.:e 

concern, for exarr'Qle, voice(! by the oeonle of 0lcl Perlican and 

surroundinr, cot!'n"tmjties over the fate of the cottc>.~e hospital 

in that particuJ ar co!!'II!'Unitv. 1\Tov I -.;muld expect that the same 

situat:ion exists in other pa.rts of our Province Fhere c•7e have 

had ne~r re~ional hospitals 'l,uiJ t and obvj ously 1·7here T,Te r..rn 1 be 

having ne~·r hospitals huilt so!l'e t:l~.e in the fttture. Fe clo not 'ha'!e 

th::~t ii"!T11erHate probJem in rJaren~1i1le or ~·'arysto.,m at the pre~ent 

time, because we still have a delay, of course, in the construction 

of these t._,o hospitals hecause of the fiscal restraints that r.re 

"1ave in the Province at the present t1.1"e. nut I <1rn sure th?t ,,r'hen 

the ti!1"e does roll around for t1:le ~uildin~ of t'hese hospitals that 

there "t-7i 11 he concern voicec'l 1--v the d t izens of co!!'rnuni U es anc1 

surrounding coM"!unit i.es r.rr.ere yon have cotta<:::e hos-pitals. ~~.nc ~·rhat 

/ 
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I •·101.1ld ] ike to ask the rnin :Lster, throu(>h the r.ormdttee , 

Ht: . rhaiman~ iS -

0rcer, please ! 

- wbat i s the fate of these cottage 

hospitals? You 1-:no,,• ,,•ha t js ~oinff t o l)appen to them exactly? 

Ui.ll they l;)e used as diagnostic centres for t he ne~· and 

larger regior.al ~ospitals that ''1ill be built? Or PiH t hey 

be clos_ecl altoeether, shut dmvn, because they are too exnensive 

and too old and to decrepit to l'!la intain or does that vary fro'M 

0ne part of the Province tc tt>e other.? T.1iJ.l they t-e usee 

as convalescent centr es, for people who have had major 

sur~ery or Hhat havP- you i n the Jar5!er cE'!ntral ~c-spitals? Pill 

t~ey he used as dia~ostic or ac~ission centres or possih ly evE'!n 

for senior c itizen s ' horres 17or 
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those senior citizens who are unfortunate enough to be confined 

to bed ant. need nursing care and this sort of a thing. I ,.,onder 

if the minister when he gets up to reply to some of the questions 

that have been put to him would indicate to the Committee, 

Mr. Chairman, what thought is being given to the fate of the 

cottage hospitals when these new hospitals are being ~uilt; 

Because now that we have a delay, you know, we can get up and 

criticize the administration for not going on with the building 

of these new hospitals) .the administration has been criticized 

before. We have had this news now for a number of years. The 

people will have to react accordingly. There is no need for me 

to try to convince anybody or make politics out of these 

announcements of delay in the building of some of these new hospitals. 

But it provides an excellent opportunity for the Department of 

Health and the officials to sit down and really figure out the 

best possible use for these cottage hospitals once the new 

regional hospitals are built, because, you know, in a olace 

like Old Perlican , there is concern by the people of Old Perlican 

and its surrounding communities because they think that the place 

is just going to plain close up. And I think that very good use 

can be made of these buildings. So I would just simply ask the 

minister if he would be kind enough to inform the Committee at 

the appropriate time as to the possible fate or the thought that 

has been given to the fate of these cottage hospitals by his 

department a little later on. 

HR. MURPHY: Do you have any idea of how many cottage 

hospitals are going to close up? 

MR. ROHE: No. The real reason I am asking that is 

because of one particular hospital namely the cottage hospital 

in Old Perlican. And there was. the hospital, of course, in 

Flm.;ers Cove which now I think they are thinking of enlarging and 

converting to a health clinic Hith more diagnostic services. 
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MR. ROWE: 

health spokesman. 

1-fR. 'MURPHY : 
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Is Markland one, too? The one at Markland 

The one in Markland. And I am not the 

I was just wondering if that tvas in the 

bon. member's district. It is not, is it? 

MR. ROWE: No, it is not. 

HR. HURPHY: No, it is Bellevue. 

MR. ROWE: That is in Bellevue district. 

HR. MURPHY: Yes, okay. 

HR. ROWE: That is right. 

But I just refer simply to the fact that 

there are obviously other areas of the Province with cottage 

hospitals who have the same concern. The secnnd point, Mr. C~airman, 

that I wanted to make was this, is that, you know, probably one 

of the best ways of taking care of medical problems is the preventive 

side of medicine, the preventive side of medicine. And I want to 

relate just briefly to what influence the Department of Health 

has on the Department of Education as to what is taught in the 

high schools or the primary schools or the elementary schools, 

in the schools period, to make our students, our young people 

more knowledgeable over certain diseases and abuses of our own 

bodies that would prevent sickness and disease in these youth 

at a later date. Dr. Mathias the government health- what is his 

title? - the government medical health officer, Dr. Mathias 

some time backmentionedJfor example 1the fact that venereal 

disease in Canada and in Newfoundland is becoming of epidemic 

proportions now, and he classified it as a major social disease. 

The question that I am really asking is a double--barrelled one. It is 

this: What is the Department of Health doing to encourage the 

Department of Education to bring to the attention of the students - now 
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I knovT that there are pamphlets in the office, in the guidance 

counsellor's office and this sort of thing, I know that in 

biology courses there is a little chapter and a few paragraphs 

on the human anatomy and you can get into this type of thing, 

but_ it is only our really excellent and well-meaning teachers 

who are knowledgeable in t his particular area who can really 

educate the youth of our schools in the area of venereal disease, 

drug abuse,alcohol abuse, tobacco abuse, the physical fitness 

of our own body, abuse of our own body through lack of exercise , 

and improper diets and this sort of a thing . And I '"ould think, 

Sir, that the tine has come now for d .e Department of Health to 

not only try to 
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influence the Department of Education with respect to what is 

being taught our students in the area of venereal disease, drug 

abuse, alcohol abuse, tobacco, you know, health education in other 

words>so that we are really entering into the realm of preventative 

medicine at a very early age. I just would like to know if the 

Department of Health is making a concerted effort to influence the 

Department of Education in that particular direction. 

And there is a second point, Mr. Chairman, that I 

w·ould like to raise and that is thi~, in view of the fact that 

Dr~ Mathias has indicated publicly that venereal disease is reaching 

epidemic proportions in this Province - I think, that is a fairly 

accurate resume of what he had'to say - and we certainly know 

that alcoholism is a definite problem amongst our adults, and it 

has been becoming an increasing problem with our teenagers and even 

below the teenage age. And since we know that there are soft 

drugs and hard drugs that are not separated in accessibility, I 

fail to understand how something like marijuana and the harder 

drugs, can be put in the same category, and a person get a 

criminal record for the possession of a half an ounce of marijuana 

and he can still get only a criminal record for carrying some very, hard 

drugss · There seems to be something strange and wrong there. 

I think that our youth should be educated in all aspects of hard 

and soft drugs, alcohol, venereal disease, care of body and this 

sort of a thing. And I would ask the minister the question is there 

anyway · in the world of doing in the schools what was done for TB a 

number of years ago, that was done in the schools and in the University; 

I think, the hon. member for Exploits (Dr. 'fimmey) is anticipating 

my question. 

Sm-JE RON. HEHBERS: Oh, oh! 

:rn.. J. CARTFR: (Inaudible). 

MR. RQ1;.7E: Now look! There goes the savoury farmer from -

I do not know what the difference is between savoury - anyuay for 

all I knm-7 he may have some of it growing up there himself. 

S9}ffi HON. M:E}ffiERS: Oh, oh! 
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MR. ROWE: But let us not get down to cheap, stupid politics 

here because I am trying to raise a very serious question, and 

here is the question that I am going to raise: Is there anyway 

medically and technically to do in the schools and in the universitites 

and the vocational schools what was done to try to trace down TB 

during a certain period of our history~ In other ~vords is there 

anyway of detecting on a mass scale those people who may have, in fact, 

have V.D., and in fact do not want to disclose it, or have it and do 

not know that they have it, is there -

AN HON. ME:MBER: It depends on when Hho you are. 

MR. Rmm: I am asking the question. - is there anyway of 

finding out whether an individual is addicted to a drug? Is there 

anyway to find out whether people are addicted to alcohol en a 

mass scale? 

.~~ HON. ~ffiMBER: Oh, oh! 

MR. ROWE: Now the han. gentlemen might think it is funny 

opposite, but I happened to have tre experience of teaching in a 

high school for four years and in the university for seven years 

and I have seen students who were in deep, deep trouble, their whole 

career, their ~vhole education was in deep, deep trouble because of 

the very thing that I am talking about1 because of the very 

thing that I am talking about, Mr. Chairman, and the basic problem 

was that they would be quite ~lling to be examined in certain 

areas such as venereal disease, the possibility of really being hooked 

on drugs, the possibility of really being hooked on alcohol, really 

hooked, they would be quite willing to subject themselves to a doctor'~ 

examination providing there was strict confidentially involved. 

So what I am really asking the minister is - and this 

is a very serious problem - has the minister or his officials given 

any consideration or is it technically possible to do, to test, to 

examine students 
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for these types of nroblems as ~.J"as done f0r 

TB with the nse of X -ray, t!"le -"X rav machine a number of vears 

ago. And lest a fe~v hon. members like the mem.ber for St. John's 

~iorth. trv to get a dart in there about marijuana or some foolish 

thing , let me .iust point out that I ~muld onlv even suggest or 

ask such a question ~roviden that there is strictest confidentialtv 

bet,veen the students and the doctor or the medical person in 

this particular case. But it is a growing social medical problem 

and it is no longer iust the isolated individual case. It is 

a very serious problem. I have seen students bomb out of 

university and I 3een then bombing out of high school because 

of these little - I call them medical diseases.J social medical 

diseases that ~-1e have in our society today • I think it is 

the government's resl)onsibility, t~e legislators responsibility 

to have the boldness to tackle the heart of the Problem. P~d 

the only wav that you can tackle the heart of the problem is 

by identifyinf; the individuals 

out on a confidential basis. 

concerned and helping them 

~1R. CARTER : That is a problere for Justice. 

?·fR. RO~\TE : I beg your nardon. No'v that is precisely the 

reason ~vh.y , ~~r. Chairman. I am f"lad the member for St. John's ~1orth 

mentioned that. It is a problem for Justice. Well I would submit, 

Sir, that if our educational system and our health system could 

handle this problem T,Te would never have a Justice nroblem. It 

would not reach proportions 'vhere you would have - it ~.rould not 

be a legal problem or a problem that the police have to get 

involved in in this kind of a thing. 

}IJ\.. CARTER: It is all three departments reallv. 

~ T •• ROhTE: Yes but I would lik e to ~-.eep a1-1ay from the Justice 

of it l:>ecause I t!iink tbis - you know it is sad that the onlv 

way we are hitting these offenders - whether crug offenders or 

alcohclic offenders, is through the courts. It is too bad it rP~ches 
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"-ffi.. ROHE: that leve.1 and I am saying that it is really a 

mec':ical problem that can be taken care of at the Dreventative 

stage hy close co-oDeration l)etcveen t~,·o departments of the 

government, the Department of Health and the ~epartment of 

Education. So I just toss that out to the ~~nister of Pealth 

as , I hope a construcive suggestion or,in fact,it is a nuestion 

comment or suggestion. So these are the t1-10 points that I 

~..rould make, ~·1r. Chairman, and I thank you for the time. 

HR. ROBERTS: 

NR. SD-~fOl\IS: 

'·fr. ChairTI'.an, do you ~vant to call it 5:30 P.~"!.? 

Call it 5:30P.M.? 

~ffi.. PECKFORD: I am agreeable. 

~~. CP,AI~fA~·1 : Okay . 

NR • }1URPh~ : Yes, call it 5:30 P.M. 

~!P .• PECKFORD: Hr. Chairman, that bein)Z the case I move that the 

Committee rise, report progress and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion that the Committee rise, report progress 

and ask leave to sit again, ~r. Speaker returned to the Chair. 

~1R. SPEAKER: The hon. Chairman. 

'HP .• C1:IAIPJfAN: M:r. Speaker, the Committee of Suuply have considered 

the matters to them referred and have passed items of expenditure 

under Item III - Executive Council, all items ~.;rithout amendment 

and have made progress and ask leave to sit again. 

}ffi.. SPEAKER: The Chairman of the Conrrnittee of SuDply reports 

that they have considered the matters to them referred and have nassed 

e~~enditures under Head III and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion report received and adopted. 

On motion Committee ordered to sit a~ain presently. 

I understand that we will nolv call it six o'clock. 

I, therefore, leave the Chair until eight o'clock this evenin?. 
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;..s~ed By : Honourable Membe::- for La Poile 

Directed to: Honourable Minister of Mines and Energy 

QGESTIO~i : 

l. How many new homes that were constructed in the 
calendar years 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975 and 1976 are 
heated electrically; 

2 . What standards of insulation were established as a 
prereo~uisi tion to t he building ot such homes ; and 

3. Vfnat heat loss studies were done followin g erection o:r 
these homes to ensure the effectiveness o! such 
insulation? 

ASSWER: 

Information regarding the construction o ! electrically 
heated homes , tbe standards of insulation established and 
subsequent beat loss studies should be obtained from the 
records o! Ne~foundland Light and Power Company Limited 
and/or The Newfoundland and Lab rador Housing ~orporation . 



. 
T~e ::o:..=..o'.-Jin.s L:for:nation is supplied by the 

Ro•.·ie (Trinity-Bay De Verde) 

?~asen~ Ad~inistration has been successful 

i ~ con~~nc i ng to refine a nd reproc e ss ore 

· .. ;i thin "':..,'-la Province in order to create new 

jo~s for our people since October 1971. 

One of ~he elements of GoverQ~ent's mineral 

?Olicy ~s to encourage the extent and degree 

of mineral processing within the Province. 

Toward t.l-la t objective, ,.;e have ""provided for 

a processing allowance, as an incentive, under 

the Hini.ng and Hineral Rights Tax Act which 

¥7ent into effect on January l, 197 5. To date 

there has been no significant increase in further 

processing activity as a result of the measures 

taken ~d efforts expended. 

Lack of development in this regard 1s perhaps 

not sur?rising in vie•.v of the fact that most 

of the iJther provincial goverrul!ents and the federal 

goverm~ent have shared the same experience. The 

sa""7te factors T..vhich frequently place us a ,t a 

disadvaita;e with respect to other industr i al 

a ~ tivit~es also affect mineral processing. 

?~rther ?recessing will continue to be an o b jectiv e 

~= our ~i~2r2l policy. It is our intention to 

~~~e s~re ~~~t no O?portunity is missed and ~e 

l!l t1ti 3 

i t . f~. , 
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( :) T2E Nu~!3=:?. 0? OG~ 0? ST . JO!ru 1 S TRIPS TA...!(EN 

:.;r-:3IN T.:=.3 ?ZSC.~ Y~~a 1973- 76 WHICH ~-.JERE PP. . .ID FOR 

3~ THE P~OV::~.;c>;:c, GC"2R:.\i.YENT, THE DSSTINATIO!'T OF 

-=-)._C3, 1·!0D3 C? TEL~~iS?C~TATIO~J USED P. .. 1.'1D COST 0? EACH 

Dur;~g ~~= =is~~l year 1973-76 eleven (11) out 
o= St . Jon~·s t=iJs ~ere taken as follows : 

::::s-.:inatio:-1 Hode of Transportatio n Cost 

1) Ottawa - To=ont~ (A?ril , ' 75) Air $ 688 . 50 
2) Ha1ifa:< C·!2.y , '73) Air 225 . 32 
3) ?,~.ont=e.=l (Y=>.:_r , '75) Air 508 . 65 
~) C~ose 3ay (J~ly, '75) Air 235 . 03 
5) Deer La~e (C~ly, ' 75) Air 187 . 35 
5) Que~ec Ci~y (~~; . , '75) Air 710 . 01 
;) Toro~t~-Ct~a~a-~b~trea1 (Sept . '75) Ai= 685 . 14 
3) Gan~e=-~on~cn, ~ng .-~ontrea1 (Nov.'75) Air 1,565 . 95 
9) OttaHa- ?o=~r.t~ (Dec . , ' 75) Air 365 . 91 

lO ) Otta:,..-a C·!.a.!"::h, 1 76 ) Private Jet 108 . 00 
::..::. ) Que!:;ec City n-~c~, I 76) Private Jet 65 . 00 

- •O • lo • 0 _ ....... --:., ~ .. ' .. 

•' .. . 

. . -·-.,:.f.~¥;:-;.;· ..... ... · 0. • . 
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-. -..,. . 
-·.: . Honourable ~embe~ for La Poile 

Honourable ~.!inister of !.iines and Energy 

:-0 ~::.: -:~2 Eor::ourable the J,Enister of !Unes and Energy to lay 
~-:~= ~~2 ~able of the House the following information: 

~ ) Cost of operation of Churchill Falls Corporation 
office ~ontreal, Quebec for the calendar years 1974 
and 1975? 

b) Total n~ber of employees in this office (list of 
classification and salary of each job)? 

c) When will CFLCo office be moved to St. John's? 

d ) How cany of the present staff in th~ Montreal office 
~ill be transferred to St. John's? 

~) Details are available in CFLCo accounting records. 

b) Nu..~ber of employees based in ~.~ontreal as at December 
31, 1976 approximately 63. Details of classification and 
salary are availa ble in CFLCo payroll records. 

cj The CFLCo office move to St. John's is planned to b e 
carried out in stages. Transfers are currently expected 
to start in May and finish by July, 1977. 

d) Four of the present CFLCo ~.rontreal staff have indic?_ted 
a willingness to move to St. John's . 

• ... · , -.. ..J . ... - ... .. ~ .. ... ... ~\ ... ':, ,..., "\ "'' . · =.::- - ,• -;.-- .. .... .. . _. ... - ·~ - - - ... . .. . . ... .... .... . ·-- - •;. ·-! - . - .. - :r::. .. ........ .. . __ ._ . 
... "··.· '·"" . 
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Hunour3.b1e !.icr.1b:::r .for L8. Po:L1\:: 
....-( 
II 

\!inistcr of },fines ancl Energy 

}lc;n.ourable the ~.Iinistcl' of Mines and En e rgy 
House t~e following information: 

to lay 
Lpon the Table of the 

l . ?{ames of r.embers of tbe Board of Directors, Churchill 
Falls Co~poratio~; 

2 . number of meetings held in the calendar year 1976, this 
year to elate; 

3. remuneration or expenses paid to members of the Board; 

4. travelling expenses in current fiscal year; 
-, 

5. provinces and countries visited by members of the Board? 

l. The following are currently directors of CFLCo: 

Messrs. J.W. Beaver; F.J. Aylward, Q.C . ; R . A. Boyd; 
Dr. A.A. Bruneau; Paul Dozois; P . J. Gardiner~ 
Roland Giroux; J.J. Greene, Q. C. ; ·n.J. Groom; 
Dr. J.M. Hambley; R.T. Martin; and l'i.S. Read. 

I / 
It, . .. ' 

' '/ 
I ' ., ~ 

I ...:. ' -'· ·, ! I. ''
.. 't 

I 
, ,. """ ..., 
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2. CLFCo Board meetings held: 1976 1977 to 
March 11th 

Bo2.rd 
Executive CorrEittee of the Board 

6 
2 

8 

3 . Remuneration of CFLCo directors in 1976 - $57,000. 

2 

2 

4. Details of directors travel expenses are available from CFLCo 
accounti~g records. 

v. The CL?Co Board of Directors holds its meetings in Canada at 
Montreal, St. John's, and Churchill Falls. 
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St. e-.--= :"" :~ ~·-·· -· .. _.,._: (L::!?oile) . 

a gra=~ o~ $5 ,000 was made, as reported on pages 85 

a~d 85 o= The ~uditor General's Re?ort for the financial 

year e~ded 31 ~arch , 1976 . 

(:J) :.ist all se~1ices, activities and projects for \vhich 

?aYT:Je~t. Has ~de from Subhead 1102-02~03 to above 

~1dividual, rlrm or organization . 

(a) A grant o~ $5 , 000 was made to : 

Canadian ~xctic Resou=~es Co~ittee 
46 ~lgiil Street , 
Rcon 20, 
O~~~wa, Ontario KlPSK6 

~~e g~a~t was ~ade to the CA~C to assist in financing 

~ts 1975 acti~ities . 

~~e ~~~c is an independent c:tizens' organizction 

=o~cer=ed a~out the future o~ Canada ' s North . It 

~as a field ~o=ker program ~~ich is providin~ highly 

~~alified ?erso~~e l to assis= ~orthern native peoples 

~~ ada~~~~~ ~~ t~a changes ~~i=~ confront tt~~ daily. - ~ 
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MR. NEARY (LaPoile) - To ask the Honourable the Minister 

of Health to lay upon the Table of the House the following 

information :-

(a) H!lat is the total cost of the Stvine vaccine 

program in Ne,•lfoundland and Labrador? 

(b) N·~ber of persons vaccinated . 

(c) (i) Amount of serum purchased and not used . 

(ii) Value of serum presently on hand . 

ANSvlER : 

(a) T~e cost of the Influenza Vaccination Program is 

$150,000. 

(b) T~e number of persons vaccinated \vas 11,124. 

(c) (i) The amount of monovalent vaccine received 

was 65 , 000 doses . None of this material was 

used due to reports of complications 

associated with its use . 44,000 doses of 

bivalent vaccine were received. Of this, 

12,000 doses (approximately) were use1 . 

• 2 
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(ii) Value of vaccine not utilized to date 

is $109,700. 
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.... .-.- ., .. .. · . .:.:.,,: ... ; \, ; , :..c.:.:?oile) To ask the Hono:1::-able the :lin is ter of 

:::. :!~ ::h ~o : ay upon the Table of the iio'.lse the f o llm·;ing 

(a) :·:::~t is the total number of ubo r tlons 01: hysterotomies 
performed in the Province in the calenda r years 1974, 
1975 and 1976? 

(b) W~at number of these abortions or hysterotomies 
~ere performed in each of the following hospitals 
=o.r these years? 

St . Clares Hercy llospital 
Grace General Hospital 
St . John's General Hospital 

. (c) Reason pregnancy ter~inated 

(i) 
( ii) 

(iii) 
( iv) 

(v) 

matter of life or death of the patient 
patient emotior.ally distu::-bed 
r ape 
drugs 
other 

(d) ~~at has been the cost of these abortions or hyster
o~omies to the taxpayers of this Province through 
M. C. P . and what prop~rtion o£ the cost went to 
(i) specialists (gynecologists , obstetricians, etc . ) 
(ii) cost of surgeon s and (iii) cost of special 
medication and other incidential expenses? 

{a} N'.lmber of therapeutic abortions . 

1974 
1975 
l97G 

157 
1-19 
'lll 

.. /2 
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(b) Number of therapeutic abo=tions by hospital 

1974 
1975 
1976 

St . Clare ' s Grace General 

140 
130 
386 

(c) (This part of the ques tio:-. cannot be ans•.·;ered 
from information on file . Reason for termination 
of pregnancy is not required on the therapeutic 
abortion report) . 

(d) (i) Payments by t-1 . c. p . to specialists 

1974 $17,432 
1975 16 , 875 
1976 23,017 

( ii) Payments to surgeons 

1 974 $135 
1975 270 
1976 202 

(iii) Cost of medications and othe r incidental 
expenses (all inc1us:.ve hos?ital costs 
based on per diem rates) 

19 74 
1975 
1976 

$36,000 
39 , 450 
84 , 200 
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liR . NEARY (LaPoile) - To ask the Honourable the Minister 

of Health to lay upon the Table of the House the following 

information: 

1 . Did Central Supply dispose of a large quantity of 

china\vare (plates, cups , saucers , milk jugs, sugar 

bowls , etc . ) by destroying it at Robi~ Hood Bay dump 

in the year 1975? 

2. If chinatvare \vas dumped and bu:::-ied by bulldozers 1 

s tate reason . 

3 . ~17hy was this chinaHare not distributed to the poor 

of the Province if Government had no use for it? 

ANSWER 

1 . A quanti ty of crockeryware , which had. no book value, 

was destroyed i n 1975 . 

2 . Items \vere either damaged and unuseable or stocks of 

odd patterns no longer used by institutions. 

3 . I t i s the policy of the Depart~ent that crested 

chinaware i s not to be distributed to needy residents 

of the Province . ¥~7e contend that crested items in 
. 

the possession of the pub l ic could be of embarrassment 

to them. 

·~-~~_:s.-,_,..:~-..,o..c· · ·· -.· - · ,-..,....- -:--- --,--o:--- .. -. - ---- - ---- ··· - * •• , • • ___ ·.--·····r"'.._. - ···---·- . o 4• ,..._._._-·-·--yo---. 
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~-!R . N:;:;,;._ ~-_::- {J.JaPoile) - 'l'o ask the ::o:-:ourable t!le :-;ir:is ter 

of Heal ~r-. to l ay u;:on the Table o:": tne House the follm·1ing 

informatio:: : 

l. DiG. Central Supply sell or s;ive free of charge any 

use::l furniture retu~ned fror:-~ Government Institutions 

an~ docto~s ' resi~ences to any of its e mployees 

d~~ing the years 1974 , 1975 and 1976? 

2 . If so , p l ease specify na~nes of recipients of such 

fur niture . 

A;:\JS\'JER : 

l. No . 

2 . Not ap? l icable . 
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~~ - ~S~R~ (La?oile) - To ask the ~onourablc the Minister 

of Health to l ay upon the Table c~ the House the follow i ng 

inforr..ation : 

1 . How nany nurses' uniforms ~e=e disposed of at Robin 

fiooc Bay dD"o in the year 1975 by Central Supply, 

Pleasantville? 

2 . \·:r:y were these uniforms dest!"oyed? 

ANS~vER : 

l. 340 . 

2 . The uni~orms ~ere destroye~ because they had bee~ in 

stock for over t\-:er.ty years . They t:lere large sizes , 

shop worn, obsolete, and hae lost their tensile 

strength . 

----·---~------· · -·--- -- ·- -- · --- -·-· -··-··· ·· -· . ... ... . - ·-- - . -··-- ·-· 
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May 3, 1977 (Night) Tape No. 2109 NM- 1 

The House resumed at 8:00 P.M. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

The han. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, I wish to move that when the House 

rises tomorrow, Wednesday at six o'clock it reconvene on 

Thursday at 10:00 A.M. In putting this motion I do it because 

we have had some difficulty in the last number of days in 

reaching a consensus as it relates to the amendments to 

the Standing Orders that were composed some time ago and 

because we have been unable to have in the Chamber at any 

one time the two-thirds majority required to pass the 

amendments. I understand, Sir, that there are a number 

of precedents for such a motion and that there is authori t:r 

in Hay to permit this motion to be used at this time and -

HR. ROBERTS: Can the hon. gentleman cite the authority in 

May? 

MR. PECKFORD: I do not have it off the top of my head but 

I think there is a section in May which -

MR. ROBERTS: I looked in May and could not find anything on it. 

MR. PECKFORD: I see. And also that there are a number of precedents 

in the past in this hon. House to indicate same so I therefore 

move that the House on its rising tomorro't-7, ~,J'ednesday, reconvene 

at Thursday at 10:00 A.M. 

'MR. • SPEAKER : The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, I think we should explain for the benefit 

of hon. gentlemen. This is really by way of a test case which has 

been prepared on this motion because I guess the truth of it is 

that the government are not able to carry into effect their desire, 

with which 've concur unhappily or unwillingly but with which we do 

concu~ their desire to change the hours of sitting of the House. And 

as the gentleman who has just spoken, the ~.Unister of Mines and Energy, 
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1-ffi.. ROBERTS: has explained, it has been agreed that the motion 

will be moved and that there will be arguments made and then 

Your Honour will rule and at least we will kno1:o1 where we are 

because I think the simple truth of it is, and let it be 

said, that nobody is quite certain how we go about setting 

the hours of the House in these circumstances. 

Mr. Speaker, it is my contention that 

the motion made by the hon. gentleman, the minister, is not 

in order unless it is a matter of which notice is given 

and debated and then put to a vote and carried by two-thirds. 

In other words it is not in order as a normal adjournment 

motion. 

Now, Sir, let me begin by saying with respect 

to May, which came out in February, not in June, but with respect 

to ~y, the nineteenth volume, I have looked through it and I have 

read what seemed to be the relevant sections, I cannot find 

anything that is applicable. If the minister knows of a section 
• 

or a citation I would be very grateful if he could let us have 

it. 

MR. DOODY: The 24th. of May is the Queen's birthday. 

MR. ROBERTS: The 24th. of May is the Queen's birthday/ and if 

we do not get a holiday we will all run away. 

A:_~ RON~ ~-1'BER: By the 24th - He might thirty-three -

5899 
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Mr. Roberts: 

but, Mr. Speaker, with all defference to the minister, it is not 

quite enough to say that May has something on it, and then, you 

know, leave it at that. The current volume of May has in it 

1,132 pages, and there are a great number of things in May. 

MR. MURPHY: Page 734. 

MR. ROBERTS: Page 734, is it? 

HR. MURPHY: It sounded a zood number. I just wondered what was on it. 

MR. ROBERTS: I will read page 734 for the benefit of the 

minister then, because I am sure he has not hitherto had much chance 

to read it. 

MR. MURPHY: 

l1R. ROBERTS : 

It has to do with grants proposed by ministers. 

That is not of very much interest. 

The minister will be interested in this. "The 

proposal of a motion for the grant of supply must be made by a 

minister." In other words, the hen. gentleman would have to get 

one of his colleagues to help him when the time comes. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the matter is a serious one. I 

submit that the question of this motion has to be looked at in the 

context of the Standing Orders and the context of the practices of 

this House. First of all, Sir, I do not think there is any doubt 

that an adjournment motion is in order without notice, without debate 

and may be adopted by a simple majority. And if this motion is the 

same as an adjournment motion then it obviously falls that it is 

in order without debate, without notice, and it can be adopted by 

a simple majority. Now is it the same as an adjournment? ~vell 

first of all, let us look at the adjournment motion. He have a 

Standing Order on it, it is Standing ' Order (22), it says "The 

adjournment may be moved at any time." Secondly, we have the 

prececents of the House which scow any number of adjournment motions 

and in making an adjournment motion, the other side of it that the 

House do not now adjourn or do not adjourn at eleven n'clock, is 

equally in order and our precedents are that we can suspend the 

eleven o'clock rule at any time, ar.d we can sit late, and we frequently 

ssoo 
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Mr. Roberts: 

have. ~~e on occasion have sat all night in this House. He had one 

sitting, I think, which lasted for a total of twenty-seven hours 

from three o'clock in the afternoon until six o'clock the next 

afternoon without respite, .;.,rithout in temission. 

Then we can go to Beauchesne 1;·Jhich says that 

Standing Order (32) of the Canadian House, and I think this is the 

same in the new Standing Orders that all other motions including 

adjournment motions shall be decided without debate or amendment. 

An adjournment motion is not debatable. An acjournment motion may be 

put without notice. An adjournment motion may be put and carried 

by a simple majority of the House. 

That then leaves the question, Hr. Speaker, 1;.,rhether 

this is comparable to an adjournment motion or not? And I say that it is 

not. First of all, Hr. Speaker, the Standing Orders with respect to 

the time of the sitting of the House are substantially different than 

the Standing Orders with respect to the time of adjornment of the 

House. The Standing Orders which set the time for the meeting of 

the House is Standing Order (2), 1;.,rhich says in the operative part 

"The tine for the meeting of the House is at three o'clock in the 

afternoon of each sitting day." If Your Honour looks at the 

Standing Orders which govern the adjournment of the House Your 

Honour will find that they are couched in very different language, 

it says,I do not need to refer to them all, but Standing Order (7), 

and Standing Order (8) are the relevant Standing Orders. 

SOl-IE RON. MEHBERS: Oh, oh! 

HR. ROBERTS: Hr. Speaker, if the present Premier and the fomer 

Premier could carry their conversation on a little more quietly, I 

hesitate to interrupt either of them, I am sure it is important. 

HR. MURPHY: Is there any chance of a third Premier getting 

it in on this? 

HR. ROBERTS: You will have to ask all of ny colleagues here 

all of whom are prespective - ,.,rhat was it ~apoleon said "Every corporal 

in his amy carries a field }[arshall 's baton knapsask." He have 

5901. 
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MR. ROBERTS: 

an awful lot of knapsasks over here, and more batons. 

MR. DOODY: Heirs presumptive, heirs aprarent. 

MR. ROBERTS: Say that was used to be used in the old days, Sir, 

heirs presumptive, and heirs apparent. 

MR. FLIGHT: There are none over there. 

HR. ROBERTS : And then they are just heirs as in the case of the 

minister. 

SOME RON. }lliMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, I am trying to make an argument on 

what I consider to be a very important point, and if I could carry 

on with it, I think, it would speed the business of the House. 

The Standing Orders which govern the adjournment of the 

House are differently worded than the Standing Orders which governs 

the time of the meeting of the House. The Standing Orders which 

governs th.e adjournment of the House is Standing Order (7), Standing 

Order (8) and Star.ding Order (22). Standing Order (22) as I recall 

it, I referred to it earlier, says that 11A motion to adjourn shall 

always be in order." 

So I think there is a qualitative difference between 

the adjournment motion, the adjournment of the House, and the meeting 

of the House. And I think that 

5902 
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Mr. Roberts. 

is reflected, Hr. Speaker, in the majority and in ,tr.e means 

necessary to change the time. The adjournment can be achieved 

any time by a majority of the House. But I submit that the 

meeting of the House is a matter that is set by Standing Orders. 

Standing Orders can be changed only upon notice, upon a motion 

notice of which has been given, a motion which is debatable, 

and a motion which is adopted by two-thirds of the members of the 

House. And, of course, the House of Assembly Act, Section 5, 

is the operative one, the operative power here and that cannot 

be changed by any rule of this House; it cannot be changed by 

any resolution of this House. It can only be changed by an amendment 

adopted by this House. I ~.;ould think even unanimous consent cannot ~vaive 

the force of Statute Law in this Province. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the minister referred to 

precedents. I again would invite him to cite them. I am aware 

of a number of precedents whereby the Government House Leader in 

moving the adjournment or at the time of the adjournment has 

said that the House adjourns until ten o'clock in the morning and 

that has been carried, but it has never been contested. And I 

would submit that whatever those precedents prove, they do not 

prove that the matter has been done other than with unanimous 

consent, because if the House Leader moves a motion, and there 

is no voice raised against it, I think we can assume or presume 

unanimous consent. So that brings us down to the fact that 

first of all the motion to adjourn is qualitatively different 

than the motion to set the hours of the House. The motion to 

adjourn can be achieved ~.;ithout debate, without notice, and by 

a simple majority. The motion to set the hours of the meeting of 

the House is a motion to amend the Standing Orders. The Standing 

Orders are very specific. Standing Order 2 is that the time for the 

meeting of the House is at three o'clock in the afternoon of each 

5903 
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rfr . Roberts . 

sitting day, and that I submit, Sir, can be amended only or 

can be changed only by an amendment to the Standing Orders 

or by unanimous consent. If there is unanimous consent. 

there is no question. But if it takes an amendment to the 

Standing Orders, then that o2n only be achieved by notice 

being given, by the matter being debated - not necessarily 

at length, but by being debated and then in turn by it being 

adopted by two-thirds of the members of the House, not two-thirds 

of those present in voting but two-thirds of the members. And 

given a House of fifty-one members as we have, that means 

thirty-four members must vote in favour of the change before 

it can be effective. 

I would end by simply saying that as I understand 

the practice and procedure of the Canadian House of Commons which is 

the next reference up from our own practices and precedents, the 

practice at Ottawa is comparab~e. Standing Order 32 in Beauchesne 

I assume it is the same in the current Standing Orders of the 

House of Commons, but I do not have a Standing Orders of the Eederal 

House here, and I cannot refer to it, but I assume this particular 

rule has not changed, the number may have changed. But it says that 

the following motions are debatable and it goes: 11 Such other motion 

made upon routine proceedings as may be required for the observance 

of the proprieties of the House, the maintenance of its authority, 

the appointment or conduct of its officers, the fixing of its sitting 

days or the times of its meeting or adjournment - the fixing of its 

sitting days or the times of its meeting or adjournment.'' That is 

a debatable motion. And I submit, Sir, that our practice is the 

same. We have often met at times other than that specified in the 

Standing Orders, but I submit that each time 1ve have done it, it has 

been by a form of unanimous consent. To my knowledege there has been 
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no voice raised. There has been no argument made. There has been 

no division taken on the issue. 

So the han. gentleman 1 s motion is in order 

if it is taken as a Notice of Hotion at the time for the giving 

of Notices of Motion, and then if it is debated and adopted by 

two-thirds of the House we are able to change the time at which 

we meet by that procedure. But I submit, Sir, it is not in order 

in the way in which it has been moved now. I submit we cannot 

change the times at which this House is to meet at the beginning 

of each day by a motion made without notice,by a motion that is 

not debatable and by a motion that can be adopted by a majority .. 

We can adjourn by a motion with those characteristics, but we 

cannot set the time of meeting. The time of meeting is set by the 

Standing Orders, Sir. And only a change in the Standing Orders 

can change the time of meeting. The time of adjournment is set 

by the Standing Orders, but the Standing Orders also provide -

and this is, I think, the crux of the argument, Sir - the 

Standing Orders also provide a means by which adjournment may come 

at a time other than that specified in the Standing Orders. 
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~A31.. P.OBERTS : and I thin}: t!"lerefore that t~e matter is qualitatively 

different~ the t·t-ro motions, the one to adjourn the other to meet 

are qualitatively different. The adjournment motion can be done 

without notice, can be done ~vit~out debate and can be carried 

by a majority. The I'lation to meet must require notice - the notice 

to meet requires or permits debate and it requires that t~vo-thirds 

affirmative support by the members of the Eouse. In other >v-ords 

thirty-four members. So accordingly I submit that the motion is 

out of order, Sir. ___\ 
MR. SPEAKER: Han. member for LaPoile. 

HR. ~EAP.Y: ~1r. Speaker, I must say that I completelv agree with 

the case that has been presented by the Leader of the Opposition. 

It is a very valid case. The r.overnment House Leader merely got 

up and made a motion referred to "ay - did not even quote t!"le 

section of Hay to \vhich the han. gentleman referred. And I '"'ould 

submit to Your Honour that all the r.overnment ;1.ouse Leader is 

doing is just trying his luck again. Really there is no justification, 

no authority for expecting such a motion to be in order or to be 

passed in this hon House. The hon. gentleman is just testing the 

water - trying his luck again. 

Now, Hr. Speaker, the han. gentleman outside the House the other 

day, yesterday, last night, said that I was the obstruction, that 

I was preaching about extending the hours of meeting in the House. 

~!R. SPEAKER: Order, please! I must remind the hon. gentleman 

the requirement to keep his remarks specifically to t~e point of 

~ order and that is vhether the motion made by the acting Government 

House Leader is in order. 

HR. NEARY: If the Government House Leader had made a. motion 

that this House meet five days a week from nine o'clock in the 

morning until six o'clock at night I would have no hesitation at 

all to give my consent. :.1one at all. Five days a week from nine 
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MR. :mARY: until six. But I think, Sir, it is going a little 

bit too far, it is too hard on the staff, it is too hard on the 

ne\.;rs media, it is too hard on the members of the Bouse. 

A..~ HON. MEHBER: On the news m•rlia? 

MR. ~mAFY: On the ne\.;rs media to expect the Pause to meet 

from ten o'clock in the morning until eleven o'clock at night 

three days a v7eek. Mr. Speaker, ~ve are not doing :iustice to 

our job, Sir. The staff cannot cope tvith it.anc! certainly as 

the hon. member for Twillingate indicated the other day the 

media is suppose to be the eyes and the ears of this House. 

That is hmv the information gets out to the public. So you 

get thirty seconds - one minute, two minutes on radio and 

television and a little bit of s~ace in the newspaper for 

a nine ~our session of the House. 

~ffi.. ~illRPHY: fifteen seconds is the most we get. 

Mr. Speaker, if I am the stumbling block, Sir, 

I just want to point out to the r,overnment House Leader t~at 

I am prepared to -.:vork five days a 'lo7eek. I am prepared to '>lOrk 

on t.;reekends if necessary, from nine until six and I am sure, Sir, 

if the minister \)Ut that kind of a motion hefore the House 

he w-ould have no problem at all in gettin?: unanimous consent. 

Because I am sure that the hen. gentleman's ow~ members do not 

agree ~,rith -.:.;orking from ten o 1 clock in the morning until eleven 

at night. 

HR. SPEAKER: NoH if there are no further arguments on the 

point. I thank hon. members for their views. It is a matter T·7hi ,..h 

I have previously given some thought having some prem~nition 

that this might come up and I noH ~.;rill bear in mind arguments 

put forth by hon. members and review the authorities and endeabour 

to ans,ver a fe\.;r points which in mv m.;rn mind are not at this moment 

sure ) and give a ruling as early as nossihle. I tvould hone to do 

that later this evening. The ~otion is that I now leave the Chair. 
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MR.. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! Heading X - Department cf Health. 

The han. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, we must be getting fairly close to 

the end of the time that has been allotted, could Your Honour 

tell us hm.;r much time the Committee -

AN RON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: Oh, oh, I am sorry. I understood it to be said 

that we had one minute in which case it ~.;auld be very short 

indeed. I understand we will know in a moment or so how much time 

we have. ~.Jell, Mr. Chairman -

~R. YOUNG: One hour and twenty minutes. 

MR. ROBERTS: The gentleman from Harbour Grace (Mr. Young) is saying 

we have an hour and twenty minutes left to debate the estimates. 

That is his guesstimate or is that the official word from the -

We will sort of have a brief pause >vhile we - \That we need is a clock 

like a hockey game you know that goes dmvn. 

MR. MURPHY: 

ME.. FLIGHT: 

~. ROBERTS: 

MR • 'MURPHY : 

The Hockey game is started hurry on now until we get it over with. 

Two hours to go. 

~.Jhat ~.;as that 'Ank' , Sir Z 

I said talking about the hockey game do not be too 

long now tt is started. 

l1R. ROBERTS: I say there is a great movie on the TV too, 

Casino Royale was on at 7:30 when I was leaving home. 

MR. FLIGHT: We are getting gypped on these hours. 

MR. CK~IRMAN: If the hon. Leader of the Opposition wishes 

to continue \ve will 

MR. ROBERTS: All right. Well, ~r. Chairman, I spoke briefly 

in the Committee last night artd I will not be any longer 

tonight but there are a number of specific points to which I would 

like the minister to address himself assuming he ever enters into 

this debate again and the minister has been eonspicuous hy his 

absence from the debate. I know that there are members on this side 
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MR. ROBERTS: who are anxious to get into the debate and have 

got in it, and I think there have been some admirable speeches 

made by members on this side of the House. Some, I may add,on 

the other side as well. 

The minister has asked some of his colleagues 

to come to his rescue and they have, but we have not heard from the 

minister. So, last evening when I spoke I talked a little 

about some of the programmes and perhaps now I could touch upon some 

of the specific facilities that I would like the minister to 

tell us a little about. And in no particular order, but in the 

order as they came to me when I jotted down these notes, I would 

like him to tell us what is involved in the Flowers Cove area 

this year in the public health centre. There is the matter 

of I believe it is $250,000 in the estimates for community clinics. 

It is $250,00, subhead 1013-04-06. Last year the minister told 

us that Trepassey was first and that Flowers Cove was second, 

Trepassey I am happy to say has now been provided with a fine 
• 

new public health centre. I hope 1t is Flowers Cove's turn this 

year. 

Then I would like.for the minister to tell 

us where we are with the Optometrists Act. This has been in 

the work since I was Minister of Health and that was five 

years ago. When I left office as minis~er it was about in the 

shape where it could be brought to the Cabinet for one or two. 

points of policy to be decided upon. And surely in five years , and 

we have had three ministers vf Health, Dr. Rowe and the 

gentleman from Kilbride (Mr. Wells), and now the gentleman 

from Gander (Hr. H. Collins) have filled the office with 

varying degrees of distinction, surely it is time the 

Optometrists Act surfaced and ~y question.is simply where 

is it, when are we going to see it? 

Equally, Sir, our old frie~d, the 

Denturist Act, the session is now well advanced, we are getting 
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MR. ROBERTS: to the point 'tvhere ~o1e might have what could 

be called the short strokes. The government are trying 

to rush the House to its conclusion, but the minister 

is pledged to bring in legislation this session to 

legalize denturists. where is it? When do we expect 
" 

to get it? 

I would like him to talk a little about the report 

of Dr. Selikoff but I hope he could be a little more moderate 

than the gentleman from Bonavista South (Mr. ~organ) t-Tho gave 

us a display of bad temper in the public prints the other 

day, a display of bad temper which in my view was unwarranted 

and also unnecessary. 

MR. MORGAN: Warranted. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well I think it was unwarranted. The han. gentleman 

may feel it is warranted. ~fuen we come to the transportation 

estimates,and I am delighted we will get a bite at them this 

year, I would be very happy to joust or juiced, as the hon. 

member may prefer, with him on that question. But my question 

for the ~inister of Health is not really one affecting roads. 

My question is the whole question of Dr. Selikoff's report, 

or the report by the Mount Sinai team on the possible health 

hazards in Baie Verte arising from the asbestos mine there. I 

k.nm.;r the minister has not as yet got it because my friend 

from Baie Verte - White Bay is very keen, very much follows up 

on this and I know the report has not as yet been submitted 

but I understand it is due imminently. Perhaps the minister 

could tell us what if any information 
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he has about when he might expect to get it and what attitude 

and what action the government are going to take1 I would like 

for him to say a word or two - perhaps he could straighten out 

for us the question of the nursing station at Englee. And if 

Mary Queen of Scots had Calais written on her heart when she 

died the minister might perhaps have Englee written on his. 

MR. COLLINS: I was there at one time. Thev_h::~ve got 

a lot of facilities there. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well if the minister was there once then -

we pause for the commercial. There is an 

hour and fifteen minutes remaining in the Health estimates so 

the minister will have lots of opportunity to speak I am happy 

to say. 

I am very glad the minister ~vas in Englee 

once. I would hope that he will be back again. 

MR~ MORGAN: A CNT foreman. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, the minister ~vas a CNT foreman, and 

that is what enabled him to traveL As always the public paid. 

MR. NOLAN: Did you say CNT? 

MR. ROBERTS: CNT. 

MB.. NEARY: One letter left out. 

MR. MORGA.L~: He worked there. 

MR. ROBERTS: The minister worked there. Oh, yes,_ he ~v-orked 

there. I think at times he worked very hard. Anyway that is 

beside the point. 

MR. COLLINS: The first place I worked was Englee. 

MR. ROBERTS: Was Englee. I am very glad of that. That was the 

minister's good for tune. I wish I could say it ~vas Eng lee's . 

SOME RON. MEl1BERS : Oh, oh! 

HR. ROBERTS: Hr. Chairman, the Englee matter is quite a serious 

one, and although it is no longer in my constituency thanks to the 

gerrymandering of a couple of years ago, I think in the absence of my friend 
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and colleague from Baie Verte -White Bay (Mr. Rideout) I might be 

permitted a word or two about it. The Englee station has working 

out of it I am told a nurse. It is not manned or womaned, ~vhatever 

the phrase is, .as a regular nursing station. Indeed it T.Yas before 

my time. So it is at least eleven or t~.;elve years since there has 

been a station nurse living and working full-time at the Englee 

station. But there has been a nurse there who comes two or three days 

a week and holds clinic and also a doctor or perhaps the doctor 

from Roddickton comes down to Englee ten or twelve miles two or three 

times a week and holds clinic as well. 

Now, Sir, there are persistent rumours floating 

about in Englee and Roddickton, and in the area generally - my 

friend from Baie Verte - \?hite Bay (Mr. Rideout) I know has been 

in touch with the minister, and I have also heard about it from the 

council and from friends of mine in the area, persistent rumours 

that the ~tation at Englee will be closed. Now, Sir, the minister 

can answer this for us very straightforwardly because Englee is the 

only nursing station in Northern Ne,Y"foundland and Labrador which. to 

my knowledge is owned by the government. All of the other nursing 

stations in the area are owned by the Grenfell Hissions. They may 

have been paid for out of public funds, and since the Grenfell Mission 

is a public non-profit body, it does not really matter whether they own 

them or not, but in the case of Englee, the station is actually owned 

by the government. That means that it cannot be closed by the 

government and, of course, the money to operate it is supplied by the 

government. And I understand it is a separate item in the budget. 

It was in my time as Minister of Health, and I think it still is. 

Now, there was a commitment made in acout August of 

1975 - and if the minister Hould like for me to go into the circumstances 

I will, but I think he is as familiar with them as I :am - a commitment 

made that there would be a nurse stationed full-time at Englee. And 

the then Deputy Hinister of Health, Hr. Tom Sellars sent out "\vord, and 
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doubtless he was instructed to by his minister - sent out word 

that the salary unit had been approved. ~{ell, Sir, I do not believe 

there \vas ever a full-time nurse there. I am told that there is now 

a nurse there half-time only, and the rumours in the area, as I have 

said, are that the situation is to be closed. So I would ask the 

minister to tell us definitively - he has had loads of time to 

look into it. My friend from Baie Verte-Hhite Bay ~.;rote to him 

at least a month and a half, two months ago, to raise the question and 

as of a day or so ago, the minister had not replied to my knowledge to 

the member for Baie Verte - White Bay (Mr. Rideout). \.J'ell now is the 

time and the place for him to reply. 

I would like the minister, Hr. Chairman, to tell 

us about the closing of the 200 beds? How many actually have been 

closed? Hould he tell us how many beds we have in Newfoundland and 

Labrador say tonight or say the 3ls t. March or the 30th. April, any 

convenient date, in 1977 as compared to the same date twelve months 

previously. 

HR. COLLINS: How many closed? 

HR. ROBERTS: How many beds we have in service now compared to 

how many \ore had twelve months previously· The minister may say 

200 ~.;ere closed but since some have been open it is awfully hard 

to judge unless ~.;e look at it the way I have suggested. HmY' many 

beds were in service, say, on the 30th. April, 1977 and how many 

3 h A ·1 1976? I do not know whether the were in service on the Ot • pr1 · 

minister has the information or not. But I understand from usually 

reliable sources that the Common Room is choc-a-block 'lvith the 

minister's officials. Apparently the 'lvhole Health Department has 

been brought up to buttress the minister. And I would hope that if 

the o,fficials are listening, one of them 'i>Tould do the kindness 

t that a.uestion and have it sent into the to 1vri te out the ansv1e r o . . 

1:1inister so '\oJe can get the information. The government made 
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Hr. Roberts: 

a great to-do about closing 200 beds, and I know some were closed. 

But I would like to know how many were closed? Where they ~-Jere 

closed? And I would like to know how many, you know, beds we 

now have compared to how many we had t1-velve months ago? 

Well, Mr. Chairman, that leaves me only one topic - I 

could go on obviously, but time is short and I knm.;;r there are other· 

members ivho want to go into it - but that leaves us only one topic 

that I wish to ~ouch upon, and I am sorry the gentleman for 

Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan) is not here, oh he is here, I hope 

he comes into the Chamber because Le will feature prominently in 

my few humble remarks, because I v1ish to say a few words about 

ministerial solidarity, a few words about responsibility to the 

Cabinet, and a few words about a little political courage, all of 

which applies to the gentleman for Grand Falls. I am not speaking 

of these words with reference to the Minister of Health. 

AN RON. MEMBER: 

}fR. ROBERTS : 

1specially courage. 

Now, Sir, the minister told us in his opening 

statement that it >vas a year of progress, ive opened, I think, his 

words were "We opened the hospital in Corner Brook, and ive opened 

one in Twillingate, and we will shortly open - what other one are we 

going to open, Waterford? -

AN RON. 1-fEMBER: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

They are going to close that down. 

They have closed the Waterford. 

In any event, the point I am making, they opened ~-villingate 

and Carbonear that \vas it, Corner Brook and the Health Sciences Centre 

in due course will open. But the fact is>and I invite the minister 

to comment upon this if he dares, that the present government have 

built only one hospital project during their five years in office, 

and that is, 1-laterford. 

HR. HORGA.l~: The first phase in Bonavista. 

~1R. ROBERTS: They have built the first phase of Bonavis ta, 

and they have made a complete fool of the Hinister of Transporatation, 

forced hir.J. to renege on his solemn word that phase t"ivO would be 
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carried out this year. And I would say to the Hinister of 

Transportation that the House has been a very worth-while 

and pleasant place with the minister away from it the last day 

or so, and if he wants to get into the debate I would welcome it, 

in the meantime I would like to say a few things I wish to say. 

The fact remains that the present administration in five years in 

office have built only one new hospital project and that is the 

project, a very valuable and worth-while one, but the project to 

expand and replace some of the beds at the Waterford Hospital here 

in St. John's. 

The hospital in Carbonear which they so proudly 

opened was begun by the much maligned rrevious administration, as 

was the vast extension to the Western Hemorial Hospital at Corner 

Brook, as was the new hospital in Twillingate, as in turn ~vas the 

vast new· hospital being built at the Health Sciences Centre, or as 

the·Health Sciences Centre here in St. John's. Now the Minister 

of Transportation said something I would like to hear it. 

MR. MORGAN: Started by John Crosbie as the Minister of Health. 

MR. ROBERTS: Hr. Chairman, Mr. John Crosbie has started 

many things for this Province, he started the doom of Come By Chance, 

he started the doom of Linerboard, ~•d I am very happy to say -

SOtffi RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. FLIGHT: He started a lot of trouble. 

SOME RON. HEHBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. ROBERTS: you ·knmv, I am very happy. to say that 'ivhat little 

he did was more than the minister has ever done. And, you know -

':1R. NEARY : Poor old John Crosbie. 

HR. ROBERTS: Oh I am on something important I should not be 

distracted by the likes of the minister, }fr. Chairman. 

HR. HORGAN: 

~1R. FLIGHT: 

An hon. gentleman. 

Close-dmvn Crosbie. 
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MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, the minister may be honourable -

the minister if he considers himself honourable, Sir, I would 

agree with him. 

Nm>~ as I have said,I wanted to say simply that the 

government have not built with the exception of Haterford any single 

new hospital project. Let us look at their record. Let us look 

at what they have done. Because I say that this governDent have 

practiced-political deception of the highest order with respect to 

the whole field of health. And the Ninister of Health may not 

have done it, but he had condoned it, and he is now responsible,in 

a ministerial sense,for it. 

Back in 1975 when \ve \vere getting ourselves ready 

for the electoral process in this Province~the present government 

went down to Grand Bank and to Harystown and to Burin and to the 

Burin Peninsula area and said . there will be a new hospital, and a 

great stage was erected out at Salt Pond in Burin. Hy friend from 

Burin-Placentia \>Jest (Mr. Canning) referred to it in very firm and 

very strong terms the other night. Similarly out in Clan:nville) 

and I know the gentleman from Trinity North (Hr. Brett) is as sick 

at heart as anybody else in this Province is about what \vent on 

because he participated in good faith in a ceremony >vith the 

Premier of the Province to turn the sod for the Clarenville Hospital, 

And out in Grand Falls we were treated ~s ~ spect~cle of the Tory 

candidate who has now become the member for Grand Falls (Hr. 

Lundrigan) making solemn commitments. Well what happened? The 

election -.;,;as in September. 

start in September? No. 

\~)'hen did the hospital start? Did they 

October? No. November? No. Something 

strange happened in November they were deferred, Then they -.;,;ere 

deferred until the next budget. Along came the budget last Harch 

and they were deferred again until this year's budget~ Then a 

few weeks ago 12,000 people on the Burin PeninsulQ sigr.ed petitions 

~>~hich came in, and the ~Hnister of Health received those petitions 
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~ffi.. ROBERT8 : and the ~inister of Health said 11Hell I do not 

k:nmv TtJhat is going to be done" I guess he could not say although 

he knew full well that nothing would he done on the Burin Peninsula 

hospital this year. And then ~.;hen ~,.;e get the :3udget Speech last 1.veek -

lo and behold! the hospitals are deferred again. }1m-r I say 

to the minister that he and his colleagues owe it to the people 

of these areas to tell them the truth and I do not think that 

has been done. I do not think this government, Sir, ·have any -

they have the intention of building these hospitals- I do not 

think they have any ability to build these hospitals in the 

next t~Vo or three years. I think they should tell the people 

that and I challenge the ~!inister of Finance to tell me where 

he and his colleagues are going to find $40 or $50 or S60 million 

of capital money in the next tc.;o or three years to build those 

three big hospitals. 

t'!R. DOODY: $70 million. 

}!R. ROBERTS: $70 million is it? And I know that they are not 

going to be able to find it. They want to mavbe, lets grant them 

that. But I thin.k: the Hinister of Health owes it to this 

.' 

committee and m.;es it to the people of this Province to come clean 

and to tell the people if they can ~et these hospitals or not. 

Because to go on dangling) this -deferment, to deferm~nt,to deferment, 

is cruel. There is a need for the hospitals 

AN HO~. HEM:Rl<'R: AoololdzF>! 

~rn.. ROBERTS: There is a need for the hospitals, we all grant 

that 1 but nm·r r.-1hether they can be built or not 

~R. TI~IGHT: Political decisions. 

!·~. ROBERTS: 

entirely. 

~1R. ':'I ORGAN : 

r!R. ROBERTS : 

-~vhether they can be built or not is another story 

You 'vere ""finister of Health could -

I r.-1as the Hinister of P.ealth for tr.vo years and 

r.·le started a hospital construction prograMme that is the only hospital 
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l'1Jl. ROBERTS: construction nrogramme this g:overnment has ever 

seen and they have been in for five years. 

MR. MORr,AN: (Inaudible) 

").fR. TI.IGHT: \·Te h;:,vp r1~"ne Tilore than. vou have done as ~1inister of }H t,. • .. _,_g • . oJ;:tVS. 

SOHE RON. tffiHBERS : Oh, oh! 

~rR. ROBERTS: Hr. Chairman, let me come "':ack now to the 

actual record of this government, because I will say there has 

been decention oiled on deception. Last year in this committee 

the minister came before the House and Hhen he ~·ras taken lightly 

to task about the Burin Hospital-because my Iriend ~rom Burin -Placentia 

r,rest in that day ··las, as h,e said,prepared to trust them . - he has 

0een twenty years in government, prepared to trust government) 

he had not realized •.Jhat kind of an honourable croud >ve now 

have -he •vas told there is $680,'100 in the estimates for the 

Burin Peninsual hospital and we will be doing the planning 

this year and we will be ready for tenders next year. And some 

of us dared to question that and said "Oh well there \vas several 

hundred thousand the year before and only $66,()00 was spent" 

Hell what was the story last year? They asked for $680,000 

but only $150,000 was spent, less that $1 out of every four dollars 

Another broken commitment, another case >vhere an undertaking 

that ~vas made was not kept. 

Now He look at the Central newfoundland hospital, $700,000 

Has soent last year. He look at the Clarenville hospital, 

$480,000 was promised in the estimates, that was "tvhat Has 

estimated to be needed, and 1:.rhat ~vas S';lent? Sl8'1 ,001). So I 

say that this ~overnment are guilty of cruel decention. 

I say they aught to come clean and they ought to tell the 

people truthfully whether they can legitimately expect those 

hospitals to be built next year or not. And I sav to the 

Hinister of Finance that he must confirm - he must confirm if 

the ~finister of Health savs :' Oh well ~ve 1:vill start them next 
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~1R. ROBERTS: year:') l:Jecause the Hinister of Health tends to ~.;easel 

and to squirm and to skate around the ooirtt. Well let him corr.e 

to t~e point. I say the people on the Burin Peninsula and the 

peo?le in Central :Jewfoundland and the p~ople in the Clarenville 

area, the area to be served by the Clarenville hospital, have a 

right, have a right to know, a right to know whether the 

government 1vill keep their worn or lvhether this deferment) this 

cruel deferment of budget to budget, rising ho"?es to dash theTI 

down. Be honest. 

AN RON. }'!EMBER: Your time is up. 

~-ffi.. ROBERTS:. Hr. Chairman, I am told my twenty brief ninutes 

have sped by. So I will have to try and catch Your Honour's eve 

a little later in this debate because I do ~..rant to say a few words 

about the spectacle of the gentleman from Grand falls~ denouncing 

his colleagues out in Central 1\le\vfoundland but not having the 

courage to stand and to say to the House and the Cabinet, "I 

leave this Cabinet, I cannot accept a major decision" And nf 

all the spineless pol;_ tical acts I have ever heard1 the act of that 

minister to go out in Central ~Tewfoundland and bitterly denounce 

his collea?,ues is the lv'tvest and most contemptible political act. 

It goes against all the conventions of Cabinet government. 

smm HON. rillf'ffiERS : (Inaudible) 

'-fP.. ROBERTS: You are either a minister or you are not a 

minister. And if you are a minister you support the clecisions 

of the government.And the hon. gentleman from Grand Falls as 

long as he is in the Cabinet is party, fully, completely and 

utterly to the decision not to go ahead with the Grand Falls 

hospital this year and he can denounce it or he can sav what: l'e 

'tvants but he must be a man about it. And I invite him to 

coiTJ.e into this House tonight and say ,.,hether he supports it 

or not because if he does not support it he has no choice but 

to ~o the I'remier and say ''Premier accept I'lY resignation from 

your eabinet, Sir" 
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:•Till all the hon . member s -

Out in Cent ra l .le'tvfoundland the minister is a 

hero, he thinks , because he bitterly denounces it - to use t he 

phr ase t he neHs reuorts have used . Here in St . John ' s he is 

no man, he is a mouse . He i s a meak,mild little soul. Pell ,Sir, 

he cannot have it ~o th Hays . 

MR . !-lliRPHY: Ten year s ago you ~ere -

!!R . ROBERTS : No•v, ~Ir . Chairman, I suspect my t wenty minutes 

is up and I cannot ask for more time but I shc~l trv a2ai n to 

catch Your F.onour' s eye because \vhat I have said, Si r , I think 

goes to the hear t of t he system of government of t his Province . I f 
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MR. ROBERTS: ministers do not stand by the decision of the 

government, Sir, they are not much minister at all and there 

is not much Cabinet at all, And I say to the Minister of Health 

in closing, come clean and tell the truth, Tell the truth 

about these hospitals and then this Committee will vote 

the minister the money he needs to run the health systems and 

the health programmes in this Province this year, But end 

this cruel deception, end itl Do not be ~arty to it any 

longer. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: on, member for LaPoile, 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, the hon. Leader of the Opposition 

is in full flight tonight, Sir, and I must say I have to agree 

with the han. gentleman in his remarks concerning the member for 

Grand Falls (Mr. Lundrigan), the Minister of Rural Development, 

MR. DOODY: I thought you were on the Roberts Memorial Hospital. 

MR. NEARY: Well the Roberts Memorial Hospital is not open yet, 

It will be open I presume in due course. 

Mr. Chairman, the most blatant example 

of political hypocrisy that I have ever seen in this Province 

was displayed by the member for Grand Falls in coming o,ut and 

condemning his own colleagues, condemning the Cabinet of which 

the han. gentleman is a member for not going ahead with the 

expansion -

MR. ROBERTS: And then staying in the Cabinet. 

MR. NEARY: - to the hospital in Grand Falls and then staying in 

the Cabinet, 

MR. PECKFORD: A point of order, Mr. Chairman, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

~- PECKFORD: A point of order, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIPJ1...•\N: A point of order, 

--\/~. PECKFORD: I am having rf'al difficulty as one member of the 

House in hearing what the han, member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) 

has to say. 
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MR, PECKFORD : Some gentlemen on the opposite side are interjecting 

and leading on the member for LaPoile~if I may say so,and it 

is completely out of order and I \17ould ask for silence so that 

I can, as one hon. member, hear the remarks in debate that 

the han. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) wants to put for\17ard 

on these estimates, 

MR. ROBERTS: To that point of order, Nobody ever accused 

anybody of leading on the member for LaPoile, as he >17ould be 

.:>< _the very first to agree. If members on this side wish to 

make suggestions to the member for LaPoile, as long as he 
.' 

does not object to it surely it is in order to do so. 

It has gone on in t~.e House for I guess hundreds of years and 

if our indignity or indignation I should say,if the indignity 

which the Minister of~what is he~- Rural Development, the 

spectacle, indignant spectacle he ~resents, if that indignation 

leads us to say things to the gentleman from LaPoile (Mr. Neary) 

that he may wish to use or not use then that is up to him 

and there is no point of order, Sir. He should be allowed 

to carry on. He is not objecting. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! The interjections from one side 

and the other are allowed up to a certain volume I suppose 

-------
by the Chair. If the volume is exceeded the Chair feels it 

~ has to interfere. Hmvever, if a member does bring up the -point 

I think the Chair does have to call the attention of han. members 

to the fact and I do so now and ask the hon. member for LaPoile 

(Mr. Neary) to continue, 

~m.. NEARY: Mr, Chairman, I do not know if hon, members who 

have never served in the Cabinet know how a Cabinet works, Well 

if a member, Sir, is sitting in the Cabinet when decisions are 

made then that member votes for these decisions. He has no 

choice. Re either votes for it or he leaves the Cabinet, It 

is one thing or another. 

~~. Ll~RIGAN: That is the way you used to do it. 

~R. NEARY: No, Sir, that is not the way it used to be done, 
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~. NE~~Y: that is the way it is done. You cannot be 

hypocritical, Mr. Chairman, 

MR. Ca~IP~: Order, please! Order, please! The matter 

has come up that there are undue interruptions and I would 

--------ask han. members therefore ~ to pay attention to the ruling 

from the Chair which 1 after all,the Chair was asked to 

give by han, members. 

MR. ROBERTS: Hear! Hear! 

MR. NEARY: Mr, Chairman, I do not mind the odd interruption, 

and if Your Honour wants to rule, rule. 

:MR.. LUNDRIGAN: That is how it used to go. 

MR. NEARY: No, Sir, it is not how it used to go, it is how 

it still goes, all over the free world. If a member disagrees with 

a decision that is taken by Cabinet, if he disagrees with it there 

is only one choice and that is to leave in protest. If the member 

stays it means that he voted for that decision, 

MR.. ROBERTS : And agrees with it too, 

"t-fR. NEARY: And agrees with it,and then the member came out 

and denounced his colleagues. How hypocritical, Sir, can you get. 

HR. LUNDRIGAN: The han. member is all -

MR. ROBERTS: I am perfectly sure that the hon, gentleman from 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary) is making a very valid point. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, how green does the han. gentleman 

think the people of this Province are( How green does the 

hon. gentleman think his constituents are1 It is an insult 

to the intelligence of the good oeople in the district of 

Grand Falls, and the member should be ashamed of himself . to try 

to con his constituents.into thinking that the hon. gentleman 

is sincere. There is absolutely no sincerity to that at all, Sir, 

the lowest form of political hypocrisy. 

MR. ROBERTS: Denouncing it in -
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Mr. Neary: 

Voting for it and then coming out and denouncing his colleagues. 

If I -.;.;ere the Minister of Health -

AN RON . ME~1BER: 

MR. NEARY: 

It is quite out of order. 

It is quite in order, Sir. The han. gentleman 

is out of order, and he has been out of order for some time. 

~-1R. LUNDRIGAN: He started to ask a question so let him carry 

on. 

HR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, we have put a number of questions 

now to the Minister of Health,since last night we have been trying 

to pry some information out of the minister, and the minister does 

not seem inclined to provide the House Y7ith the information. The 

minister just sits there like a useless stick of furniture, makes 

no effort to get up. 

HR. ROBERTS: It is either a lump on a bog or a bump on a log. 

MR. NEARY: No it is the ~inister of Agriculture Hho is useless 

lump, the hon. useless lump. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Come on 'Steve' give it to him. 

MR. NEARY: M~. Chairman, we have now put some very, very 

good questions,in my opinion, to the Hinister of Health, and the 

minister has made no effort at all to respond to the questions that 

we have put to him. Last night, Sir, when I spoke for a few minutes 

I put a number of questions to the minister regarding questions that 

I put on the Order Paper and ·today,lo and behold! during the Oral 

Question Period the minister came in with the ans-.;.;er. These 

questions had been on the Order Paper since s~etime in early Harch. 

}ffi.. H. COLL I:-TS : 

MR. NEARY: 

A:.~ RON. Hm:!BER: 

HR. NEARY: 

On the Oral Question Period? 

On the Order Paper. 

(Inaudible) 

Mr. Chairman, there were some very interesting 

ansHers provided to the questions that I have asked. One of the 

questions had to do \vith, what is the total cost of construction of 

the Carbonear Hospital? 

the Carbonear Hospital? 

And what is the cost to date of equipping 

Answer: Including ~=:quipment $13,963,000, 
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Hr. Neary: . 

almost $14 million. \mat was the original estimated cost 

of that hospital $3.5 million? 

NR. SHALU700D : $4 million or $5 million. 

MR. NEARY: All right say $4 million. The cost trebled the 

cost of the hospital treblerl. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Right. 

HR. NEARY: Right. 

HR. ROBERTS: \-lith old Scrivener in there. 

HR. NEARY: And, Mr. Chairman, we have been trying to 

find out for the last couple of months why the cost has tripled? 

I have asked repeatedly inside and outside of this House to have 

a commission of inquiry or some kind of a fact-finding committee 

set up to study the cost of the escalation of this hospital,the 

Carbonear Hospital and the Health Sciences Complex, the Roberts 

Memorial? And so far the government have not responded to my 

request. It tvould b~ a very ,.J'Orth-,vhile exercise, it would 

certainly be in the interest of good government and the interest of 

protecting the public treasury and the taxpayers of this Province 

to carry out such a study. And I am not referring, Mr. Chairman, 

to the party donations, I am not concerned at all about that, 

well I am concerned about it, I am concerned e.bout the system, 

but that is not what I am t;ying to get at at all, I am trying 

to get at, Sir, the reasons why the costs of this hospital have 

trebled and the cost of the Health Sciences Complex tvill probably 

double over a three or four year period? 

Mr. Chairman, one time when we were building hospitals 

or putting up public buildings the engineers, the officials in the 

Department of Public Harks used to supervise the job. The project 

was built directly under the supervision of the Department of Public 

\<Jorks. And back in 1971 the government of the day.decided to change 

that technique, and I believe it 'vas Hr. George Harren 1;-1ho is Deputy 

Hinister of Public works that decided or recormnended that it would be 
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~1r. " eary: 

better to have project managers. 

MR . ROBERTS : 

I-ffi . NEARY : 

The Deputy Minister, and afterwards minjster. 

And aftertvards minister of that department 

reconunended, and I believe, the minister was the one that put the 

proposal up that it would be better to have project managers rather 

than the government to directly supervise the construction of 

hospitals and other public buildings. Arid this \vas supposed to be 

done in the interest of saving the taxpayers money. 

Well let us see how it worked out • I cannot remember 

in my time, Sir, a building, or a hospital that doubled or tripled 

the cost while the former administration was in office. But under 

the ne~v arrangement of bringing in project managers, rather than have 

the government supervise the construction of these hospitals themselves 

the cost 
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"!'ffi. ;oiEARY : of the Car'!Jonear Hoc;'?ital trebled and the cost of 

the Health Sciences Complex will more than double. 

HR. :t<rATITARD: vlhat are you blaming that on the minister for? 

~·!hat has he got to do Hith it? 

l'rR . ~1EARY: I am not bl~ing it on anybody, Sir. Hhat I am 

P;etting at is this, that I believe it YTOuld be very worth-~..rhile 

for this government to find out why the cost of the Carbonenr 

P:ospital trebled and why the cost of the Health Sciences Complex 

is going to more than double. Some of it is due to inflation, I 

realize that. 

~ffi. DOODY: \fuere have you been ~11 those years? 

YR. nEARY: Hr. Chairman, it ~vould be interesting to find out, 

Sir, if we should follow the route of getting oroject managers 

or if ~ve should revert back to having the supervision of the 

construction of these institutions placed directly under the 

De'l_)artment of Public Harks and eliminate the middle man. That 

is what r·le have to find out, Sir. ~fuich procedure is in the 

interest of the taxpayers,in the interest of protectin3 the 

~mblic treasury,in the interest of good government in this Provincer 

That is ~vhat ~ve have to find out and that is ~...-hat I have been 

trying to get at for t~e last few ~veeks when I have been personally 

slandered and libeled and ridiculed and accused of all kinds of 

character assignation and everything else. 

All I am doinl?: is trying to find out r.;hich procecure 

we should follo~v in the future. Should it be the old one of having 

the Department of Public \,Torl,:s sunervise these nrojects or should 

~ve continue with project managers , give them a blank cheque? 

HR. J . CAR.TER: Tell us about the liquor stores while you are 

at it. 

HR. ~EAP,Y: :~r. Chairman, the member for St. John's l·!orth has not 

yet 1:1.ade a contribution to t~is hon. Fouse. Sir. And I am afraid that 

kind of humour is not annreciaterl. at this tiiT'e when "l·:e are 

talking about a nretty serious matter. The taxpayers of this 
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Province are going to have to pony up, are going 

to have to cough up as a result of taking the route that I 

suggested - the project mana~ement route - the taxpayers are 

go:.ng to have to cough up about, I would sav, anywhere bet>•7een 

$40 and $50 million. 

~ffi. DOODY: You did not suggest that route. 

~ ~ .. "1EARY: I did not suggest it, no. 

~. DOODY: You said you did. 

~f.R. NEA...TZY: :'-To,I did not su~~est it, Sir, I did not say I 

suggested it. ~To, I think it t<Tas Mr. George Harren and the 

Hinister of Public Horks in the former administration that 

recommended it. I would like to find out if that is the route 

that tve should follo1v in t~e future in constructing hospitals 

and other public buildings. Should -.;re give these people a blank 

cheque? 

r,lhat there any mismanagement involved ? Are they stalling 

because the E.ealth Sciences Complex now is on th~ go since 

1971 and it will not be finished until 1978. Seven years! In 

that length of time you could build the 13rooklyn Bridge, you 

could build Eiffel Tower,you could build the Empire State 

Building, you could build the San francisco Bridge and you could 

put up the biggest single structure in the Horld, the CrT Tower 

in Toronto. 

?LR. DOODY: To say nothing of vour larynx. 

'·fR. t-:EAP.Y: Very funny! Very funny! If you put them all 

together, Sir, they can all be constructed in the length of 

time that it takes to build the Health Sciences Complex. ~mv 

is that not worth finding out w·hat the reasons are? Is it not 

worth finding out? '·Tell ~vhY don't we? \'lhat is the hang up? 

I have been a month now trying to get the government to agree 

to some kind of an enquiry into this. It is not a ~vitch hunt 

I am on. I am trying to find out, Sir, ':!ov t-re can save t he 
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~ffi. . :'4F.AF.Y : oeoole of t his ?ravine~ har d earned dollars . 

~r. Chairnan, another interesting ans~-1er ! got from t he !ion 

minister t.ras in connection Hith theraneutic alJortions . The 

"!'lon . uouse mav r emem'!'>er last night I ask:ed t he ninister 

the total number of abortions that .,,ere ~erfort!led in 

t h is Pr ovince for the calendar ye a rs 1974,1975 and 1976 at 

!:it . Clare's :~.~ercy Rospital, at t he Grace General Hospital 

and at t he St . John's General Rospi t al. And I asked for t he 

reason oregnancy ~vas terminated . The ans\ver I got from 

t he minister today \vas - j ust listen to this, :.-!r . C~airr.an . 

~umber of t~erapeutic abortions : 1974-157 , 1975- 149,1976-411 , 

gone up by 300 per cent in over a one year period . 

~-fR . l.ffiRPHY : 

:m. NEARY : 

And t hey are ~aid for by Hedicare . 

And thev are paid for . This is the point, Sir, they 

are paid for out of ~~edicare. T~e costs - oayments by '1CP to 

specialists , 1974 - Sl7,482. 

}11' • • ROBERTS : Were these t h e only hospitals Hhere there 

are abortions performed? 

MR . NEARY : Incidentall y the only abortions t hat 

/ 
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MR. NEARY: are done according - well I just listed 

three hospitals, there may be abortions done in other 

hospitals in Newfoundland, I do not know. I do not know 

if there are any done in St. Anthony or not. 

~-!R. ROBERTS : There have been. 

MR. NEARY: There have been. Well then my statistics 

are not ~00 per cent. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Grand Falls, Gander. 

MR. NEARY: Maybe I should follow up by putting a -

Nlf - 1 

MR. H. COLLINS: The hon. member asked about abortions in the 

city hospitals. 

MR. NEARY: In three hospitals, that is right. Okay, ~vell 

I am not blaming it on the han. minister because now I have to 

put another question or the Order Paper, otherwise the minister 

might volunteer to give me the information. 

}!R. ROBERTS : Not likely. 

MR. NEARY: ~fuat is the total number of abortions, 

or hysterotomies done in Newfoundland in 1976. In the General 

Hospital alone there were 411 and the cost in 1976 for 

specialists out of MCP was $23,017, payments to surgeons 

$202, cost of medications and other incidental expenses 

in 1976 - $84,200. And my question here is of course -

MR. ROBERTS : ~·lhat 1-ras the amount to the doctors, $23 - ? 

MR. NEARY: $23,017. So if you add it all together, Sir, the 

average cost of each abortion is around $250 or S260 and the 

question I am asking is should MCP, I am not arguing the moral 

issue, should ~fCP pay for these abortions. Hhen I asked the 

minister last night should MCP pay for tying off tubes, should 

!'l:CP -

MR. ROBERTS: An awful lot of tubalegation are done in Ne~.;rfoundland. 

~. NEARY: 1.Jell that is right. I am going to aslr the minister 

now if the minister thinks that MCP should pay for sterilization? 
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MR. NEARY: Should MCP pay for - what do you call these 

things you get dmvn here in the male - vasectomiesZ Should 

MCP pay for these kinds of operations that;you know,that the 

patient does not need to have. They are not an illness, 

Sir, and should ~1CP - the minister is talking about all the 

money that it is costing the medical health programme in 

this Province and I presume the minister is looking for ways 

to save money. 

MR. H. COLLINS: Do you want to call -

MR. NEARY: No, Mr. Chairman, but I do not want to see !~CP 

abused. In all of these cases, I would say most of these 

cases the people can well afford to pay for these things that 

I have mentioned themselves. 

HR. ROBERTS: 

!'1R. NEARY : 

whereby I speak. 

Careful. 

~o, Sir, I do not have to be careful. I know 

So, Mr. Chairman, I would be interested 

in hearing the minister's reaction to these questions. I also 

put a question to the minister about the ~entral Supply. I 

had heard via my usual reliable source of information that 

nurses uniforms were dumped in Robin Hood Bay in 1975 by 

Central Supply at Pleasantville. And I asked the minister 

why these uniforms were destroyed. The minister comes 

back and says, "Yes, 340 nurses uniforms were dumped in 

Robin Hood Bay." The uniforms were destroyed because they had 

been in stock for over twenty years. They were large sizes, 

shop worn, obsolete and had lost their tensile strength. 

MR.. MURPHY: I wonder would -

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, I cannot question the minister's 

answer but I can certainly question the dumping.-

MR. DOODY: in Robin Hood Bay. 

MR. NEARY: the dumping of these uniforms in Robin Hood Bay. 

I would gather, Sir, from the answer that a lot of these uniforms 

were in good shape and even though ~vhile they were probably there 
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~. NEARY: so long that they might have been a bit mildewed, 

but Sir, with all the unemployment, with all the poverty 

we. have in this Province I am sure that there are women 

in this Province who can sew, who would be glad to have 

these uniforms to cut them over for their kids, to make 

a Holy Communion outfit for their little girl, or to 

make a dress to wear around the kitchen. 

No, this government with its elusions of 

grandeur, they will not go out and try to find -

MR.. H. COLLINS: They were down there for twenty years. 
.' 

MR . NEARY : I do not care how long they were there. 

MR . DOODY : Come on, they would be busting out all over 

the place. 

MR. NEARY: I do not care how long they were there. 

They could have been put to better use than taken down 

and dumped in Robin Rood Bay. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: - You are less than half a fool. Give it 

up. 

MR. NEARY: The hon. gentleman is still smarting 
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Mr. Neary: 

under the attack. The hon. and hypocritic gentleman is still 

smarting under the attack. '\fuy look if the han. gentleman had 

any intestinal fortitude, he would go out now and resign. 

Mr. Chairman, this crowd do not like to hear the truth. 

~1r. Chairman, I also asked some questions about crockery ware 

that they had down at Central Supply. And I asked if any 

crockery ware was dumped in Robin Hood Bay. And I am told 

that a quantity of crockery ware, which had no book value, was 

destroyed in 1975. Items were either damaged or unsealable 

or stocks of odd patterns no longer used by institutions. It is 

the policy of the department that crested chinaware is not 

to be distributed to needy residents of the Province. We contend 

that crested items in the possession of the public would be 

of embarrassment to them. What foolish nonsense! I ~vish I had 

some of it. I could manage to drink coffee out of some of these 

mugs. 

MR • CHAIR.t'1AN : Order, please _! 

The han. member's time has elapsed. 

MR. NEARY: Well I will have to com.e back at it aga\, Your honour. 

l am just getting a full head of steam here, Sir. ~. 

MR.. MARSHALL: How much time is left in the Health estimates, 

Mr. Chairman? 

HR. CHAIRMAN: Thirty-eight minutes. 

MR. :1-fARSHALL : Oh, thirty-eight minutes. Oh, there is plenty of 

time. - Mr. Chairman, I had not intended to get on my 

feet, but it is very hard for a member in the backbenches to 

apparently get into these estimate debates, and I am almost knocked through 

the wall of the House here with the decibels that have been coming 

across the House this afternoon or tonight from the Leader of the 

Opposition and the member for LaPoile U·fr. Neary). 

~ffi. J. CAR~R: The han. hog. 
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Mr. Marshall. 

Nmv I >·muld like to say one thing advertent 

to what the Leader of the Opposition said - and let us talk about 

a few other things he said as well. But one thing I do agree 

with, that I do feel it is time for the public to be told in 

hospital construction,as in many other fields,that the money is 

not available. It is just not available, and it will not be 

available in the immediate future for the construction of 

hospitals desirable as they may be :Torth, South, East or West. 

We just cannot afford it. The projected hospital construction 

of what is required in various places will drive the public 

debt up so high, beyond manageable proportions, and it is getting 

beyond manageable proportions now - any statements to the 

contrary notwithstanding. 

But there is one thing that I have to point 

out what the hon. Leader of the Opposition indicated. He tookc 

great credit for being the government, his government, the government 

he was a member of, in building hospitals, the government that 

built the hospitals. And certainly, Mr. Chairman, I ivill give 

them credit. They built the hospital in Carbonear, and they can 

have the credit for the hospital in Carbonear if they will also 

accept the liability for the cost. They can take the Twillingate 

hospital if they will accept the liability for the cost. They 

can take the Western Hemorial Hospital if they accept the liability 

for the cost. They can take the Health Sciences Complex if they 

will take the liability for the cost. And we must remember that 

these hospitals were built for the purpose of their own political 

future at that particular time. 

FIR. J. CARTER: Hear, hear! 

MR. ~1ARSHALL : They can also take the liability, Mr. Chairman, 

for the operating costs of these hospitals. If they want to take credit 

for them, certainly I will give them . If the han. ~entleme!l ~vish to 
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Mr . ~1arshall. 

take credit for the oil refinery, we ,.;ill certainly give them 

credit for that if they ,.;ill take the responsibility for the cost 

and the debt of the Province . 

MR . J. CAP~R: Hear, hear! 

} ffi, MARSHALL : We will even give t hem credit for constructing a Linerboard 

mill in Stephenville with L~e wood sources supply being in Labrador 

if they will take the credit for the cost. So the purpose of 

what I am saying, ~tr. Chairman , is that you cannot have it both 

ways . You cannot ge t on the air and talk about the high pub lic 

debt and the very. high public debt of this Province and how it is 

choking us, and is that public debt ever choking us, and at the 

same 
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Hr. ~-farshall: 

time taken credit for large public ~·TOrks and for industries ~vhich 

have driven this Province, has got this Province by the neck, have 

driven it into debt that it will not get out of 

of years to come. 

for numbers 

:1R. J . CARTER : 

~1R. MARSHALL : 

Hhite e)_ephants. 

Now I feel that it should be time to get 

up and make this statement, because I see in this House, not all 

hon. gentlemen from the other side-and I suppose it is a part of 

the political game- they get up and they make these statements, the 

hon. member for Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) gets up and talks about 

the public debt, the hon. the Leader of the Opposition takes credit 

for spending the money. You cannot have it, as I say, both ways. 

But as I see in this House, not all hon. members, but members on the opposite 

side come up with this particular tenet, with this particular 

position, and I have to say, I am only a poor little backbencher in 

the government, but I have to say the government appears to be 

extremely docile, it appears to be almost like a hush puppy type 

of government to sit back and take these kinds of observations day after 

day, after day when the simple fact of the matter is sure there have 

been millions of dollars that have been borrmvedj certainly there 

have had to be millions of dollars borrowed since this government 

came to power) but the fact of the matter is ~vhen it came to power 

it had a continuing legacy of $100 million a year interest it had to 

pay on the public debt that was then accumulated. 

So that is all, you know, that I rise to say. I had no 

intention of getting up until I heard the Leader of the Opposition 

making these observations. Because I think it very pertinent, and 

I think that the 1:vool has been pulled, or the attempt is to pull the 

wool over the eyes of the people of this Province. 

l1R. J. CARTER: 

~1R. M..'\RSHALL: 

Disgusting. 

And for some reason or other I do not know VJhy 

the goverTh"llent appears to 1vant to just lie dmm and accept this type 

of castigation. But the fact of the matter is, Nr. Chairman, that 
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certainly these works were built, and certainly they ~.;ere put in, 

and I lvill not go into the reasons they >vere put in, but you 

cannot have it both ways. You cannot take the credit and at the 

same time not_accept the responsibility because that is what has 

happened. And the reason why this Province is in the state it is 

no~1 is primarily because of the previous administration added to, 

I might say, althcugh this is not relevant,by mistakes that ttis 

government made in the Churchill Falls Development, =- which T.ve 

will have a debate on before this session closes, I hope - but 

primarily the responsibility for the awful position that this Province is 

in lies with, not the han. gentlemen necessarily there opposite, but 

with the previous administration, and a member of the previous 

administration bears responsibility of it, and he cannot get out of 

it, and on the one hand, talk about, look at all the works we have 

done in hospitals) look at the indus tries, the refinery, the 

Linerboard Hill and then start_t;~lking about public debt on the ot~ ; er. 

MR. J. CARTER: Hear, hear! 

MR. CHAIRMAN (MR. YOUNG): The han. member for Twillingate. 

1'-IR. J. SMALUJOOD: Mr. Chairman, I agree ~.;ith a lot of what the 

\ han. gentleman ~vho just spoke said. There is a lot of common sense 

in it. And, in fact, most of it is undeniable. If a government 

presently in office or formerly in office takes pride in buildings, 

and roads and things that it built, and boasts of their accomplishRents 

then by the same token they must take responsibility for incurring 

the cost of building them. That is perfectly true. The present 

administration must take credit for building the fine new college 

in Corner Brook, and by the same token take the blame, if that is the 

word, for the cost of it. Governments build roads and they build 

hospitals and schools and universities and colleges, and all kinds of 

things, and they are not free. They are not built without cost. They 

do cost millions, they cost tens of millions, they cost scores of 
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Mr. Smallwood: 

m.illions, they cost hundreds of million, and they may even in the 

aggregate cost thousands of millions of dollars. Up to the 

present time the government of Newfoundland, the two administrations 

of the govermnent, my administration in twenty-three years and the 

present Premier's administration in five years,going on six,between 

us we have added $2.5 billion tQ_~he public debt. We have to 

take responsibility for that. It may not be quite $2.5 billion, it 

may not be $2.5 billion, it may be only 
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:"-"R. SMALLWOOD: $2,400,000,000, between us we borrowed 

that. It was borrmved for a good purpose, It \vas borrowed to 

give the Newfoundland people the roads that they needed, 

and the paving and the water and sewer systems and the 

schools and the hospitals and the arts and culture centres, 

and the aircraft landing strips, and the public parks, 

and hundreds of other things that the people needed. Once 

we became a province of Canada the people had to have something 

at least resembling Canadian standards or we would have lost 

our people and our population tonight would not be the 

550,000 it is, it would be a quarter rather than half 

a million souls. Because those things had to be done and 

it could be done only with the money that >vas collected from 

the people in taxes and the money that was borrowed by the 

two administrations of the government, and by the gifts from 

Ottawa. 

Now the hon. gentleman said what he said 

with an air of profound wisdom and profound importance, It is 

perfectly obvious that if a government builds this or that 

and takes credit for it, it must at the same time take the blame 

for the money that it cost to put those things there. That is 

obvious, that scarcely needs to be said. 

I do not claim for a moment that the money 

$1400 million, $1500 million, $1600 million that the present 

administration has added to the public debt of our Province, I 

do not say with regard to that that they ought not to have 

built the things they built, the addional miles of road, we 

built 5,000 miles of new roads in Newfoundland and we paved 

between 2,000 and 3,000 miles. We built twenty-eight hospitals, 

twentv-five, twenty-six, twenty~seven, twenty-eight hospitals. 

We built 1,000 new schools. We built a great univeristy that has 

cost up to now, not counting the cost of the Health Sciences Centre, 

which is what? S70 million. 

/ 
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MR. NEARY: Oh you will have to go more than that. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: $70 million or more. Apart from that, not 

counting that, the cost of the university - $65 million or 

$70 million. We did that. We did it because there was 

need to do it and what the present administration have done 

was done because it was needed. 

The han. gentleman said that we did it 

for obvious reason~, to curry favour. Of course that is true. 

That is the difference between the administration that I led 

and the present administration. The present administration 

ioes not do things to curry favour, to win the favour and the 

support and the ap~roval of the Newfoundland electorate, the 

Newfoundland voters. They are not like that. We were like that. 

We tried to win over -

MR. NEARY: They are patriotic. 

MR. J. CARTER: Shame! Shame! 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Shame? 

MR. J. CARTER: Yes. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: What about? What is the shame. 

MR. J. CARTER: Mislocating hospitals, mislocating schools, 

mislocating public buildings -

MR. NEARY: Mislocating the han. gentleman. 

~1R. SMALLWOOD : Well I will not trespass on the Committee's 

time, Mr. Chairman, to comment on those profound remarks, which 

probably have some meaning if the meaning could only be found. 

There must be something there somewhere in those rumblings that 

we have just heard, 

The point is and in this I am glad that the 

honou~able and learned gentleman from St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) 

seems to concur not only in his remarks of a few minutes ago 

but in other speeches he has made in the last year and a half 

in this House, He seems to concur utterly and completely in the 

point I make, namely that the tL~e has come, not that the people 

have got all they need, not that there are no"t-T at this point 
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}ffi. . S~LLWOOD: all the hospitals and schools and all the rest 

of it that are needed, all the miles of roads , ne~v roads, all 

the paving , all the ~vater and se~<Ter proj ects , all the public 

libraries, all the arts and culture centres , all the trade 

schools , all the 
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aircraft landing strips that are needed, they 

~ave not got the t~ings that are needed and Hill not have for many 

long years to come. But the time has come to have an a:rr.J.istice, 

to have an moratorium, to have a marking tiTI'e. ~-7e cannot and He 

must not go on borrowing at the rate at which we ~ave done it 

in the last five, now going on six years,averagin.g quarter of 

a billion dollars a year, each year, added to the public debt. 

We cannot go on doing that. The han. andlearned gentleman 

just said so. He said 1ve must not go on borrm·1ing till ~7e reach 

the breaking point if ~ve have not already reached it or if 

we are not uerilourly close to it. Nm·7 I have been saying that. 

I have been saying it not for partisan reasons. Does no one credit 

me? Does not even the han. gentleman from St. John's North Hho 
J 

is in some ways one of the·wittiest members of this House, a 

witty man. He is evidently well read, he is evidently well informed~ 

he has a gift of nimble speech, even he ~nn~lv will nnt- nPnv mP t-l-e 

honesty and all sincerity and say that I am a cornulete animal, 

a beast without human attributes. Even he will not go auite th~r f~~ 

I take it. I assume he will not go quite as ,far as that. 

And surely,Nr. Chairman, I can be given some credit at 

my age and at my present stage in the public life of this 

Province 1 ~vhich I helped Hith thousands of others to create, 

surely I can be credited ~vith some regard for the future of this 

Province; for the future stability, the future prosperity of the 

Province of ~Te1vfoundland. Surely I must be given some credit for having 

some feeling .on that and perhaps some little intelligence to go 

with it. And it is not for partisan reasons. As a matter of 

fact I do not hear - I have not heard very much on this side 

of the Fouse since I have been back in ~his House, I have not heard 

all that much of a cry from mv colleagues here on this side,of 

Harning, of alarm about the financial condition of our Province. 

I have heard more from t~e other side. I heard it from the hon. 
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~-fF. . S~fALL POOD : gentleman from St. John's East followed the 

follo-r.1ing day, I think, bv t;.,.e hon gentleman from St. John 1 s 

:·Tort!:., followed the day after that by the then nember for 

St. John's ~·Test, John Crosbie, followed the day after that 

by the :i-finister of Finance and followed the day after that ~y 

the Premier himself. Five hon members on that side of t!le House 

got up and echoed and re-echoed what I had said. The alarm I 

had expressed about the conditions, the financial condition of 

our Province and the imminent peril,the real danger He were 

getting in, t!ley echoed it. So it is not for partisan reasons. 

I am not saying ~..rhat I say because it is part of the strategy, 

the tactics agreed on by the opposition. I am giving a 

uersonal point of view, purely personal, purely sincere. I am 

afraid of the condition of this Province. And in that the 

hon. gentleman from St. John's East and I, I think, see eve to 

eye. 

I credit him with more sincerity than I believe uerhaps he 

credits me with. I mean everv Hord I am saying, and 

I am not saying it to helu a general election . , to help any 

party to win a general election, this party of which I am now 

again a member or the party O?posite,or any party, or any 

uolitican. I am not saying it for such small and unv7orthy reasons, 

I am saying it because I believe v<ith every fibre, r.Yith what 

k.nm-rledge I have - and do not forget , it was only five years_or 

so ago ~-1hen I stopped TN'riting budget speeches - I ~..rrote them 

for tv7enty-three years, and I knm..r something about budget speeches J 

and ' I kno~v something about uublic finance; and from the hasis 

of my practical kno~vledge I say to this committee tonissht and 

through the committee to the ueople of Newfoundland) Ne~vfoundland 

is in a perilously dangerous conrlition financially. And ~v-hat is 
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''R. S~ALU!001) : 

needed is to tell t~e neople jack blunt , much More jack blunt 

t~an 6e ~!inister of Finance did it the other day in ~is 

Budget Speech . 'The T')eople have got to be told in blunt 1an~uage 

that :or the next couple or maybe three years, t~ey have got 

to be satisfied to do ..,ithout this and do without that and 

do without the other . 

• 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: It will come as a great shock to·them, There 

has been no preparation of it, The speeches I made on t~e 

subject here and by the member for St. John's East 01r, ~..arshall), 

and St. John's North (Mr, J. Carter), and St, John's West 

and the Minister of Finance, and the Premier, not a 

word of that got in the papers or on the radio or television, 

not a word, and the people to this moment are completely unaware 

of the perilous condition we are in and they have got to be made 

aware and then perhaps for a year or two they will understand 

that they cannot get the artesian wells they want and they need 

and the water and sewer systems they want and they need and 

the roads and the paving they want and need badly, They cannot 

get this and they cannot get that and they cannot get the other 

for a ~vhile because the money to build them, to put them 

there has to be borrowed, And we have reached the point where every 

time now we go on the market we are drawing visibly, noticeably 

closer to that fatal moment when it will be a waste of time to 

go on the market and ask people to lend money to Ne~vfoundland. 

MR. CHAIR.~N: 

MR. S~.ALL"HOOD : 

MR. CHAIR.l.fA.N: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

Now have I few minutes left, Mr. Chairman? 

Until nine twenty-nine. 

I have? 

Until nine twenty-nine. 

Well all right. 1-lhat I am going to say, I hope 

I can compress. The han. Minister of Industrial Development, 

and of Rural Development, who is the elected member of this 

House for the constituency of Grand Falls, without the shade~' 

of a doubt is an angry honourable gentleman, angry and frustrated 

as must also be the Minister from Trinity North (~I. Brett), 

Minister of Social Services. He too must be angry and frustrated, 

and when in Cabinet they concurred in the estimates and the Budget, 

and concurred in another delay, another postponement, a necessary 

postponement, an inevitable postponement of construction of hospital 

extension in Grand Falls and in Clarenville and in the other parts 
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}ffi. SMALLWOOD: of the Province where it is so badly needed 

thev no doubt when they concurred they concurred angrily. They 

concurred with disgust and almost perhaps they were so angry 

as to be fit to be tied. But, Sir, the minute a minister 

concurs in a decision of Cabinet, such is the great British 

principle of parliamentary government, Cabinet, collective 

responsibility, that either they say, "No, Sir, I cannot take 

it I will leave this Cabinet," or they will concur and be 

silent from there on. 

Indeed men in my Cabinet have expressed 

vehement opposition to some proposaJ and always invariably I said 

to them, "Do you feel this as a matter of conscience? If it 

is a matter of conscience, a matter of religious conscience or 

something of that nature, if it is that then we will not violate 

your conscience or ask you to violate it." But if it was not 

a matter of conscience, if it was just a matter of policy; if it 

was a matter of ordinary practical, pragmatic policy, my 

question to them always was, "You are against it?" ''Yes, Premier." 

"You do not like it?" "No, Premier, I do not." "Well you have made 

that abundantly clear you have made it but if the Cabinet decides 

to do it will you supper it? Indeed if I ask you to be the one 

to stand in the House of Assembly and explain and defend it will 

you do it? Because if you concur, if you do not leave the Cabinet, 

then you fall in line and you cannot go out and attack it after 

without leaving the Cabinet." 

MR. LlJNDRIGA-"'i: 

MR. NEARY: 

HR. CHAIRMAN: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

MR.LUNDRIGAN: 

MR. NEARY: 

HR. Rm.JE: 

~fR. LUNDRIGA~: 

The same thing happened in Germany. 

Now who is the big fool? 

Order,please! 

I am enunciating -

- the telling about democracy. 

Resign.' Resign! 

Go out boy, go out. 

Never at a Cabinet meeting in his life. 
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MR. NEARY: Go out and resign boy. Do not be such a hypocrite. 

MR. SMALLWOOD : The hon. gentleman one day will be ashamed 

of what he said there a few minutes ago and he will be ashamed 

of his conduct in Grand Falls. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: You never held a democratic meeting in your 

HR. CRAIID-f.AN: Order, please! 

\fR. LUNDRIGAN : Telling us about democracy. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

MR. ROWE: The Chairman said Order. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: I was not talking about democracy, 
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MR. S~~LWOOD: I was talking about the system of British 

Cabinet Government. The British principle, the British system, 

the British way of conducting government, \vhich is to have a 

Cabinet, to have them sworn to secr~cy, to have co.1lective 

Cabinet responsibility. This is the system. I did not 

invent it. I followed it for twenty-three years. The present 

Premier no doubt is following it for the last five,going on six 

years, and that is the system. It is the system around ~vherever 

the Union Jack flies, wherever there is parliamentary government, 

that is what Cabinet Government means. And Cabinet Government can 

be no other, it cannot be othenvise, and be British, and be the 

parliamentary system. 

MR. NEARY: The other one is phoney. 

S OME RON. MEMBKt<S ; Oh, oh! 

:VIR. CHAIRMAN (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 

MR. LilliDRIGAN: You never had the guts or the .... 

that is ~vhy we are in the mess ~ve are in today. 

SONE RON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

rm. NEARY: You should hang your head in shane. 

HR. CHAIRMAN (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 

The hon. member for Twillingate. 

MR. SMALUJOOD: I do suggest that the hon. minister - an hon. 

gentleman for whom, may I say, in passing, that I have considerable -

MR.. LUNDRIGAN: (Inaudible) what is this word? 

SOHE RON. MEMBERS: Keep quiet boy. Keep quiet. 

HR. CHAIRMAN n1R. YOUNG): Order, please! 

MR. SMALLWOOD: - for whom I have considerable respect. I believe 

that he is a minister who is energetic, I believe he is a minister ~vho 

is ambitious to do a good job, to get things done, I believe he is 

a minister who takes pride in his department and in h~s accomplishments. 

And I am not saying that now for the first time. I have said it on 

a number of occasions, and I have said it, I think, on radio or on 

television, and I have certainly sa:.d it here in this House, and I repe.:::.t 
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Mr. Smallwood: 

it; but I say at the same time that he will be ashamed if the 

Premier does not dismiss him from his Cabinet,if he does not he 

will live to be ashamed of his conduct in Grand Falls and his 

remarks here tonight. 

SOME RON. ME11BERS : 
-\ 

Hear, hear! 

MR. CHAIR.MAJ.~: (MR. YOUNG): The hon. Minister of Health. 

MR. FLIGHT: On a point of order, Mr. Chairman. A point of 

order, Sir. I want to raise a point of order. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (MR. YOUNG) : A point of order has been raised. 

MR. FLIGHT: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I want to raise a point of 

order based on -

SOME RON. 1-fEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. CHAIRMJill (MR. YOUNG): Order, please! 

MR. FLIGHT: - I have been watching the clock and I had intended to 

__ say a few words in this debate. 
~ 

Now, Sir, we have just gone through 

the minister has got ten minutes left to go - >ve have just gone 

through three hours and fifty minutes of the ~epartment of Health's 

Estimates, and the speeches we have heard are wide-ranging speeches 

with no relevancy to the estimates at all, Sir, and if this continues 

in the rest of the heads to come up then I suggest to you that this 

House is getting hoodwinked and the people are getting hoodwinked 

because we are hearing speeches with no relevancy, and we are supposed 

to be debating the estimates. 

MR. CHAIRHMI (MR. YOUNG) : Order, please! 

"t-JR. LUNDRIGAN: You idots. 

:r.fR. PECKFORD: To that point of order, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. FLIGHT: You people as well. 

~. PECKFORD: To that point of order. The comments by the han. 

-=< member for Windsor-Buchans (Mr. Flight) in his point of order are well 

taken. The estimates for the Department of Health \vere called, and 

we got on the first subhead, I guess, the minister's salary. Ron. 

members on both sides of the House got up and gave their opinions on 
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health matters and health care in the Province in general, and the 

debate has ranged about health care in its broadest sense. There 

has been no attempt by hon. members on the other side of the House 

or on this side of the House to restrict that debate on the minister's 

salary. It is in our own hands as han. members to restrict our 

debate on the minister's salary, so that we can get down to the 

more specific items in the estimates. That is something that we all have -

SOHE RON. HEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. CP~IRMAN (}ffi. YOUNG): Order, please! 

I-1R. PECKFORD: - and therefore the point of order is not a point of 

order at all, it is just a point of debate and a lot of -

MR. LUNDRIG&~: The cheapest - The rawest kind of politics 

.HR.. CHAIP~1AN (MR. YOUNG) : Order, please! 

I feel that there is no point of order. If the han. 

member feels that the debate was not relevant he should have brought 

it up when the member was speaking. 

The han. Minister of Health. 

MR. H. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, I have not got a big lot of time, 

~~- Sir,-

MR. CHAIRMAN (MR. YOUNG): Ten minutes. 

/I..N HON. MID1BER: Eleven minutes. 

MR. COLLINS: - to respond to all of the questions which have been 

asked, and all of the allegations v<hich have been made. The Leader 

of the Opposition is not in his seat now, I understand earlier this 

evening there was some food served downstairs, fish, I believe, -

Sm1E HON. ME}fBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. COLLINS: I do not know if they served live crabs or if he 

~vas eating -

SO:ME RON. 1:-IEHBERS: Oh, oh! 

:t-fR. :-t. COLLii-l'S: - eels or if he Slvallowed a fish hook or Hhat happened 

to him, but certainly he \vas in a gay mood tonight - he is not here. 

It is either that something went afoul do"<m there or othe'l:'.Jise the 

pressures are comin~ on in the leadership race, I will leave it tn 
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hon. members to judge for themselves what it might be. But 

certainly, you know, he really came to life, and I am sure that 

we are all excited on this side of the House to know that he is 

still the Leader for the night anyway. How much longer that 'Yill 

last w·e do not knm ... 

But, Mr. Chairman, it is a pity that we do not have 

more time, and this is a new experience. Last year in the 

Department of Health we had three days to debate the estimates. 

This year because of a new agreement which looked liked it might 

be a worth-while one and possible it is or possibly it will be 

as we go along, but certainly it does not leave me much time 

to respond to all of the questions. And I suppose had I extended 

myself in the debate before, we would have been accused maybe of 

taking up needless time. I could have gotten up several times. 

But I believe, Mr. Chairman, that the first part 

of this debate, yesterday and last night, was a very worth-while 

exercise. A lot of people talked about the health care system. 

Hembers on this side and members on the other side, on the opposite 

side, and a lot of good, relevant comments were made. Tonight I cannot 

say the same thing about that. Now as all hon. members know any 

Hinister of Health would like to build fifteen or twenty _hospitals. 

Would I not love to be able to go to Grand Falls and announce 

construction of a new hospital? Would I not love to go to Clarenville 

and go to Burin and go to Flowers Cove and go to all of the places, 

and not only open new ones but announce the construction of additional 

ones. But, Nr. Chairman, I believe, and some han. members opposite, 

particularly the han. member for T\villingate (Mr. Smalh.;ood) - and 

he and I have had a lot of disagreements over the years - but I believe 

he agrees-too that the day of reckoning has arrived in this Province, 

and we are not the last to realize this, because last year, as han. 

members know, ·ve tried to bring about some rationale as to >vhere v7e were 
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Mr. H. Collins. 

in Health and where we should be going, and we took it upon ourselves -

it was not a very popular move I can assure you - but it was a move 

which got a lot of consideration from people in the department, 

and I think that I have one of the better departments in government. 

We have a tremendous staff in the Department of Health. I am sure 

that other ministers will say the same thing about theirs, but in 

Health we do have a tremendously efficient staff. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Five or six thousand. 

MR. H. COLLINS: Five or six thousand? Well in the whole health 

field we have about 8,000. 

~m. SMALLWOOD: Eight thousand~ 

}ffi. H. COLLINS: But last year we took it upon ourselves to 

try and stir the people of Newfoundland into what we were up 

against in terms of the cost of services, particularly the 

cost of health services, and we took it upon ourselves, as I said, 

to try and change the psychology, if that is a good term. And we 

went about meeting with the hospital administrators, with the 

Medical Association, with the Association of Registered Nurses 

of Newfoundland, and all the other people involved from a 

professional and an administrative point of view, and pointed out 

to them that the day of reckoning was coming, and it was time that 

we sat down_and try and establish, you know, where we are going 

from here on knowing that our budget this year - and it is - our budget 

this year is approaching a quarter of a billion dollars. We closed 

200 hospital beds, and I was severely criticized at the time by some 

hon. members opposite. I was told that we were being inconsistent 

in that we were closing beds, and we were stopping construction, etc. 

But we went ahead with the full co-operation of all the people 

involved in the health care system, and we closed, for the information of 

the Leader of the Opposition again tonight, 210 beds across this Province. 

/ 
/ 
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HR. NEARY: You could just -

MR. H. COLLINS: So when I say, Mr. Chairman, we closed 

the beds, when I say we closed the beds, that may not be 

a true statement, but in our negotiations with the various 

hospitals, in negotiating their operating budget, we cut 

wherever we could cut, and believe me we cut, and we cut 

in places almost to the bone. And we were told invariably 

that if you keep doing this it is going to mean closing of 

beds, and we said, All right, if it means closing of beds, 

let us go ahead and see what we can do with that. And at 

the time we did that and when we got approval from all the 

people to give it a good try, let us give it a shake, we 

set up a review committee, which was constituted by the 

appointment of a member from the Medical Association, a member 

from the Hospital Association, which is the administration side, 

and my own deputy minister, Dr. Klippert, to monitor the 

effects of the bed closure programme. And we monitored that, 

and monitored it very carefully those three people who made up 

the monitoring and review committee. And the results so far, Mr. 

Chairman, have been that in some hospitals, depending on which 

one it might have been, in some hospitals, in some referral 

centres, we had to modify 
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our plans, because the demands on the hospital beds were such 

that we knew that we had to change our approach and ~•e were 

willing to change our approach provided it could be proved to 

us, and if it was proved to us, that we should do that. In other 

areas it was proved to us that we could have gone further, and in 

fact we did go a bit further. We modified our plans as we went 

through. And the result up until this time, Mr. Chairman, is this, 

that in every single case where beds were closed we have found 

that the put-through, the productivity in the hospital concerned 

has improved, has increased, and there has been no real impairment 

in terms of the delivery of the health care to our people. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Is that being repeated in other hospitals 

MR. H. COLLINS: Well, Mr. Chairman, I am not really sure of that. 

I would not want to make a prediction but the experience ~•hich -

MR. NEARY: What about the children's hospital? 

MR. H. COLLINS: The Janeway Hospital is a good case in point, and 

we closed 

MR. NEARY: They are needed. They are needed. 

MR. H. COLLINS: That is not true. The han. member can make 

wild statements if he wants to. Now if he wants to refute -

~m. NEARY: How do they -

MR. CHAI&~: Order, please! 

11R. H. COLLINS: - the information which the Medical Association 

and the hospital administration and my deputy minister and my 

staff is giving me, that is fine. But I think the people in this 

country will accept our vie~·ls rather than his. 

Mr. Chairman, the Janeway is a bit of a differ~nt 

case, but we have had a lot of luck with the people at the Janeway, 

and we recognize that the Janeway does have a peculiar problem, 

because it is a provincial institution dealing with all of the 

illnesses related to the children of the Province, but \ve have got 

by in the Janeway pretty well too. And all told, Mr. Chairman, I believe 
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that our exercise last year has had the effect of changing the 

whole psychology in terms of health care. And I can tell the 

han. House in the two or three minutes which I have left that 

the day of reckoning has arrived, and it has passed. The 

han. Leader of the Opposition asked me , What the effect on the 

health care system in Newfoundland would be as a result of the 

change or the new arrangements with the federal government? And 

I do not want to stand here and criticize the federal government 

to too great an extent1 but the changes which the federal government 

have brought about, -I am a little bit ahead of myself. The 

plan which we had under Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services 

Act Agreement and the plan under the Hedicare Agreement means th at 

the health care system across Canada was just about equalized. 

Newfoundland had an opportunity to raise its standards approaching 

the standards in Ottawa, in Ontario, approaching the standards of 

care in British Columbia, approaching the standards of care in 

Quebec and the so-called richer provinces. 

The effect of the changes 'lvhich have now been 

brought about by Ottawa will mean that the standard of health 

care in this Province~ and in all of the other provinces for that 

matter, but we are talking about Newfoundland, the standard of health 

care in this Province will now be geared to the Gross National 

Product. And, Hr. Chairman, I do not think that I need to say too 

much more about that other than to indicate -

MR. SMALLWOOD: The Gross National, the Provincial? 

~R. H. COLLINS: Well, it is the Gross National - 'IV'ell both are tied. 

But the Gross Provincial Product - where is the 

~inister of Finance? I do not know if he understands this entirely 

or not. But the system which they have given to us is a pretty complicated 

one, but whatever it is, Hr. Chairnan, the grm.;th in the health care 

system or plan in Newfoundland is going to be returned. I think that 

is a fair statement to make, because we will not be getting the monies 

from Ottawa which otherwise we 'lvould have received. It will not be on the 
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equalized basis to the extent that it was before. But, Hr. Chairman, 

notwithstanding that, even if the monies were coming from 

Ottawa, I think that we have a.responsibility in this Province 

to make sure that we get the best value for every single dollar 

we spend. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. H. COLLINS: Even under the old system they ~.;rere fifty 

cent dollars, and I believe that one of the tragedies of the whole 

system was that our old health care system was distorted, because 

the fifty cent dollars from Ottawa looked so attractive that 

we got involved to a great extent in the most expensive accute 

care type of hospital services. We did not get involved in the 

less expensive, and sometimes most beneficial programmes like 

home care, like, day surgery, and a lot of other areas which are very 

beneficial, less cost by, most beneficial to the people. \.J'e 

did not do that, because those programmes were not cost-shared, and 

the provincial dollars could not be found. I believe that if we 

tackle this problem properly, with co-operation from hon. members 

opposite and co-operation from the people of Newfoundland, that this 

move on the part of Ottawa might be a blessing in disguise for us, 

because 
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MR. H. COLLINS: I believe if we all approach it properly and 

go about our business as we should,and explain to people where we 

can and try to get people to understand what we are trying to do, 

I believe that in the end we will come up with a good health care 

system which will meet the needs of the people of Newfoundland -

MR. DOODY: We would have less money than we would have had -

~m. COLLINS: And we might have money for other purposes. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order please! Can I report -

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, to a point of order -

~. COLLINS: There are a hundred - To answer the Leader of 

the Opposition9 there are 160 still closed. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, how firm are we on the hours? Can we 

take - For instance,we have four hours here for Rehabilit~tion and 

Recreation which I think is too much time on that department. Can 

we spend another hour on Health, take it from Rehabilitation and 

Recreation and spend another hour on Health, is that permissable 

under the new system? 

HR. PECKFORD: No, what the new rules are is that tvhatever hours 

are left at the end that they are gain~ to be split equally between 

-, two departments, as I understand it,the r.epartment of Nines and 
~ 

Energy and the Department of Fisheries .. And whatever hours are left 

that are not used under the standard allocation now in place that 

at the end~however many there are left,will then be equally shared 

amongst the two departments. 

MR. NEARY: Can we switch them around? 

MR. PECKFORD: Well I think if we start doing that we could run 

into all kinds of trouble and be back to the old system. 

On moti~n,Head X., Health. all items, carried. 

On motion that the Committee rise and report 

progress and ask leave to sit again, Mr. Speaker returned to the 

Chair. 

MR. SPEA._T\::ER : The hon. Chairman. 

HR. CHAIRMAN(YOUNG): Mr. Speaker, the Committee of Supply have 

/ 
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MR. CHAI~1AN(YOUNG): considered the matters to them referred and 

have passed all items of expenditure under Head X , Health, all 

items without amendments and have made progress and ask leave 

.-----K to sit again. 

XR. SPEAKER: The Chairman of the Committee reports that they 

have considered the matters to them referred and have passed all 

items of expenditure under H~~k leave to sit again. 

On motion, report received and adopted, 

committee ordered to sit ag 

I am in a position now to inform han. members 

of my decision on the point of order with respect to the motion 

made by the hon; Hinister of- Mines and Energy. I thank hon. 

gentlemen who contributed in the submissions and would for the 

sake of clarity say at the very beginning that the ruling on this 

specific point does not alter or affect three quite clear principles, 

and I will restate those because it is possible that confusion 

can result. There are three clear principals which are quite 
- "/) 

distinct. ~ ~is the operation of Standing Order 8 at 11:00 P.M., 

) 
\?J 

as last night. ( Th:... second, the making of a motion not to adjourn 
-------'111 

at a certain time when made previous to eleven,which is in order, 

not debatable,and our p:~ents are quite clear on that ~ And 

( t ht idly,the reauirement that to amend the Standing Orders there 
~ ·----~--------------------~~--------

must be two-thirds members of the House of Assembly who vote 

affirmatively. They are independent principles. --- Now han. members I think will agree when I 

say that the question before the Chair may be put succinctly as 

follows: Does parliamentary procedure permit (and recognize a motion 

( the passage of which will fix the hours of sitting on a 

certain day -J 
}IR. ROBERTS: Hours of meeting. 

HR. SPEAKER: Hours of meeting~but which is not an amendment to 

the Standing Orders. That essentially is the question. If such ---- ·---a motion is an amendment to the Standing Orders there is a certain --
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MR. SPEAKER: statutory requirement. If such a motion is not an 
----- - --- -

amendment to the Standing Orders,then it is not affected by the 
----

statutory requirement and is passed by the majority of members 

present in the House. 
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MR. SPEAKER: In order to determine whether 

parliamentary procedure recognizes such a motion,and 
---------------------------------- -- ----------

not as one which a mends t h e Standing Orders, I have 

to refer to four sources of authority: Standing 

Order 29 of our own Legislature ,\.;hich reads; "Twenty-

fours notice shall be given of a motion for leave to 

present a _-B-ill, resolution or address, or for placing 
- '---- . ---

a question on t h e Order__p c:~.l'e::_r; but this rule shall 
---======---

n~t apply to Bills after their introduction, or to 
------ ---- -

private Bills, or to the times of meeting and --: adjournment of the House. Such notice shall be laid 

upon the Table before six p.m ... 

Now that clearly establishes 

that notice is not necessary for such a motion. The 

reference in the Standing Order to the item, 11 Times 

of meeting and adj ournrnent;' and its reference in context 

with the other matters referred to is, in my opinion 1 

not conclusive but persu~sive that such a motion is in 

order. It is persuasive, in my opinion. 

There are a number of pr~ts 

in our own practice, and I will refer to only three, 

-----and hon. members may regard them in the Hansards of 

February 2 8, 19 7 5 -~ __ MaJ;:.9 1:1 ___ 6_,_ _J_97_5, _ M?.-:J:"Ch 7, 197 5, ancJ. I 

am quite sure there would be others. These precedents 

show that a motion similar to the one made by the hon. 

minister has been made and accepted. 

Nm.; as the hon. the Leader of 

the Opposition pointed out - or it was his submission, 

part of his submission - that this may have been done by 

leave. Obviously, that is a possibility. The Hansard 

does not indicate whether it was ~r was not by leave. 

Obviously, it may have been done by leave. It may also 

have been done by a unanimous vote, a unanimous ----- --·--~ 

affirmative v ote, but still not by leave. One could 

have a unanimous affirmative vote not involving the 
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MR. SPEAKER: principle of grace, or it may 

have been by majority vote. No division \-Tas ever 

called for. I have no way of knowing. 

Again,I regard those Erecedents, 

because of the lack of any challenge to them, so the 

lack of any information, apart from the fact that the 

motion was carried, the lack of any decision from the 

Chair, because the matter never came up to be judged, 

I regard it as persuasive. Again, not conclusive. 

Furthermore in the House of 

Co~ons,standing Order 32, which the hon. the Leader of 

the Opposition referred to, the specific provision 

there is 32(p) but I will first refer to- what 

Standing Order 32 does is enumerates all of the motions 

which are debatable. "The following motions are debatable," 

and it goes through numerous kinds: "Hotion for the 

previous question; for the concurrence in the report 

of a special committee; for second reading of a Bill; 

for third reading of a Bill; for ~~iournrnent of the 

House when made for the purpose of discussing a matter 

or urgency; for the consideration of the budget:' and 

numerous other procedures from 'A' to •o•. 

And 'P' reads: "Such other 

motions made upon routine proceedings as may be 

required for the observance of the proprieties of the 

House, the maintenance of its authority, the appointment 

or conduct of its officers, the management of its business, 

the arrap.gement of its proceedings, the correctness of 

its records, the fixing of its sitting days, or the times 

of its meeting or adjournment." ) 
/ 

Again the Standing Order starts 

off by saying," The follov1ing motions are debatable." It 

would appear to me however, since everything from 'A' to 

'P' and down to the last two items in 'P; which are the 

matters before the House now, that these are obviously 

matters which 
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MR. SPEAKER: would be carried by a majority. It 

again in context would strongly appear that those other 

items, the fixing of its sitting days, or the times of 

its meetings or adjournment, v1ould have the same nature. 

Again I say that is persuasive. There is no authority 

I am aware of directly on, specifically on the question. 

The fourth matter I referred to 

is May, Page 351, and the paragraph starts off: "Examples 

of motions regulating t he sitting s of the House." 

"Examples of motions regulating the 

sittings of the House are: To provide for the meeting of 

the House and the taking of questions at a different hour 

from that appointed by the standing order. This motion 

is made either when it is necessary or advisable on a 

particular occasion for the House to meet at a different 

hour etc." 

I repeat that there is no specific 

authority which is precisely on the point brought up. 

Bearing in mind, however, Standing Order 29, which I 

regard as persuasive - our own Standing Order 29 - the 

precedents of the House, which I regard as persuasive, 

the House of Commons Standing Order 32, and list of 

debatable motions, and the section I read from Hay, I 

regard them all individually, and certainly collectively, 

as persuasive. I would therefore rule the motion is in 

order and in so doing what I am saying is that, in my 

opinion, arliamentary procedure does recognize the 

validity, permissibility of a motion the passag e of ';·;hich 

would fix the hours of meeting for a specific day whic~ 

• 

is not- at the same time a amendm~n± to the Standing Order. 

So I therefore rule the motion is in 

order and debatable. 

HR. ROBERTS: And requires a majority. 

/ 
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HR. SPEAKER: 

its disposition. 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

!.ffi. • SPEAKER: 

in the House. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. FLIGHT: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

it is for Thursday. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

And requires a majority for 

That is only for one day,eh? 

A majority of what, Mr. Speaker? 

A majority of the members prPsent 

That is for one day, Your Honour. 

Just one day? 

Yes, one day at a time. 

The motion before the House,yes, 

And we have a debate each day 

as to when the House meets. 

M..-q. NEARY : Mr. Speaker, do I understand 

now that we can debate this? 

MR. SPEAKER: The motion is now before the 

House unless any other order of business is called. 

MR. ROBERTS: Government can call their orders 

if they want. 

MR. SPEAKER: Yes. If another order is called 

then the motion is not before the House. Otherwise, the 

motion is before the House. 

The hon. the Minister of Mines 

and Energy. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, I have moved the 

-= · motion and you have now ruled it in order, and I think 

the motion no"YT should be debated. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the member for LaPoile 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, this is just 

another case, Sir, of the government using brute force, 

using their majority, Sir, to get their own way. Hr. 

Speaker, this government has become very arrogant~as 

Your Honour is aware. They seem to be in a big rush to 

get the House closed up. They are going to force now 

members to meet at all kinds of irregular hours. Nobody, 
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~1R. NEARY: Sir, let me make it abundantly 

clear, Hr. Speaker, right from the start,that nobody, 

but nobody is objecting to working five days a t-7eek 

from nine o'clock in the morning until six in the 

evening. 

MR. PECKFORD : 

morning. 

MR. NEARY: 

This is ten o'clock in the 

This is ten o'clock in the 

morning, Sir, until eleven o'clock at night three days 

a week. 

MR. PECKFORD: (Inaudible) this motion. 

MR. NEARY: No, Sir, but that is what the 

hon. gentleman tried to ram through the House yesterday. 

MR. PECKFORD: You had agreed to that. 

MR. NEARY: We had not agreed to it, Sir. 

We had not agreed to it and Your Honour - as a matter of 

fact, we had no right to agree to it because Your Honour 

came in and gave a ruling and said that we could not 

agree to it. Your Honour said we could not,it was against 

the rules, it was against the rules of procedure of this 

House. Your Honour rightly pointed out yesterday that -

Mr. Speaker, there are all kinds of meetings going on and 

I cannot really get in full flight. 

SOME HON. ME1·1BERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! The hon. 

member should be allowed to continue. 

MR. NEARY: Nobody is objecting to a meeting, 

the House meeting and working five days a week, giving 

up our weekends for that matter, giving up some of the 

holidays that we have had in this hon. House. Nobody 

is objecting to that, Sir. We are quite prepared to do 

it. I know I am. I would move my bed in here if I 

had to. But, Mr. Speaker, is it fair to the staff of 

this House? Is it fair to the press, the eyes and ears 

of this House? And is it fair, Sir, to the minister and 

to the members 
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~. )TEARY: ~.;rho are devoted. ~1r. Speaker, is it fair to 

the members who ~.;rant to do a job for their districts? 

HR. FLIGHT: The executive ass:istants are -

~1R. -:-TEARY: There is nothing at all ~vrong, Sir, and I have 

claimed inside and outside of this Rouse1 desnite the fact 

that the Government Bouse Leader, the acting r.overnment House 

Leader took to the ai~vaves yesterday and condemmed me, the 

one member of the House, I think the han. gentleman said, v1~o 

has been trying to get the House to meet longer and more often 

and longer hours. And that is true, Sir, and I reiterate that 

statement here tonight that I ~·;rant the House to meet t>·.relve 

months out of a year, five days a \veek, 1.reekends if necessary 

to try to come to gri-ps;to solve the problems of the ordinary 

people of this Province. That is not the argument at all, Sir. 

I think every~ody ~.;rill agree that ~·le have an easy time of it in 

this l1on. House v70rl:-.ing three hours a day from three to six o'clock 

in the evening. 

Hhat the government is trying to do, Sir,~fr. Speaker, \·!hat the 

administration is trying to do is to get the House to work from 

1·!onday morning 10 o·'·clock until 11 o'clock Monday night. Tuesday 

morning 10 o'clock until 11 o'clock Tuesday night. Hednesday 

3 o'clock until 6 o'clock. !hurdsay 10 o'clock until 11 o'clock 

Thursday night, Friday from 10 o'clock until 1 o'clock. 

-r.~. DOODY: 

~!R • )TE.A.RY : 

MR. HORGAN: 

HR. )TEARY: 

Is it too much for you? 

No, Sir, it is :1ot too much for me. 

T·7hat are you com-plaining about? 

Fhat I am complaining about is the irregular hours. 

Hr. S-peaker, T.-7hat the government should pronase is that the House 

work regular hours from nine o'clock until 1 o'clock, take an hour 

out for lunch, come back at 2 o'clock and meet until r.. o'clock. 

That is ;.;"!'lat the government should he pronosing. And why tbey are 
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~R. :TEARY: doing it this wav, Sir, I do not know. Because 

they do not get anytbing done this wav. All it does is ma~e 

a mess of everything. 

I do not know cf any mess. 

;vrR. ~TEARY : The onlv mess, Sir, is do•Nn in Torbay, Placentia 

and Pouch Cove made by the hon. gentleman, and down in 3urin 

Bay Inlet made bv the han gentleman. And that is the mess that 

~ve got around. The han. gentleman can nick his choice. 

AN HO~~. MEMBEP.: (Inaudible) 

~-'R. NEARY : Hr. Speaker, it is rnorall v Hrong ~vhat the 

government is trying to do. I am all for changing the times 

of meetings of this hen. House. 

r:!R. HORGAN~ 

YR.. NEARY: 

You believe in ':,JOrking and getting paid. 

Yes, Sir, I certainly do - ~rr. Speaker) if 

there was ever a member in this House 1vho ~vorks for his money 

it is the ~entlernan ~vho is on his feet ri.9"ht nov7, 

SO?'IE EON ~fE?''illERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. NEARY: ~1r. Speaker, has the hon member of >vrunicipal 

Afi=airs been into the nunch bor,,l again toni~ht? Because the 

hon. gentleman only gets linny, Sir, durins;r, these lunch periods. 

Like a good many more mewbers on the government benches. 

~fR. J . CARTER: Irrelevant, irrelevant. 

1:-LR. SPEAKEr,: Hr. Speaker, I co not knmv if it is in order to 

move an amendment to the han. gentlemen's -

NR. ROBERTS: The amendment is in order -

I-!R. ~,TEARY : Hell, ~r. Speaker, if I could I ,.,auld like to 

move if I could have a seconder. ~vould the han. member for 

Baie d(VeF~e second the motion? 

MR. ROWE: I want to hear it first. 

HR. ~TEARY : T.Jell the motion I Hant to make is I move that -
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Sm{E RON. ~lEriBERS: Hear, hear~ 

:-1R. NEARY: if I could get a seconder. That we meet -

;.m. HORGAN: He ~-1ill get a seconder to the motion TJh<>n t,,., 

~'l:R. R.OHE: 

able to hear the amendment -

SD:'-fE HON. :1-lE!BERS: Rear, hear~ 

~·ffi. NEARY : !·fr. Speaker, could >rour Honour restore a little 

order, keep the Yahoo's quite on the other side, Sir.? 

Sm'!E HOa! ~1E~~BERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. !'TEARY : Mr. Speaker, what I would like to move is that 

the House meet }fondays from 10 o'clock until 1 o'clock and 
---

from 3 o'clock until 6 o'clock.On Tuesdays from 10 o'clock 

until 1 o'clock and from 3 o'clock until 6 o'clock. On 

Wednesdays from 3 o'clock until 6 o'clock. On Turdsdays from 

10 o'clock until 1 o'clock and from 3 o'clock until 6 o'clock. 

On Fridays from 10 o'clock until 1 o'clock and from 3 o'clock 

until 6 o'clock. How does that hit the hon.. gentlemep? 

SOHE HON. HEMBf.RS : Oh, oh! 

l-T~. ~mARY: Do I have to put that in ~-1riting, '~r. Spealt'er. 

AN RON .1--!Ef.!RER: You want all your nights off for po fker olaying. 

H .. ~. HARSHALL : Do you ~vant a seconder? 

NR. NEARY: The hon. gentleman will second it? No I have a 

seconder, the 1Leader of the Opoosition is going to second it. 

NR. ~~ARSR.AJ~L: If the hon gentleman ~vould consider adding, 

hTithout the --- in the 

/ 
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~~. VAPSRflL: mcti~n I pro~ably would second it. 

~rn..?-ITARY: ~~Y motion ~-'r. 

Oh, oh! 

M'R..NEAPS: I move an amendment Sir, seconded by the Leader of 

the Opposition that the House 

Sm-!E HON .!-''E~~EPS: Oh, oh! 

Mr. Speaker, did you ever see,such an arro?ant, did vou 

ever see such an arrogant cro"t.rcl Sir, in vour life? 

-
i'ffi. SPEAKER: Order, ple9.se! 

~,~ . .l'TI?ARY : ~~r. Speaker, my amendl!)ent is that the Fouse meet from 

10.01) a.m. until 1:00 p.m. on "l''ondays, '!'uesc!ays, Thursdays and Fridays. 
/ 

And that the ~ouse meet from 3:00p.m. until 6:00 p.I!" .. on l'onc1ays, 

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fric!ays. P.nd the Rouse meet on \?ednesday from 

3:01') p.m. until 6:00p.m. I vrill have that novr for Your Eonour in 

~,;riting in a few minutes as soon as I!'Y secretary can get it c1ov:n. 

Point of Orcler: 

~T .• PECK'!i'OP.D: Point of order ~,rr. Speaker, I ~,·ould like to raise 

whether in fact this amendment to the motion has the sa~e authority 

behind it as , YilU, ~fr. Speaker, ruled on for the original motion. 

The original motion ~··as: That He ~·TOuld Meet on 'Thurstiay at 10:00 a.!'l. 

it said nnthinl2: about closing. It said about neetinp; on Thursday, 

specific day at 3:00 p.m. It '.ras that motjon that Has ruled in 

order ancl debatable and could l;e ~,:ron by just a T'1aj ority. The atr'endment 

noF proposec to the motion bv the han. l"e!l'.ber for I,aPoile) I co not knoTv-7 

if it changes thL original teyt of the l"Ction therefore it could be 

out of order on that score .. An amendment must be con~istent Pith 

the original r.otion. That is one point that r.rilJ ha.ve to be c]a.rifie(1 · 

Secondly, if in fact that first point is not vali~ anc:1 

one can move on to other points tl--.at could be raj serl the cmestion 

arises as to ~.rhether the arnencec:1 TT!Otion has the SatT'e pOv!eT to re in 

order as djc:1 the ori):!:inal !'!otionJ so, that therefore I woulc:1 

raise those tHo points of orc:1er at this particular time as it 1'.:'e1ates 
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to the amenonent proposer ~Y the hon. ~e~ber for 

LaFoile. 

Bon. Lear.er of-the Opposition . 

"?'-~ .• P()RE"PTS: Yr. Speaker~ I cannot say I ra•Je hac' a lot of time 

to consider the amendment but I co feel it is in orner on the 

\ ground that it presents an alternative proposal. 

_l;)_e. quite candirl Hhether it is :In order to ~o hevono. Thrusday, 

I am not sure to 

maybe 

the amend!l1ent Fill have to be restructed to iust Thu-rri~:~v meet ln:nn a.m. 

to l:no p.m. and 3:QO p.m. to 6:00 p.m. It ~ay not be in or~er 

to go Fridav, Saturday, Sunday, ~·onday, anil so forth a nil so on. 

:Recause as I unilerstood Your Honour's ru} ing 1dth resnect to the 

so-called test case, the !"otion ;.muld rave to l:le movec each niQ:ht. 

But I do suhmit it is in orc!er for the hon. gentleman 

from LaPoile to r"OVe that the !'lotion be atnencled by chanfin~ it to 

read that the Fouse shall ~eet fro~ 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on 

:hursrlay and 3:00 p.P. to 6:0n p.M. on Thrusday. I think that is 

in orcer, Sir, "t-!ithin the ruling wrich Your Honour ~.ade a 

little earlier. I think that, the Speaker, has pm-rer to change 

an a!1'_endment so as to allm.; it to be debated, it is cone all the time. 

It has been done in this sessjon. And beside if one amendment is 

ruJ.ed out of order the hen. r;entlem::m ca.n cmre ban~ing back and 

you know, move another amendment. It is in order on the fround 

tl:lat it presents c:1n a.l-'-ernative r.;rhich alloHs the House the choice 

and this "t-7C'u1c ?"ive the House the clear cboice retr-1een lO:no a.m. 

untj] 11:'1n p.JTI .. on the r~-e r,and or on the otrer hanc. 10:00 a.~. 

to 6:00 p.m. in the afternoon. 1 think tr.~t is a clear choice 

and a valiC! choice and I for one r.1ou1d like to have the 01Jportnnity 

to vote on it and that is r,rhy I am auite prerarecl to second the 

amendment Hli!ch, as I saic.J I helj eve to 'be in orcer. 

The Hl"'encT"ent that I have fw1m the hon. :m.e.mber for 

.- LaPoile ;-muld pur?ort to aT"end the r.1otion by sett;_ng the hours 

of sitting: for Fonday, Thursday and Friday. 
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MR. SPEAKER: I >·10uld rule it on the grounds of relevance out of 

order. The motion before the Chair is a very specific one dealing 

with the hours of meeting Thursday. So an amendment which went 
~ 

beyond Thursday and covered a week would
1

I think,be out of order 

on that ground, So I would not accept the amendment. 

The han, member for LaPoile, 

MR. NEARY: Well 'then I move that the House meet on 

Thursday from 10:00 A.M. until 1:00 1>,M and from 3:00 P. ~1. until 

~- 6:00 P.M. and seconded by the Leader of the Opposition, Sir. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hen. member for St. John's North. 

~1R • J • CARTER : A point of order. ~1r. Speaker, I believe that 

this other amendment is equally out of order for another reason. It 

is - The hon. member for LaPoile has failed to be specific. At the 

moment we are on daylight saving time and he has not specified 

'tvhether it is daylight saving or standard time. And since any 

amendments made in thi"s hon. House have to be very specific and 

should be strictly construed I would rule that it is out of order, 

I would suggest that it is out of order, 

MR.. SPEAKER : I thank the han, gentleman for his submission which 

I have given consideration, Anybody else wish to speak on the 

matter? 

The han. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

~1R. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, a minor point, as I understood the 

original motion it was a motion to meet on Thursday and it was 

ruled to be in order, The present amendment to the motion is that 

we meet o~Thursday and also it definitively gives a time in which 

we close on Thursday. So there is a change in the amendment from 

the original motion in that you are not only indicating a meeting 

time but also a closing time whereas the original motion only 

addresses itself to a meeting, 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, to that I would merely say simply that,of 

'-- / course
7
there is a change in the amendment from the motion. That is the 
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HR. ROBERTS: whole purpose of the amendment or of any amendment and 

if an amendment as proposed did not purport and did not;in fact, 

achieve a substantive change in the motion it purports or desires to 

amend then there would be no point in having the amendment, Of course 

the amendment is a substantive change but it deals with the same 

matters. It deals with the times of the meeting of the House and 

the times of the closing of the House and that is exactly the matter 

which is dealt with by the main motion. The earlier one obviously 

was not in order because it dealt with more than one day but surely 

this one is in order, Mr. Speaker. It deals with, you know)it deals 

with the same subject matter as does the main motion. All it does 

is present the alternative with which the House may or may not ~vish 

to agree but we cannot agree unless we have the opportunity to vote 

on it. 

Of course it is changed, Sir. That is the whole 

purpose of moving an amendment in the first place and it is not a 

change that could be achieved by a simple negative, 

MR. SPEAKER: The amendment proposed by the hon. member for 

LaPoile and seconded by the hon. Leader of the Opposition reads; 

I' to remove all the words after 'that' and to substitute therefore 

J the House meet on Thursday from 10:00 A.M. until 1:00 P.M. and 

from 3:00 P.M. until 6:00 P.M.'' 

On whether the amendment is in order, I think 

the two matters that I have to refer to are number one whether it 

negates the main motion and number two 'vhether it is relevant, 

Under the negation rule, what is understood there is a direct 

negation. \.fuat this motion purports to do is not negate it. 

To modify it, to alter it, and it is on the subject matter, it 

is on the time of sitting on Thursday. Now it also refers to the -----time of closing but I w·ould not regard that as being so unrelated 

to the time of sitting ~s to make it irrelevant. The ,general 

area of debate is on during what time period will the House do 

its business on Thursday]so I would think very closely related to 

the time of sitting wc:u1d ctlso be 
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MF. • SPEAKER: the time of ceasing to sit. 

So I would move the amendment in order 

and I shall now put it. Moved by the hor. member for LaPoile, 

seconded by the han. Leader of the Opposition to remove 

all the words after "that" and to substitute, "Therefore 

• 
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/ }fR. SPEAKER: the House meet on Thursday next from 10:00 A.M. 

' ' until 1:00 P.H. and from 3:00 P.N. until 6:00P.M. / 
The han. for La~oile. 

MR. NEARY: Hr. Speaker, I must say that I am terribly 

disappointed that the government did not accept my offer to add, 

I think, tw·elve hours a week to the sitting, to the time that the 

House sits. The Government House Leader has been critical and 

tonight bandying back and forth across the floor of the House, said 

"Oh the han. Hinister of Transportation is equally as guilty, the 

hon. member does not want to work, he does not want to sit that 

long. I madethe government an offer and they turned it do~vn, they 

rejected it. I made the government an offer to work an extra 

twelve hours and they rejected it, Sir. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Who made you an offer? 

HR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, they have rejected it because they 

want to try to force this House to close as fast as they can so they 

can get out of here. They are trying to bulldoze the estimates 

through the House. They are being unrealistic, Sir. They are being 

arrogant. 

MR. NEARY: They ~vant to get the House to work all kinds of odd 

hours. Last year they ~ad the House meeting all night over foolish 

matters, nothing was accomplished. Meeting from 10:00 o'clock 

in the morning until ;-- I think, it was about noon the next 

day. Here all night, nothing going on except booze being drank 

mainly in the corridors and in the back rooms. 

HR. HORGAN: Where? when? 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Booze? ~Tho? 

AN RON. "t-fEMBER: Unsubstantiated. 

~1R. NEARY: It is not unsubstantiated. And there is probably 

a drop on the go tonight to. There probably is. 

SOHE RON. "t-lEMEERS: 1·7here, -.;vhere? 
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MR. NEARY: That is probably one of the reasons rNhy the 

government want to work odd hours so they hope nobody would be 

around to see the condition of some of the ministers and some of 

the members ivhen the House is sitting. 

MR. l·fURPHY: Hr. Speaker, on a point of order. 

HR. SPEAKER: A point of order has co~e up. 

Al.'\f EON. M:EHBER: Tell him you are a teetotaler. 

MR.. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Consumer Affairs and the 

Environment. 

MR. MURPHY : The insinuation that I as a member of this House a 

government member meets here in the night-time so that I can drink 

liquor)I think, is utterly offensive as far as I am concerned and 

as far as the government is concerned, and I think the member should 

be asked to retract that statement. 

MR. DEIN: Yes. Distasteful. 

HR. SPEAKER: The point raised by the hon. gentleman is that 

he feels it offensive that the hon. member is suggesting that he may 

have consumed any alcoholic beverage while here in the evening. 

'HR. ROBERTS: He did not mention the l-ton. gentleman. 

MR. HURPEY: I am a member of government. He said the government 

meets nights so they can drink liouor. That is his insinuation. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: ()h_, nh! 

MR. SPEAKER: Obviously the criterion has to be what is offensive 

language. And a person m~y feel it is a question of the subject or 

··-·- \ 
'· 

the object if a person may feel something is offensive himself,but 

I think there has to be some objective criterion and perhaps it is 

--
because I am not a member of any abstinence societv, httt: T Hn.-l .f ~ ,.,~!",-~ tn 

see t~e suggestion that a person, you know, has consumed liquor 

as particularly offensive,if one were to suggest excessive amounts or 

improper behaviour, but I would find it hard to rule that as offensive. 
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Hr. Speaker: 

I would trust that the han. gentleman's remark was one made in 

passing because it could be that the continuation along that line 

might be irrelevant to the hours of meeting, but I would find it 

very difficult to rule that it is offensive. 

HR. HURPh'Y: Mr. Speaker , 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Consumer Affairs and the 

Environment. 

HR. MURPHY: - I listened with care to your judgment. lam 

not in the least worried if I drink or not, but when someone in this 

·· on . House makes a statement that the reason we meet ·nighttime is 

to come back here and drink, I think, it is an insult to the House, 

Sir. Quite frankly -

MR, ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order. Your Honour 

made a ruling -

MR.. ~fURPHY: Good enough I accepted it. 

MR. ROBERTS: - Your Honour made a ruling, and if the han. gentleman 

from St. John's Centre does not like the ruling he has no right to 

comment on it. He has no right to debate it. All he has is a right 

Well if he Hants to challenge it let him, if not, 

I would suggest, Sir, that what he just did was challenge without 

challenging Your Honour 1 s ruling, and I would ask that the han. gentleman 

from St. John's Centre be asked to withdraw those remarks. You cannot 

comment on a Speaker's ruling after the Chair has made it, and that is 

just what he did. Now you can challenge it. 
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Mr. Roberts. 

\vell and good if they want to challenge it. That is permitted 

under the rules, of course. But, you know, Your Honour made 

a ruling. It ·obviously was not what the hon. gentleman from 

St. John's Centre (Mr. Murphy) wanted, ~vell that is tough on 

the hon. gentleman from St. John's Centre, but he cannot 

be allowed to get up and then comment on it or could vte all 

get up from now on and comment on rulings~ Is that to be a 

new practice in the House? I think he should be asked to 

withdraw it, Sir, and the gentleman from LaPoile can get on 

"Y7ith his few remarks, and we will see who else might want 

to say a few words on this amendment to the motion. 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. minister on that point of order. 

i'fR. DINN: Mr. Speaker, to that point. The first point of 

order , as I understood it, was the hen. member felt it was ----
a reflec~aelf . The second point of order was the 

fact that he thought it was reflected Qn the House itself. 

And so, therefore, he changed his point of o~der. 

MR. SPEAKER: I think in order to clarify the matter I will 

have to ascertain from the hen. minister whether his last remarks were 

intended as a second specific point of order, because the 

~hen. Leader of the Opposition is correct in stating what has been 

stated from the Chair before, that it would be imnroper · for 

the House to permit reflection on a ruling of the Chair. 

1-IR. MURPHY : Mr. Speaker, if I may, on your ruling as I understood 

it, it was more or less intimated that whether I drank or not, 

you know, there was no reflection as far as the member was concerned. 

All I am saying that what I meant to convey to the Chair was the 

fact that a member did assert that this House meets nighttime by the 

government for the purpose to consume liquor. I think my feelings 

on the thing are a bit different than the ruling that you gave.:ven 

if I did drink liquor I do not come here nighttime or ask the Premier 

to call the House so that I can come in here aDd drink liquor. Basically, 

I was jus-t--trying----ul-make that thing clear and I think the reflection is 

on the government. 
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l-IR. SPEAKER: I think it can be agreed that the han. gentleman 

to my left did not intend to comment upon the ruling. I would 

now ask the han. gentleman for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) to continue. 

I think in a previous ruling I did indicate the requirement of 

relevance, and I would ask him in speaking now to the amendment 

---to relate to the specific amendment before the House which is the 

hours of sitting on Thursday. 

MR.NEARY: Thank you, Your Honour. That is a pretty fair 

ruling, Your Honour and, of course, again I would like to reiterate 

what I said a few moments ago, Your Honour, that one of the reasons 

I would not like to see the House meet at night is because members 

have a tendency to get uptight, Your Honour, and they might yield 

to the temptation. And if we are going to meet at night, Sir, 

I would submit in the future, if the past is any indication, that 

we install a breat~alyzer in this House. 

SOME RON. t-IEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. NEARY: Maybe the hpn. gentleman from St. John's Centre 

(Mr. Murphy) takes offense to that. But I have seen it, Sir. 

I have seen it here in the last five years \vhen there were 

gentlemen in ·this han. House at three or four o'clock in the 

morning- and one of the gentleman is not with us now - I had the 

pleasure of removing that hon. gentlEman - I remember gentlemen 

being in this House in a disorderly condition at three or four 

o'clock in the morning. 

~m. LUNDRIGAN: On a point of order. 

rm. SPEAKER: A point of order has come up. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, this is the essence of ridiculousness . 

. / The han. member is standing in his place right now deliberately 

trying to provoke some kind of tactic in the House to delay and 

provoke kinds of irrelevant debate. He is involved in a debate on the 

hours of sitting, a motion before the House to try and have the House 

work hard in order to handle the most important matters facing the 

Province, the decision on Supply, and the member is there, having stood 
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11r. Lundrigan. 

in his place this afternoon on several consecutive occasions 

making comments about resignations all over the place. He is 

an absolute nuisance to the House, and I suggest, Your Ho.nour, 

that this kind of irrelevancy should be brought to order. He is 

making a nuisance of the place. 

MR.. SPEAKER: 

MR.. ROBERTS: 

The han. Leader of the Oppositon. 

Mr. Speaker, to that point of order. 
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MR. ROBERTS: The views of the gentleman from Grand Falls 

(Hr. Lundrigan) are interesting. They have little to do wi.th 

the rules of order, the rules of debate. The hon, gentleman 

from LaPoile (Hr. Neary) may certainly have been saying things 

which the hon, gentleman from Grand Falls did not particularly 

like, but I mean that is not against the rules of debate, 

~~at he was saying was as relevant~ not as anything, as 

relevant as ninety-nine point four four per cent of what is 

said in this House to the subject, He was talking about 

the motion. He was making a point in his own inimitable style 

and there is a multitude and a plenitude of rulings from Your 

Honour and from Your Honour's predecessors in the Chair, 

that a member has the right to make his point as long as his 

point is relevant, a right to make his point in his own 

neculiar and particular and inimitable way and that is what 

the gentleman from LaPoile was doing, 

He has a very effective style, very 

different from many of us but nonetheless effective. 

MR. DINN: (Inaudible) 

HR. ROBERTS: I mean it is as relevant as the Minister of 

Municipal Affairs getting up with something that I consider 

nonsense and he believes not to be nonsense. I suggest that 

~vhat the hon. member for LaPoile is saying is in order and that 

the gentleman from Grand Falls did not make a valid point of 

order. That is all I am saying. Now if the Minister of 

Municipal Affairs wants to get into a little badinage I would 

be quite happy to. I am always delighted to take part in these 

things if they are permitted under the rules and I would welcome 

him into them, but I do not see hm.;r it is going to help anybody. 

I particularly do not see how it is going to help the House. If 

the minister persists in interrupting me, as he is doing, eventually, 

I do not know if we still have the twit for twot rule, or the tit 

for tat rule or whatever it was, but if we do the minister if he tits 

will get tat back. 
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MR. ROBERTS: All I want to say is the gentleman from Grand 

Falls in my view did not make a valid point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER: The amendment before the Chair specifically 

is that the House meet on Thursday next from 10:00 A.M~ 

until 1:00 P.M., and 3:00P.M. until 6:00P.M. As I recall 

~ hon. gentleman's remarks he was giving reasons why he 

thought those hours would be preferable to having hours 

later in the P.M. And the reasons may not meet with other 

hon. members' concurrence and they might have various 

opinions of the reasons but as long as they are related to 

the motion before the Chair then I could not rule them 

irrelevant. 

MR. NEARY: 

batting on this 
'- f 

~--point of order, 

The bon. member for LaPoile. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker, we are now 

side a thousand. They have not won one 

Sir, since I started even though I have 

been interrupted now five times and the han. gentlemen have 

not yet had a valid point of order. All they are doing, Sir, 

is interrupting for the sake of trying to distract me from 

the topic, from the amendment that I introduced in the House. 

NM- 2 

Mr. Speaker, I started out a fe~v moments 

ago but saying that I was terribly disappointed that the government 

did not see fit to go along with the invitation that I extended 

to the administration that I was quite prepared by leave, unanimous 

consent of the House, to extend the hours of work in this House. 

And the hon. gentlemen rejected it. That Y.Tas rather unfortunate 

Sir, because I think the schedule that I put fo~vard was more 

realistic than the o~e that the Minister of Mines and Energy is 

trying to ram through the House with brute force, using the government 

majority. 

Mr. Speaker, this whole matter now raises the 

question of having the Standing Rules of this House amended so that the 
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MR. NEARY: Rouse can meet more realistic hours on a permanent 

basis. I know we cannot do that now and I a~preciate Your 

Honour's ruling earlier this evening. It took a tremendous 

amount of research for Your Honour to arrive at Your Honour's 

decision and I have to say this that sil'lce this session of 

the House started that I really appreciate the role that 

Your Honour_is playing in this House. I would go as far as 

to say, Sir, that Your Honour is probably the best 

Speaker that I have seen in this House since I have been here 

and I have been here now, this is my sixteenth session. 

SOME HON. ME.'1:BERS : Hear! Hear! 

MR. NEARY: Your Honour is a very fair and impartial Speaker 

and I am sure that Your Honour does his homework and researches 

motions and point~ of order very carefully before handing down 

a ruling, and I must 
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~fR. ~mARY: say I am extremelv pleased because the decorum 

of the House , l:1r. Speaker, has gone ).lP considerably this 

session. 

X :J RON. EE~1EETI.: (Inaudible) 

HR. NEARY: No, Sir, I did not say this session. I said if 

the past is any indication. i\nd my hon. friend has been here, 

I believe,for several years, and my han. friend knows ~•hat I 

am referring to. \.!e have had all nig:ht sessions here that-they 

!1~ve had more order down in the Cottage r.arden:a. I remember 

a couple of times I was challenged, members hauled off their 

coat and challenged me out. And that is why I am against -

sm.~ RON. HEHBERS : Pear, hear~ 

~~. NEARY: Right here in this han. House. Hembers had to 

be restrained in their seats. Nmv the hon. member for Grand 

Falls is going to raise a ~oint of order or is the hon. 

gentleman comin~ over to challenge rre? 

MR.. HOR.G.A!-I: ~fuo took off their coat though. seriouslv? 

:'-ffi. NEA~Y: That is ~.,rhat I m~an, '1>.1r. Speaker, the hon. 

gentleman if off to the ?ress gallery. I ~;onder <..;hat the attraction 

is t.lp there? 

SOME HON. ~fEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

Jv!R • ~TEARY : ~.fr. Speaker, that is ~vhv I helieve the House should 

meet bv ~ay and not by night. The members have a -

You ~ay for the smile do you not? 

~ffi. :!EARY : -member have a tendencv, Sir, to go off the dee? 

end. 

HR.. HORGA.l.'\1 : You cannot be serious about it. 

~. ~TEARY: I am quite serious ahout it. If \ve are going to 

get the business of this House done, and we are going to be 

bright and alert and be able to come to grins with the nroblems 

that are facin~ the people of this Province. 

!1R. HICKEY: You never expect to get thirsty again. 
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Il:R. :JEAP.Y: No, 1-~r. Speaker, I am not a reformed drunk if 

that is ~vhat the han. gentleman thinks. I nrobably drank 

my share of it in my day but I have yet to take a drink in this 

han. House. 

~IR. YORGAN : Hho has, who drinks in the House? 

"'-ffi. UEARY : I have yet to ta~ce a drink in this bon House. 

HR. HICKEY: Hho has taken a drink in the Rouse? 

~. "t-TEARY: Do I have to ans>·rer the hon. gentlemen. 

MR. HICKEY: Yes, because I am a member of the Rouse 

and you cannot refuse. 

~fR. NEARY: Hr. Speaker, I am saying that I have not ever 

taken a drink in this han. House. 

HR . HIGKF.Y: You have insinuated that other members have. 

And I say name one. 

~- SPEAKER: Order olease,order~ 

~IR. NEARY: Hr. Speaker, ~.-1hat is wrong ~·lith the bon. gentlemat:7 

MR.. SPEA."RER: Order please~ The question before the House 

has nothing to do with bon. members drinking in the House or not 

~- drinking in the House and I would ask the han. gentleman to my 
/ ,_ 

left not to ask questions on that subject and the han. mP.mher 

for LaPoile to continue but to bear in mind t~at that auestion 

is not the one before the Rouse. 

NR. HORGl0T: Thank you, Your Honour. 

HR. NEARY: I thank Your Honour again. And I would like to 

use the last half hour, Sir, as an example of 'irhy I do not 

think the House should be meeting at night. Ron. gentlemen 

get jittery and jumpy and nervous, uptight, shellshocked ard 

you just cannot have a rational debate. You just cannot 

carry on the business of the rrovince in an orderl;r fashion. 

So if \·7e are going to change the hours -
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T~ere is only one main reason for that. 

And Hhat is the main reason for it? hThen the 

hon. gentleman Has out of this Fouse for the last -

~R. CARTER: A point of order. 

~-'lR. SPEAKER: A point of order. 

HR. GARTER: Er. Speaker, the han. gentleman from LaPoile 

~has made all the points that can possibly,legitimately be made 

~ ~bout changing the hours of sitting on Thursday. And in 

fact he has made some of the points that should not have been 

made. In any event, Mr. S1Jeaker, I would urge you to consider 

asking the hon. gentleman to sit dorNn because there is nothing 

more that he could ryossiblv say that could be relevant. 

r·IR. SPEA..T{ER: Order please! I feel the hou. memher for 

St. John's North is expressing a.personal opinion but I 

~.rould not consider it necessarily a Point of Order so I 

~,roulcl. ask the hon memher for LaPoile to continue. 

MR. NEARY: That is seven points of order that they have 

lost, ~-!r. S!Jeaker. f 
'11R. ROBERTS: ~~r. Speaker. 

HR. ~EARY: Go ahead. 

...... 

"' 
:·rR • ROBERTS: ~ -!r. Speaker mav I say a few words on the 

/ 
amendment. 

HR. SPEA.'ZER: Han. Leader of the Opposition. 

l.fR. ROBERTS: Thank you. 

HR. MORGAN: Sav a Point of Order. 

MR. ROBERTS: ~1o ~e has finished his sneech and now I am 

speaking, and I predict I ~.;ill nrobably go until eleven o'clock. 

"!'~r. Speaker, as I understand it the motion before the Chair noH 

is an amendment to a motion moved by tlce Government House Leader. 

I do not have tlce r.rording~ the precise ~vording of the motion 

as it Has moved by the ~ouse Leader. I believe it was som~thing 

along lines of ''r·:hen the Fouse meet on Thursday, I thanlr.. the 
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~~m . RO~ERTS: table, the officers at the table 11 No; that 

is t~e amendment. ~ut I think the main reotion itself was 

something along the lines of'' Phen the rtouse meet at 

Thursday, it meet at ten o'clock Thursday morning' ' The 

amendment Hhich is before the Chair novr is to remove 

all the words after 1that'and to substitute therefore the 

following, the t•mrds "that the House meet on Thursday from 

ten o'cloc~ until one o'clock, and from t hree o'clock 

until six o ' clock . 

~ow, !·1r . Soeaker, I should say a ~-1ord or tHo on this 

because I seconded the amendment and I intend to vote for 

it . And· I also, 
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if the amendment is defeated, as I assume it will be, except 

it is not going to come to a vote tonight, I am prepared to 

vote for the main motion, and I speak for my colleagues on that. 

Now that may seem paradoxical, but I do not think it is, and I would 

like to try to outline my reasons for so feeli~g. To do so 

I think, Mr. Speaker, I have to go back to -not to disclose anythir~ 

that is secret and certainly not to reveal anything that ought not to 

be revealed, because there is nothing that ought not to be revealed. 

A number of us in the House have been concerned- and I think the 

concern is felt on both sides of the House and by members who are in the 

Cabinet and by members who are not members of the government, but 

who may support the government or who may sit as we do in Opposition 

to the government in the House- a number of us have been extremely 

concerned about the estimates procedure about the way in which we 

debate the estimates in this House. Now this has changed a lot 

in the last few years. When I first sat in the House, I suppose the 

entire estimates were done in- I do not know - three, four, five, six 

days. Maybe some hon. gentlemen - the gentleman from St. John's 

East Extern (Mr. Hickey) was a member of the House in those days. He 

was there, and I was there, but we were both in the House. I suppose -

what? - three or four or five days the whole estimates were polished off 

really. Occasionally there might be a fairly lengthy debate on a particular 

subhead, and it might be a half an hour or an hour and maybe a little 

longer. 

But over the last sev~n or eight years that has 

changed. And I think it began to change first when Mr. John Crosbie 

and Mr. Clyde Wells, each of whom, of course, was then a member . -

Mr. Crosbie as the member for St. John's West, and Mr. 1-lells, the 

member for Humber East, the Humber East seat, the old Humber East seat -

they sat in Opposition to the Smallwood administration, and they sat 

just down here to the right of where I nm.; stand. They sat as Liberal Reformers. 
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trr. Beaton Abbott, then the member for Bonavista North, I guess, 

Mr. Beaton Abbott sat with them as did Mr. Gerald Myrden who was 

then the member for the old district of St. Barbe South. Mr. Myrden 

and Mr. Abbott were not very vocal in debate as a rule, but Mr. Wells 

was certainly eloquent and vocal and Mr. Crosbie was eloquent 

and vocal and spoke very often. And beginning about then the 

estimates began to take a very long time indeed to go through the 

House. I can recall being congratulated because - I was Minister of 

Health - I got my estimates steered through the Committee in, I think, 

six hours. That was considered to be, you know, fairly quick given 

the fact that Health then, as now, was one of the larger depar~ents. 

It was not nearly as many dollars, but it was a large chunk of the 

money that the government were spending in those days. And six hours 

was considered to be quite a good amount of time. 

Well by comparison now the most that any department 

ha~ been allotted in the schedule we have agreed to has been six 

hours, and that is for the Fisheries Department and for the 

Mines and Energy Department, each of ~.;hich has a major degree 

of priority, each of which- I think the feeling of all members 

is this year -each of which ought to be given a great deal of time. 

Well now the practice then on estimates began to change. And the 

debate which had al,.;ays , and I say always - I can only speak of 

eleven or twelve years myself, but I think my friend from Burin -

Placentia 1-J'est (Mr. Canning) who goes back to 1949 in the House, back 

to the first House to sit after Confederation, the first House to sit 

since 1933, in 1934, February, 1934, was it , Responsible Government 

was suspended~ I think it was February, 1934. 

AN HON. MEMBER: February, 1934. 

MR. ROBERTS: February, 1934, was it not? I think it was. 

But in any event it was late 1933 or early in 

1934. And I doubt if there are very many people left alive who 

ever sat in the old House as members; trr. Phil Lewis -

AN HON. MEtlliER: . W.J. Browne 
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MR. ROBERTS: There were two or three others. There are very 

few men alive today who sat in the old -Mr. Bill Brown~, of course 

the hen. ~v. J. Browne and Mr. Phil Lewis for two. There may be 

others. But in any event the point is as long as anybody can 

remember'- and I venture to say that as long as there has been 

a House of Assembly, up until a year or two ago debate on the 

estimates was without limit .• As long as it was relevant, as long 

as the member speaking spoke to the point, the debate could go on 

indefinitely. And if the House needed more hours or more days it 

got more hours and it got more days. 

Well, MI. Crosbie and Mr. Wells, particularly 

Mr. Crosbie tended to go on at some length. The Opposition of the 

day, the member for St. John's East (Hr. Ottenheimer) as he then 

was - he now occupies the august position of our Speaker - was 

Leader of the Opposition; the member for St. John 1 s Centre (Hr. Murphy) 

succeeded him as Leader of the Opposition; the member for Gander 

came into the House in a by-election in 1967 and 
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the member for St. John 1 s East Extern (Hr. Hickey) then and nmv 

made up the official Opposition, they did not take a great deal of -

I am sorry the gentleman from St. Joh's East (Mr. Marshall), the 

present member for St. John 1 s East ~vho succeeded Mr. Speaker Hhen 

Mr. Speaker left the House in 1969 or 1970, the gentleman for 

St. John's East was returned in a by-election in that Spring, the 

Spring of 1970 and took his seat that Summer. 

session in July. 

I think we had a 

In any event the Opposition did not take a lot of 

time, it was the independent member, so in that sense my friend 

for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) is only follmving on in a tradition. The 

point I am making, and I regret I seem to be a little wordy, but it 

has been a long day, and it takes, you know, perhaps our thoughts 

are not as sharp as they ought to be, and we have not had enough 

time - you know the old story, Mr. Speaker, I think, it Has 

President ~voodrmv Hilson, somebody said to him, "How much notjce 

would you need if we vlere to come to ask you to make a speech, 

Hr. President?" And he said, "Well that would depend entirely 

upon hm·7 long the speech was." "Well said, the inviter, the person 

1vho wanted him to come to make the speech) if ~ve asked you to 

come to make a fifteen minute speech to our organization, how long 

would you need to prepare?" Hell said the President, " I would 

need a month to get ready for that." The man did not quite 

understand, and then he said, "Well if I ~-.rere to ask you, Sir, to 

come to speak to us for half an hour, how long >vould you need. 1 

1/Jell said the President, "If you need a half an hour speech I '.vill 

need two ~veeks to prepare for that. IT And that completely astonished 

the man. Well he said, "If I vlere to ask you to come and speak for 

as long as you want, how long would you need?~ To which the answer 

\vas, "Hhen would you like me to begin?" The point of that is that 

if you have a long time to speak you tend not to organize your 

thoughts as you ought to. 
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I think the best procedure ~ve have in this House 

nO't-7 is the five minute late sho~v debate on Thursday Afternoons, 

five minutes for somebody on this side or a backbencher on the 

other side if they wanted to use it, five minutes for a minister. 

It is usually the most effective means of debate that we have. 

But in any event I wander and I apologize. 

The Opposition of that day bolstered by Mr. Crosbie 

and Mr. Wells began to consume vast amounts of time on the estimates. 

And then came 1971 and 1972, the two general elections, the House 

elected in 1971 met for only an afternoon, and then it was dissolved 

and came back, so there were no estimates considered by that ~eneral 

Assembly~ Then there was a General Assembly elected in Harch 1972, 

and I think there were thirty-three on the government side and nine 

on our side when the dust cleared before there were court actions 

or anything, and so in we came. Hell that ~vas ~vhen the trouble 

began, because a number of us, all of us in the Opposition felt that 

we ought to debate the estimates and vigorous~y and forcefully and 

we did our best to do so. And the member for St. John's East (Mr. 

Marshall), if memory serves me, was at that time the House Leader on 

the government side, and whatever his faults, he may have one or two, 

he has many strengths, and one of them is a great belief in the 

rightness of his own opinion, in his own virtues, and he was 

convinced that the government had the right to carry the estimates 

as they do in law, and he was determined to get them through and so 

we had some battles royal. Your Honour at that stage had not come 

to the House, Your Honour was full-time practicing medicine, as a 

pediatrician and looking after children instead of being here in 

House, and I ~..r:Ul not take that line of argument any further) so 

Your Honour is not personally familiar >vi th the debates. Your Honour 

may have read of them or may have been told of them, but there were 

some real donnybrooks, some battles royal. The House on one occasion 

sat for t~venty-seven hours because the government's tactic after a 

little ~vhile ~vhen they turned out \.Je were not going to be threatened, 
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MR. ROBERTS : 

ve were not going to be coerced, we v!er~ not going t0 b e argued 

do~m , "'e tvere determined as an Opposition to exercise our rights, 

and we ~~ere exercising the same rights that Oppositions have 

always had, and if the government felt lo7e were being obs.tructionists 

they ought to see the records of the Hang Her down Opn0sition back 

in, I think, it ~vas 1923 or 1924 when Sir Michael Cashin and a 

group of men sat in Opposition to the Administration of that day, 

and I think they were four months getting off the Throne Speech, 

you knmv, and did no other business at all. 

But in those days as I recall it every member eould 

speak for an unlimited amount of time if Your Honour can credit it, 

but apparently that was the rule. And it was not - it was only 

in 1880 in England that the House of Commons adopted any time limits 

~.;rhen Parnell, the Irish '!ationalists - t h ey first came to prominence in 

the 1885 electic::. and the 1886 election - the Irisn obstructionist tactics 

really came to tile floor . It ~vas the first time we ever had any 

rules on time limits in the Parliament at Hestminster. 
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HR. ROBERTS: Now, ~~. Speaker, we in the Opposition then decided 

that we would exercise our right3 and the government's response 

to that was to try to wear us out and that led to the spectacle, 

not a very pleasant one - two, four, six, eight, ten, twelve -

Mr. Speaker, I would think we do not have a quorum and I would 

accordingly bring the matter to Your Honour's attention and 

ask that the procedure be followed. 

MR. SPEAKER (DR. COLLINS): I would ask the Law Clerk to count th~ 

House. 

I am informed a quorum is present. 

MR. ROBERTS: I thank Your Honour and I am grateful now. 

I mean if one is going to have to make a speech at a quarter to elev~" 

at night the least one can do is have some of an audience. They might 

not listen to it but at least they have to be here. 

Mr. Speaker, the point is that there has been 

a lot of unhappiness with the way the estimates are being handled. 

The administration two or three years ago forced through a seventy

five hour rule, a seventy-five hour time limit on the estimates 

procedure. That was the first time to my recollection, to my 

knowledge that that had ever been done in this Province. I am not 

sure of the procedure in other provinces. Some may have it1 

do not. But it had never before been done in this Province. 

some 

We in the Opposition were very unhappy 

over that. We felt it was the wrong way to proceed but in any 

event the government insisted upon it and in those happy days 

the government had two-thirds of the House within their own 

ranks, a situation which does not obtain today. 

Now ~rhat happened? \.Jell the new rule 

came into effect, we were allowed seventy-five hours for the 

estimates. He have nm11 had I believe two years of debating estimates 

under that rule, 1975 session which was succeeded by the general 

election and in the 1976 session, the session last year. 

In each of these two sessions \ve operated under 
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MR. ROBERTS: the seventy-five hour rule bwt we did not change 

our other procedure~. We did not. We followed the same 

procedure ~ve had a;tways followed - the government would call 

a head, wh£tever one they wished and then the House would 

debate it. There were not limits placed on the debate other 

than the rule of relevancy and the rule of repetition, both 

of which I would say to the gentleman from St. John's North 

are well entrenched in the rule books and in the precedent 

books and the result was that the seventy-five hours ran 

out with at least half the departments not debated. 

My friend from LaPoile (Mr. Neary) might 

recall 
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MR. ROBERTS: My friend from LaPoile (Mr. Neary) might 

recall which ones were not debated but as I recall it we have 

not had a debate on Transportation and Communications in this 

House for the last two or three year.s. 

JI1R. NEARY : That is right. 

MR. ROBERTS: I do not think the present minister has 

NM- 1 

ever had the opportunity to show that he can defend his estimates> 

if in fact he can. Last year Fisheries -

HR. MORGAN: Well that was your fault. 

~. ROBERTS: I will deal with whose fault it was, ~r. Speaker, 

in a moment. Fisheries, one of the absolutely crucial topics that 

this House ought to be debating and discussirg, Fisheries last year 

I believe7 the minister began an opening statement and it was 

twenty minutes, half an hour. The minister did net have the 

opportunity to finish his opening statement when the Speaker, or 

the Chairman I am sorry in Committee, interrupted and said, 

"I am sorry but the time, the seventy-five hours has expired, that 

is the end of it." So the minister did not even get the opportunity 

to make a statement. The House never got the opportunity to discuss 

the fisheries. And there were a number of other departments. 

I do not have a list here but I would say from memory that five or 

six or seven of the departments, including some of the more 

important ones, were not debated last year, 

I remember my friend from Burin - Placentia 

West (~r. Canning) being horror struck, a man with twenty-three 

years service in the House, being absolutely horror struck 

that a whole session went by without a debate on the fisheries, 

And I think he put down a private member's motion to ask for extra 

time to debate,specifically
1
the fisheries, nothing else but 

just the Fisheries estimates, But of course that got no where. 

The government would not allow it to go ahead and it did not 

go ahead. It died when the session died. 

./ 
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MR. ROBERTS: Now, Sir, my friend from Bonavista South 

(Mr. Horgan) and he is my friend, we have our differences of 

opinion but I do not take him very seriously and so I do not 

get upset when he and I differ. My friend from Bonavista 

South has said that, I think these are his ~vords, "Well 

you were at fault," meaning "we", the humble but loyal 

members of the Opposition. 

MR. ·MORGAN: I take it back -

MR. ROBERTS: Well the hon, gentleman may take it back if he wishes 

but he has now provoked me into wrath,as it were,and so I shall 

say a word or two or three about this particular matter. 

I am prepared to admit, and I think whether 

I am prepared to or not I ~-10uld have to in any event so I will 

do it, that all members on both sides of the House have every 

right to feel that they are responsible for the fact that the 

estimates procedure got in such terrirle shape. All of us 

debated at length)and many felt at an interminable length, 

I mean)last year we did Mines and Energy and Mr, Crosbie absent 

but still with us, gone but not forgotten, Mr. John Crosbie 

was the minister. 

MR. NEARY: As for me I am feeling rotten. 

MR. ROBERTS: And Mr. John Crosbie)I mean~could do a lot of 

things but not the least of the things which he could do was 

(a) provoke the Opposition, often intentionally and secondly 

or (b) consume vast amounts of time on his feet and what were 

we eighteen or twenty hours last year on ~ines and Energy? 

You know something like a quarter to a third, a quarter going 

on a third of the entire time of the House of Assembly allotted 

by the government for the discussion of estimates ~vas placed on 

one department. Now an ~portant department, true, but nonetheless 

only one department. Why was Mines and Energy called early on? 

Why was it fir~t" nr second? Well partially because the gentleman 

who was the minister, ~r. Crosbie,was the House Leader and thus 
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MR. ROBERTS: could determine the schedule but also because the 

government felt, and I guess with wisdom and with r1ghtness on their 

side~ that Mr. Crosbie could handle himself:! and so they put him 

on and some of the other ministers whom they felt~! think,with 

equal reason would not be able to handle themselves very well in 

Committee, they were put at the bottom of the qu~ue, the end of the aueue 

and of course their turn at bat never came. 

~. NEARY: That is what happened to the Minister of Transportation. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. The Minister of TransportationJfor example, 

was placed at the end of the queue and the thought in Vr. r:rosbie's 

mind,and in the mind of the directing minister's oppcsite, the 

groun who were running the government was that, "Well if we 

are lucky the Minister of Transportation will never get on." 

And that is the way it turned out. He never did get on. 

MR. MORG~~: I will be on this year. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well he will get on this year. and he will also get 

off this year and we will see what happens. But that is just the 

point, that is precisely the point, that the system was mutually 

unsatisfactory and so negotiations began amongst the house leaders 

and amongst the Premier and myself and others. and as the Premier 

has just indicated, an agreement was reached and the agreement 

was embodied in the motion of which the Minister of Justice -

I am sorry, no the Minister of Justice was away at the time, of which 

the Government House Leader gave notice yesterday morning when we 

met at ten o'clock. We agreed on Thursday when the Budget debate 

was finished -
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there was a bit of discussion on this side, one or two of my 

colleagues had some questions about this particular draft order 

and what it meant, and that we wanted a little time to consider 

iti so we agreed then that the House with our consent -we can 

only speak for ourselves; we cannot speak for my friend from 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary) or my absent friend from Port de Grave (Mr. Dawe), 

but we can certainly speak for our group - we agreed that we would 

let the House sit at ten Monday morning, and it did meet at ten 

yesterday. And we said that we would support this motion, and we would 

and we did. We agreed to it unanimously. Now where does the 

trouble come? 

Well, first of all, before we get to that, let us look at 

what the motion does. There are bvo motions. One is to set the 

sitting hours; the second is to allocate the seventy-five hours amongst 

the various departments. Now let me take the second one first. I 

think it is a bad second choice to allowing the House the time it 

feels it needs for debate. But if the government are adamant~as 

they are,at not extending the seventy-five hour rule then we must 

accept that.1fhether we like it or not we have to accept it. And 

so this is the second best choice, and I think it is a vast improvement 

over the procedure which we followed in 1976 and in 1975, a vast 

improvement indeed. And I think the experience - we have now 

done four Heads of expenditure. We have done the Executive Council, 

Head III ; we have done the Consolidated Fund Services,Head l ; 

we have done Department of Finance, Head IV; we have done Legislative, 

Head II; and we have done Health, Head X • We have done five of the 

twenty Heads of expenditure, and I think it has been by and large 

a good debate. Not as good as if we had unlimited time as in the old 

days, not unlimited time for an individual speaker, but unlimited time 
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in that the House as long as there were matters to be debated the 

House would debate them. The Minister of Health did not have 

enough time to say all he wanted to say tonight. I am sure he did not. 

And I certainly would have liked to have said more, and you know 

the many members would like to get in, but the rules are the rules4 

And this is a compromise, vre accepted it; we felt that it was the 

best w·e could do. Then their was the first part. The goverl1Illent 

asked to have these hours of sitting. It was not our suggestion. 

When the matter was first brought to our caucus, I do not think 

I am revealing any secrets when I say there was horror. The 

hours do not seem unreasonableJ nine hours a day, three days a week, 

and then three hours on the other t>.;o days. It does not seem unreasonable 

It is thirty-three hours a week. Most people work - what? - thirty-five hours 

or thirty-six hours or at least they are employed thirty-five or thirty-six 

hours a week. It does not seem unreasonable. But the work of a 

member of the House is not just here in the Chamber. It is not even 

just connected with preparation for the Chamber, although any member 

who is going to do his job properly has got to prepare. Ministers have 

to get their facts up and get their advisers to give them advice and 

opinions and information. We all have that. But then we all have 

districts, and we are all elected to represent a district and particularly 

those of us from rural districts. find - I suppose - what? - an average 

day I would get eight to ten to twelve letters which have to be 

dealt with one way or another, and another eight to ten to twelve 

phone calls. My friend from Green Bay represents a rural district, and 

I think he tries to serve his district in the same way I try to serve 

mine. I say that as a compliment to him. And he gets the same type 

of response from his constituents. And it takes a lot of time. 

Now it is true that ministers have executive assistants. 

I have an -executive assistant, too, as a matter of factJ thanks to the 

kindness and generosity of the present administration. They allow it to be 
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and I am deeply grateful. But still and all to spend nine 

hours in the House is just about impossible without scanting, 

skimping or even ignoring one's other duties. That is tolerable 

for a short time, particularly if there is some urgent reason, 

if there is some emergency or if there is some need for speed~ but 

to do it on a regular basis is very difficult. 

Well the House Leaders went back and forth as they 

do, and they talked back and forth. To make a short story long 

the decision our caucus came to - and this is why we are prepared to 

vote for the motion, why we did not object to it yesterday - the 

objections which my friend from LaPoile (Mr. Neary) made, which he 

made after telling us what he would do, he did not do it sneakily, 

he said, You know, have your members here, we will not do it , we -.:.rilJ not 

degree. But anyone of us, and there are fifteen or sixteen of us, 

whatever there are, anyone of us could have made the same objection, 

but we did not, and we will vote for the motion, but therein lies 

the problem. This motion is an amendment to the Standing Orders. It is 

not like the motion now before the Chair which is in effect for only 

one day, and would have to be moved each day and could be debated if 

one wished each day and so forth. 
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Hr. Roberts: 

obviously this is the proper way to do it, the proper way to do it 

is to have an amendment to the Standing Orders, a sessional 

order because it would be in effect only for this session. 

So then <;ve had a look at the law, the statute ~vhieh 

says,Thirty-four members, two-thirds, must vote affirmatively before we 

can change Standing Orders, and the simple truth of it, let it 

be recorded, is that there have not been thirty-four members -

AN RON. MEHBER: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: - in this House from ten o'clock yesterday until 

today and that is why we are in the b·ind we are in. 

SOHE HON. MEMBERS: That is right. That is right. 

~ffi. PECKFORD: No. 

MR. ROBERTS: ~~en have there been thirty-four? 

HR. PECKFORD: I never said that. 

MR. ROBERTS: ~.J'ell that is what I am saying and the minister 

said, no. 

MR. PECKF.OIID: No. I am saying, no that is not why ~ve are in 

the bind we are in because if we had unanimous consent we could have 

continued on without the amendment. 

MR. ROBERTS: But I have done, I have not withheld or withdrawn 

consent for anything. 

MR. PECKFORD: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

there are thirty -

MR. PE~KFORD: 

I never said you did. 

All right. But if we had the - and the moment 

If we had at least unanimous consent Hith the hon. 

member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) there would be no problem. 

MR.. ROBERTS : - four members here- some of my colleagues have been 

absent .One or tva are away from the Province, my friend from 

Stephenville (Hr. McNeil) and my friend from Port au Port (Mr. Hodder) 

and my friend from St. George's (Mrs. Macisaac) were in there districts 

for perfectly understandable reasons.., They ·are coming in tomorrmv 

at my specific - the member for St. George's is here, but my friends 

from Stephenville and ?art au Port are coming in at my specific request, 
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Mr. Roberts: 

but I may say very unhappily because they want to be with their 

constituents at this time above all others. My friend from 

Eagle River (Mr. Strachan) was dmvn in the district of Fogo Hhere 

he has been attending a conference of the Fogo Co-op, and he is 

very involved, in his work with them. And that is - essentially 

all of us have been here. My friend from Carbonear (:Mr. R. Moores) 

T.Vas here yesterday, my friend from Conception Bay South (Mr. Nolan) 

has been here, and the other members. But the moment there are 

thirty-four members here or thirty-four who are prepared to vote 

in the affirmative, we can change these rules and that is all ~ve need. 

Now I will support them. And as I have said, if this 

amendment is defeated-and I hope it is not, I will support the amendment 

and I will ask my colleagues to do the same- if the amendment is defeated 

and the main motion stands I will vote for it. I will even do it 

"~;>rithout debate, because I have had ample ppportuntiy, or will have had 

by the time I finish, to state my views on this question. But, 

l1r. Spea:~er, I do not like the procedure we are in now. And furthermore 

and I have said this, I said it privately, and I will say it now in the 

House, and I said it yesterday in the House, I think, this schedule 

is too much. I am prepared' to go along with it because it ws.s 

offered as a package deal. You know, the hours and the change in the 

estimates, and the Minister of ?:Unes and Energy confinns that it was 

a package - it was not one or t 'other it ~·ms both or nothing, 

MR. PECKFORl): Exactly. 

MR. ROBERTS: -and we felt the estimate's procedure was such 

a shambles last year, such a shambles reflecting upon all sides of 

the House, I am not blaming any one side. 

}fR. PECKFORl): Remembering always that the hours we are 

~ recommending to sit are more onerous on the ministry than they are or 

~ 
- the other members. 

HR. ROBERTS: Hell maybe, maybe. You knmv, maybe they are and 

maybe they are not, although given the fact that most of the ministers 

visit the House only- the l·finister of Hines and Energy is faithful-
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Hr. Roberts: 

but a number of other ministers sort of drop through the House, 

you
1 

know, visit it when they have but a spare moment. But the 

fact remains that I think this schedule of hours is too heavy. 

I 

Now we have accepted it, unhappily 'tve indeed -

MR. PECKFORD: Yes. 

HR. ROBERTS: - it is less onerous nm.;r then it ivould have been 

if the government's original proposal had been accepted. They did 

rel~nt a little. He still feel it is too much,and yet given the fact 

that it was either take the package of hours they wanted together 

wit~ the allotment of time'within the estimates or go back to the chaos 
I 
I 

we bad last year, there was no choice at all. so we took it. We 

take it unhappily. You know, half a loaf- is that not the saying·~-

half a loaf is better than no loaf. Somebody once said that, and 

if somebody did not, they ought to have said it. So that is >vhat 
I 

bri~gs us where we are. 

Now it shortly will be eleven o'clock. At eleven of 

the,clock as I understand the Standing Orders, Your Honour reminded 

ns c;>f this last night, Your Honour leaves the Chair until three o'clock 

tom0rrow. 

HR. PECKFORD: Until three o'clock tomorrow. 

MR. 1 ROBERTS: It is Standing Order (8), I think. We have been 

thr0ugh these Standing Orders enough times in the last few days. 
I 

So the motion will not come to a vote tonight. And, of course, 

there is no poir.t at coming to a vote tomorrow- it cannot come to 
I 

a v0te tomorrow because it is Private Members' Day and a government motion has 
I 

I 

no precedence. What I am going to suggest to the government is 
I 

that we find out when we are going to get thirty-four people here and 

we put the whole thing to a vote. We are prepared to vote for the 
I 

package we agreed to. We are quite prepared to vote for it and to 

live 1vith it, but I would say to the Premier and to his colleagues 

that I still think the schedule of hours is too much. I think that we 
I 

will pay a price in a lowering of the quality of debate and in a rise 

in fhe temper of the House, and I do·•not think that serves anybody' s 
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I-1r. Roberts: 

interest. I think that the debate - well, Hr. Speaker, to be 

quite candid I 1vould not be surprised if Your Honour were to 

interrupt me at any moment to point out thet it is eleven o'clock, 

may I just finish the sentence - I do not think the experience 

of the last couple of days has helped anybody. I think that the 

way in which we are going with the estimates has been an immense 

improvement, and the House improves, we have had good debates and 

everything is further ahead. Let us have a few fewer hours then I 

think ~ve can get ahead with it, but if not, we will sttand by the 

commitment which \ve made, <:ve 'tvilL .. honour it to the breach. 

Now I am not going to allow the han. gentleman the 

floor because he can move the House sit after eleven. 

~fR. PECKFORD: No, no, I am not going to do that. I am not that 

kind, boy! 

MR. ROBERTS: If the hon. gentleman is not that kind he will not 

be House Leader for long. 

NR. PECKFORD: No, no! 

MR. ROBERTS: But the point is if the Speaker calls it eleven o'clock 

I will yield the floor and/ or I will yield the floor to the ron. 

gentleman on condition he not move any of these procedural motions. 

I mean, I am not trying to play games, I just - I am determined 

that this not come to the rule tonight. But I will accordingly, 

Hr. Speaker, it being eleven o'clock I note the House has now adjourned. 

HR. PECKFORD: May I ask a question, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Does the han. gentleman have leave to ask a question? 

!:>ffi.. ROBERTS: Fine. Of course. 

MR. SPEAKER: All right then, by leave. 

HR. PECKFORD: Is it possi.g_le q~ tomorrow within - for all hon. 

f members to agree if we have the two-thirds number which we think we 

can have tomorrow to 
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MR.. PECKFORD : put the motion now before the floor and then 

to ~ut the package so that we can get it cleared up ? 

~. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, if we have thirty-four ~ve do 

not need to worry about the motion before the Chair. That 

would be superceded by this. I can only repeat what I have 

said before, my colleagues and I are prepared to vote for the 

arrangement we -agreed to. You know we think it is a better 

arrangement than the one-that prevailed before that. We still feel 

the hours are too long and I mean we are deadly serious about 

that. The government obviously -

AN RON • HEMBER: Would Private MeF,ber's Day have anything to do 

with that? 

MR. ROBERTS : Well it would have to be by consent because 

a government order cannot be called on Private Member's Day. But 

I for one and I can speak for my colleagues but my friend from 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary) and my friend from Port de Grave (Mr. Dawe) 

speak for themselves 1 of course. But I mean we will be delighted to 

vote on it without debate but we still renew our plea as I do now 

for a little relaxation in those hours. It is pretty hard on 

most of us and nobody is going to benefit. '-

HR. NEARY: Yes, Mr. Speaker, if the thir ty-four members are 

here tomorrow of course I will give consent. That is the only 

hang-up, Sir, it is not the fact that I am tryi~g to be hard 

to get along with. 

SOME RON. ~MBERS : Hear! Hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: Could we have that in writing? 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, the whole truth of the matter 

is that the government have not been able to get their motion 

through because they cannot get thirty-four members in the House. 

That is the truth of the matter. 

~. SPEAKER: Order, please: It now being eleven o'clock I now 

adjourn the House until tomorrow, Wednesday, at 3:00 P.M. 

This House is adjourned until tomorrow, 't.Jednesday, 

at 3:00 P.M. 


